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ME
GETTING MY (WHITTIER)
COLLEGE EDUCATION
EDITOR'S
NOTES

LATE LAST SEPTEMBER, I arrived on campus for the first day at my new job. I was armed

PUBLIC RELATIONS INTERN

with not much more than a Post-it bearing directions to my office, a box of files (which I've
yet to unpack), and a nodding acquaintance with Whittier College lore—most notably that

POET TO POET

this was Nixon's alma mater, a fact which anyone who heard about my new post felt inclined
to tell me.
ART DIRECTION

I had defected from another small, liberal arts college just east of here, where I was
firmly "plugged in" to a variety of campus- and constituent-related subjects. On request, I
could rattle off the history of a building, discuss the pulse of the community, and identify a
multitude of students and alumni by either name or face. In short, I prided myself on being
information central.
Transferring over to Whittier, I had some inkling the learning curve was going to be
tough. That has proved an understatement.
However, I've had an excellent start. Experience dictates that the primary source for

Kaylee Carrington '0.:
Paul Gallaher 'O7
Wendell Jack
Tracy Maple
Theresa Rivas '99

this sort of "college education" is the alumni base: the thousands of folks whose individual
experiences combine to form a collective portrait (rather Like a Seurat painting). So I admit,
in the interest of research I've been stalking you—at sporting events, committee meetings,
alumni gatherings—pretty much anywhere there's a potential flock of Poets. Most illuminating
of all, I've been reading class notes published in past issues of The Rock, scores upon scores of
your Poet to Poet reports that have kept your classmates current with your lives and activities.
INTERIM PRESIDENT*

Through my investigation I've discovered a veritable wellspring of Poet personality.
Across the board, Whittier graduates are energetic, enthusiastic, and entirely committed to
finding and following adventure. You are distinctive by your genuine passion for learning

VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADVANCEMENT

and commitment to education. You love travel, you love golf, and you love a good challenge.
Questions? Concerns?

Most of all, you love Whittier College.
INTERIM DIRECTOR

Ultimately, your alumni magazine should reflect this dynamic Poet spirit.

Love it? Elate it? Then

To that end, a few changes have been made in The Rack—notably in design, but also

let us know. E-mail
therock@whittier.edu
Letters are subject to
publication in a future
issue of The Rock.

OF ALUMNI RELATIONS

in content. Campus News has been expanded to include Around the Rock, Society Pages, and

'through June 2005

Faculty Files. Sports will run a recurring Q&A feature with a coach or athlete. Alumni News
will carry updates from the regional chapters. Last, one new department has been added:
Senior Moments. Located on the final page of the magazine, this photo-profile is designed
to put you in sync with our current crop of Poets, and likewise introduce you to the (soonto-be) newest members of the alumni association.
I sincerely hope that you enjoy this new incarnation of The Rock, and I invite your

THE ROCK, Summer 2005
Volume 76, Number I
Copyright 2005 Whittier College
The Rock is published by
Whittier College

comments and suggestions at any time (e-mail therock@whittier.edu). Remember, I'm still

Our mailing address is:

navigating this Whittier learning curve, and I appreciate all the help you're willing to give.

THE ROCK
Office of Public Relations
Whittier College

OV
Dan

Rakoczy

13406 Philadelphia St.
P.O. Box 634
Whittier, CA 90608
Phone (562) 907-4222
Fax (562) 907-4927
E-mail: therock@whittier.edu

Editor-in-Chief
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ALUMNI, PARENTS, AND FRIENDS:
AS YOU MAY KNOW, in
February the Board of
Trustees confirmed the
appointment of Whittier
College's 14th president,

Dr. Sharon D. Herzberger.
Coming to us from Trinity
College in Connecticut, Dr. Herzberger has
an outstanding background in strategic
institutional planning, as well as a deep
commitment to the campus community
experience and academic excellence. 1100k
forward to working with her closely.
As a result of Dr. Herzberger's
appointment, this is my final communication to you as Interim President, so I'd like
to take a moment to share a few highlights of our recent spring semester.
In January, due to the work of two of
our community. Whittier earned a flurry of
national media attention. A team of scientists led by Associate Professor of Physics
Glenn Piner made literally an out-of-thisworld discovery, tracking plasma jets in
deep space at the unheard of rate of onetenth of one percent near the speed of
light. Student Sue Rubin's short documentary. Autism is a World, earned an
Academy Award nomination. Written by
and starring Sue, the film chronicles her
life overcoming the challenge of living
with autism. In late February, we were
fortunate to secure a private screening of
Sue's not-yet-released ifim at the Ruth B.
Shannon Center for the Performing Arts,
and not a single seat in the house was
left empty.
The early months of 2005 were also
punctuated by a number of weatherrelated challenges as Southern California
experienced an unprecedented rainy
season. The campus community rallied
despite the persistent sogginess, minor
leaks and flood damage in three resi-

dence halls, server interruption, and constant rescheduling of athletic games. Our
facilities and grounds crews deserve high
praise indeed for putting in long hours to
ensure repairs were made quickly and
inconvenience kept at a minimum.
Two conferences set in spring were
to bring notoriety to the college and a
unique learning experience to our students. ASlANetwork proceeded apace in
late April, and for four days, several hundred leading historians and scholars
from around the world converged on
campus for keynote lectures, roundtables, research presentations, and panel
discussions on a variety of interdisciplinary topics in Asian studies. At the
request of co-sponsor and principle financial backer The Richard M. Nixon Library
& Birthplace, the second spring conference, "Richard Nixon as Commander in
Chief: The History of Nixon and Vietnam,"
was unfortunately cancelled while still in
the planning stages. It is our firm hope,
however, that in future the College will be
able to host an equally compelling conference on this important subject.
At the conclusion of the spring athletic season, a total of nine students in
five sports earned honors from the
Southern California Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference (SCIAC), and several
school records were broken in swimming
and in track and field. Men's lacrosse finished with an impressive 10-2 record
overall, and both women's water polo

mony was truly spectacular with the
whole community gathered to celebrate
the achievement and hard work of our
students and the distinguished careers
of honorary degree recipients Rueben
Martinez, Alfred J. Gobar '53, Rafer
Johnson, and Dr. Gordon Sato. As our
286 new graduates pursue the next
stages in their lives equipped with an
outstanding Whittier College education,
I wish them much success in all their
endeavors and encourage them to
embrace their new relationship with
the College as alumni.

Sharon Herzberger,
Whittier College's
14th president, began
her term of office on
July 1, 2005.

I hope that each of you will make
plans to visit campus next fall—for
Orientation, Whittier Weekend, the
Presidential Inauguration ceremony, or
just to experience a few of the interesting events and meet the inspiring people
who make Whittier such a wonderful
place to be.
As always. I encourage you to keep
checking our website, wwwwhiftier.edu,
for the latest news, athletic scores, and
calendar of events.
Sincerely yours,

Jan Legoza
Interim President* and Vice President
for Finance and Administration

and men's baseball finished fourth in
SCIAC—the baseball team closing out
their season with an exciting five-game
winning streak.
Finally, in arguably one of the best
duties I have had as Interim President, I
was thrilled to preside over the 102nd

*Legoza ended her interim presidency
on June 30, 2005.

Commencement on May 27. The cere-
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CUT. Director
Gerry Wurzburg and

OSCAR-NOMINATED FILM

writer/star Sue Rubin
take- a momentary

EXPLAINS HOW AUTISM IS A WORLD

break from filming.
V

YOU'VE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE IT.

A ROU NDTHEROCK

And that's not just a statement about
the Oscar-nominated film, Autism is a
World, written by junior Sue Rubin, which
gives a startling and unique account of
how one woman deals with the challenges and frustrations of her disability.
On February 24, four days prior to
the Academy Award celebration, the
film—not yet in widespread distribution—
was shown in the Ruth B. Shannon Center
for the Performing Arts. The exclusive
Through facilitated 10,
communication
technology, Rubin
was able to shatter a
childhood misdiagnosis
of retardation.
She graduated high
school with honors,
scored 1370 on her
SATs, and is currently
a Whittier Scholar.

screening attracted community and
campus members alike, from Whittier's
new president, Dr. Sharon Herzberger, to
visitors from Los Angeles to Long Beach.
When all seats were filled, others fought
to get standing room space along the
back of the house, on the landings, and
on the stairwells. Close to 75 huddled
around a lone monitor in the lobby that
provided a live feed to the show.
The event which also featured a
Q&A session with Rubin and director
Gerardine Wurzburg, drew the curious
and the intimately affected—evidenced by
the large number of disabled spectators
and their families who attended. This was

Sue's personal story, broadcast on a 14foot screen, a rare glimpse into a world
that, minus technology, would have been
sealed away in Sue's mind indefinitely.
The 40-minute ifim elicited laughs,
cheers, and moments of keen empathy,
and as the credits rolled and the house
lights came up, the applause— a standing ovation—was thunderous for Rubin
and Wurzburg.
Wurzburg noted that it was the best
screening she'd ever attended. "You guys
got all the punch lines," she grinned in
approval at the start of the Q&A session.
"Sometimes, with certain subject matter,
you worry [as a director] that an audience won't be able to find the humor. I'm

When asked by one audience member how she handles "the bad days," Rubin
responded eloquently through her facilitated communication technology, "I have a
beautiful circle of family and friends."
Although the film did not win the
Oscar, the message it relates about
courage, determination, and the importance of not taking any person at facevalue will transcend time more elegantly
than a gold statuette ever could.
Autism is a World aired nationwide
on the May 22 edition of "CNN Presents."
The film was produced by CNN and State
of the Art, Inc.. and will be distributed
for use in the educational market in the
near future.

glad that was not the case here."

PADDY WINS NERHOOD
AT THE HONORS CONVOCATION held on May 10, Dave Paddy,

comes out of him physically—[ he literally] jumps

associate professor of English language and literature, received

around the classroom."

the Harry W. Nerhood Award for excellence in teaching.
Presenting the award, Dean of Faculty Susan Gotsch

Other faculty honored that evening included Professor
Fred Bergerson and Assistant Professor Caroline Heldman,

praised Paddy for creating a quality environment for learn-

both members of the political science department.

ing in and out of the classroom. Gotsch continued with

Bergerson received the Richard B. Harvey Award, which

quotes from students and colleagues who had nominated

recognizes a tenured professor for career excellence in

Paddy: "He embraces chaos and teaches with an intellectual

teaching, leadership in the classroom, and exemplary

adventurism that wows me," and "he makes [students] the

administrative service. Heldman was awarded the Marilyn

center of attention and really listens to what they have

Veich Award, presented to an untenured faculty member

to say," and "the enjoyment of the subject he teaches

for outstanding service to the College.

>> OF THE CLASS OF 2005, 31 GRADUATED WITH LATIN HONORS,
WHILE 84 EARNED ACADEMIC DISCTINCTION IN THEIR MAJORS.
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ME
A NOVEL IDEA
(And, yes, there will be a quiz...)

PUSHING THE
COSMIC SPEED LIMIT

SEAN MORRIS RECOMMENDS...

NEARLY A CENTURY AGO, Einstein explained

A LITERARY DETECTIVE NOVEL:

it all to us. Light travels at a greater speed
than matter and always will.

English faculty assign a few summer
reads for a variety of tastes.

O Os

Or so he thought.
Fforde's heroine "Thursday Next"
encounters some of the greatest char

Putting his
discovery in

acters in literature and battles deadly
villains who literally leap off the page.

Layman's terms,
Piner said: "To

BILL GEIGER RECOMMENDS...
A PRESIDENTIAL BIOGRAPHY:

accelerate a
bowling baLL to
the speed newly
measured in these

Hamilton's life, ambitions, and ideas

blazars would

presented in a sound and engaging
require all the

historical context.

energy produced

DAVE PADDY RECOMMEN

in the world for

A DARK SATIRE:

an entire week."

ätire about a
Columbine-like school shooting that
takes on American violence and hypocritical moral stances.
TONY BARNSTONE RECOMMENDS.
AN ORAL HISTORY:

Each blob of plasma in these particular jets
is at least as massive as a large planet."

Using the National Science Foundation's Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA).
Piner and his colleagues studied three
blazar jets—powerful, charged particles

Exploration Agency, along with Whittier
College senior Dipesh Bhattarai, who has

that form a "blob" of plasma and are ejected at high speeds toward Earth from accretion disks in black holes—and found their

"The impact of this discovery,"
explained Piner, "will mean that the scien-

light-years. A Boston

tific community will now begin to generate theories about how these black holes
accelerate this matter at these speeds."

very high speeds based

ANNE KILEY RECOMMENDS...
A MAGICAL FANTASY:

Piner's team isolated
these three blazars and
monitored their progress

Jonathan Strange & Mr. (Vorrell
by Susanna Clar,.-

longer than it really needs to be—

again in 2002 and
2003 over a greater period of time —100
total telescope hours spread out over a
period of two years - and were able to
confirm the high-speed motion.
According to Einstein's Special Theory

and anyone who's taken one of my

of Relativity, no object with mass can be

novel courses will probably find that

accelerated to the speed of light. To get
even close requires enormous amounts of

ult's

Harry Potter,

which it's not, the basic premise
the revival of real magic in a realistic
Late 18th century England. It's wellplotted and engaging, but rather

statement significant.

A
Piner (seated)
and Bhattarai '05.

groundbreaking discovery was publicly
announced at the annual meeting of the
American Astronomical Society in

features in the blazar jets at distances
from Earth ranging from 7.3 to 9 billion

on VLBA observations
made in the mid-1990s.

and through World War II.

been working with Piner on this project
for nearly two years, analyzing data and
making graphic images. The team's

January and caused quite a stir, with the
story quickly picked up by Space.com,
CNN, and USA Today.

Remarkable stories of the Japanese
everyman during the years prior to

Piner's team of scientists included
colleagues from NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and the Japan Aerospace

rate of travel to be at 99.9% of light-speed.
Taking advantage of the extremely
sharp radio "vision" of the continent-wide
VLBA, the scientists tracked individual

of these jets, had earlier
identified the galactic
trio as having potentially

by Haruko Taya Cook and

duced in the world for an entire week.

A recent astronomical discovery
made by a team of physicists led by
Glenn Piner, associate professor of
physics, suggests that it's possible that
matter is closing the gap.

University team, studying
a grouping of hundreds

Japan at War: An Oral History

terms, Piner said: "To accelerate a bowling
ball to the speed newly measured in these
blazars would require all the energy pro-

Following up on their work, Piner,
Bhattarai, and their colleagues will continue to study a single blazar from the
original trio throughout 2006, to determine any fluctuation in speed. They'll
keep working with the VLBA and have
secured 25 telescope hours to use over
the course of the year.
As to how they selected the one
blazar to follow, Piner notes the tam is
keeping up with the jet that has consistently produced the cleanest image,
versus the one that looks to be the fastest.
"Basically, we're just going for the
best-looking one," Piner says in all seriousness, then 'laughs as he realizes
the cliché.

energy. Putting his discovery in layman's

>> NUMBER OF ON-CAMPUS, OPEN, WIRED NETWORK
CONNECTIONS AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS: 1,910
5

STAR SEARCH
POETS APPOINTED TO COORDINATE THE "CATTLE CALL"

GIFT WILL
KEEP GIVING

ideas with peers, attend educational

contract negotiation.

A COLLECTION OF PAINTINGS dating

Peake will work on the showcase pro-

as far back as the 17th century has

duction, coordinating the "talent" who hope
recently come into Whittier College's
to secure performance contracts for the
possession. The donation of the 13
PaulGallaher '07

A ROU N DTHERO CK

sessions, and get hands-on experience in

works of art was generously made
by Banco Popular North America
(BPNA) through local business,
Lauren Bourgoyne '06, Director of Student

Quaker City Bank.
The collection includes eight
landscaped and maritime-themed oil
paintings by prominent 19th century
British artists of the Royal Academy

"My pLan is to
get a job with a

including Thomas Butterworth and
talent agency after

Edmund John Niemann; a painting
I graduate next

by French artist François Auguste

spring, so hopefuLLy

upcoming academic year with campuses in
the region. Heading up the graphics competition, Salazar will manage the submission
process, judging, and distribution of awards
for specific event publicity campaigns creat-

Activities Barfly Peake, and Carlos Salazar

ed by student programming boards. School

'08 earned appointments to the planning

Showcase/Swap organizer Bourgoyne will

committee for the 2005 West Region

oversee all aspects of the popular merchan-

Conference of the National Association

dise exhibition and idea exchange event,

for Campus Activities (NACA).

from booth solicitation to general advertise-

With a mission to partner the higher
education and entertainment communities,

ment to on-site management.
Bourgoyne, who attended the confer-

NACA invites delegates from hundreds of

ence the last three years, is particularly

colleges and universities to the annual

excited to have a chance to work behind

Ortmans; two unsigned works; and

the skiLLs I'm learning

two large-scale canvasses by Dutch

and contacts I'm

regional conference to showcase a variety

the scenes. Already, she's spoken with

making now will

of talent available for hire on the college

several entertainment reps from all over the

soon pay off."

circuit. Converging on Portland for the

country in preparation for the fall event.

- LAUREN BOURGOYNE '06

three-day meeting in November will be

baroque painter Adam Pynacker,
dated 1669.
Originally purchased in the

"My plan is to get a job with a talent

artists, lecturers, music groups, and theatri-

agency after I graduate next spring," says

cal performers competing to secure a cam-

the business major. "So hopefully the skills

pus gig, while student and staff program-

I'm learning and contacts I'm making now

ming board representatives network with

will soon pay off."

1960s by Quaker City's then-chairman D.W. Ferguson, the paintings
were housed for four decades in the
bank's corporate offices in Uptown

entertainment booking agencies, exchange

Whittier. BPNA acquired Quaker City
in 2004 and, committed to supporting the arts in the communities it

and a gift of education for our com-

serves, made the decision to donate

munity of scholars. The artists repre-

the collection to the College.

sented created significant work

The transfer was made in a for-

indicative of their eras, and this gift

mal ceremony on March 17, with

gives our faculty and students an

officials from BPNA, Quaker City

invaluable opportunity to study and

Bank, and Whittier College present.

learn from these works."

Thanking BPNA for the dona-

The collection is slated for per-

tion, Interim President Jan Legoza

manent exhibition in Wardman

noted: "This is more than a gift of art.

House, the official residence of

It is a gift of beauty for our campus

Whittier's president.

ni President Legoza, Bar1uLar Chairman
and President Richard Carrion, and Whittier Trustee Ruth B. Shannon,
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>> IN 1963, THE WHITTIER COLLEGE LIBRARY WAS DESIGNATED A FEDERAL
DEPOSITORY LIBRARY FOR THE 34TH U.S. CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT.

H

BUSINESS BRIEFS
According to the recently released National Survey of
Student Engagement (NSSE), by the time they graduate. Whittier students
have been more fully engaged in academics and collaborative activities than

TABLE TALK
TRUSTEE ALLIE LOWE '37
DINES IN WITH STUDENTS

their peers who attend similar institutions. In the NSSE report, Whittier
seniors cited the following as integral components contributing to a deep

THIS SPRING, TRUSTEE ALLIE LOWE

again

satisfaction with their Whittier experience: the level of academic challenge,

opened her home to Whittier students to

active and collaborative learning, student-faculty interaction, enriching

find out first-hand what makes them tick.

educational experiences such as co-curricular events, use of technology, and
contact with students from different backgrounds.

For six consecutive years now, Lowe
has extended the invitation to a select
group of campus leaders, up to 20 at a

Tenure-track status was granted to three faculty members

time, preparing a home-cooked meal in her
Uptown residence and providing an oppor-

this spring: David lyam, anthropology; Anne Sebanc, child development; and
Andrew Wallis, French. Sebanc and Wallis were also approved for
promotion from assistant to associate professor, and Devin limoto was
promoted to the rank of full professor of chemistry.

tunity for students to voice their opinions
in an informal format.

Trustee Ahie Lowe

For Lowe, the event enabLes her to stay
abreast of the current campus issues from
the student perspective; this in turn informs

Levin & Associates Architects emerged as the top
candidate to spearhead redevelopment of the Campus Inn/Ettinger Faculty

her work on board committees. For students,
the benefit is also twofold. First, the veiL of

Center. Specializing in large-scale renovation, adaptive re-use, and historic

mystery is lifted from the Board of Trustees:

preservation, the award-winning firm has successfully completed similar proj-

students learn what role the trustees play in

ects for nearby Scripps and Occidental Colleges, among others. In May, Levin

governing the College. Second, they get to

& Associates completed the initial phase of work on the Whittier project: a fea-

interact with a trustee who is open—and

Regarding her most

vested—in their ideas and concerns.

recent dinner guests,

sibility study (building analysis) and outreach survey of constituents to get an
in-depth understanding of the culture and spirit of the campus community.

A generous grant from the Ralph M. Parsons Foundation will enable the College to enhance the available technology on the campus,

The impetus for this event came direct-

THE LOWE DOWN.

Lowe says she was

ly from Lowe's own college experience.

quite impressed with

"When I was at Whittier," she remembers,

the poise of today's

"the dean of students entertained us in her

Poets, and the

home, and it meant a lot to me. Years later,

evening's discussion

resulting in several "media ready" classrooms. Under our continuing Title V

I purchased my Whittier home with the plan

ranged from rain dam-

grant, a portion of funds will be used this summer to create a living and

in mind that I would use it to host similar

age in the residence

learning laboratory in Ball Residence Hall.

gatherings with students."
Regarding her most recent dinner

The Board of Trustees announced the annual cost-of-

guests, Lowe says she was quite impressed

attendance increase of 5°Io overall. This nominal rise falls on the low-end of the

with the poise of today's Poets, and the

scale among post-secondary institutions nationwide (the national average hov-

evening's discussion ranged from rain dam-

ers at about 8.6°/c), and ensures that Whittier can continue to deliver a distinc-

age in the residence halls to academic issues

tive, quality education that remains affordable for students and their families.

halls to academic
issues and leadership.

and leadership.
"They seem a very mature lot," she

cL Li.

Among the deferred maintenance construction projects

noted with satisfaction, "demonstrating a
genuine eagerness to learn, yet confident

slated for the 2005-06 year, Stauffer and Johnson Residence Halls, which
house the largest number of first- and second-year students, will undergo

in where they are going and what they
are about."

major renovations in electrical capacity, plumbing, and roofing. Harris Hall
and the Donald Graham Athletic Center are among the buildings also scheduled for roof repair.

>> 7% OF FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATES HOLD JOBS ON CAMPUS.
AVERAGE AMOUNT THEY MAY EXPECT TO EARN: $676.
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RAH-RAH. The Cheerleading Club took top

Mai

honors at both Jamfest's Collegiate Open
All-Girl Cheer Competition and Cheerleaders of
America's West Coast Open Championships,

ROCK TALK

V

REV. AL SHARPTON, controversial civil
rights activist and keynote speaker for
Diverse Identities Week, discusses his

AROUN D TH EROCK

I

personal philosophy, politics, and problems
in America to a full house at the Ruth B.
Shannon Center for the Performing Arts.

MARYLOU GARCIA, sister to a victim of the

"1 NEVER PLAY A ROLE THAT ISN'T

brutal and unsolved ,Juarez murders, explains

AL SHARPTON ... I SPEAK WHAT

the root of the Mexican city's problem at an

I BELIEVE TO BE TRUE."

event during Diverse Identities Week.
3rd baseman PETE AIELLO '06 talks about

DR. LESTER SPENCE, professor of political

the Rutgers-Newark game, when the Poets

science and African and Afro-American cul-

scored the winning run at the bottom of

tural studies at Washington University, St.

the ninth—for the second time. (The first

Louis, gives a Lecture at The Club on the

was recalled by the umpire when the Rutgers

evolution of urban hip-hop music.

coach contested the play.)

"SOME PEOPLE SAY THAT HIP-HOP IS

"GAMES THAT ARE SO CLOSE AND

"IN CIUDAD JAUREZ, WOMEN
ARE DISPOSABLE."

ANDREA GARCIA '05, four-year member
of the Native American Student Association
(NASA), enthusiastically reflects on the
good campus turnout for the Eagle Spirit

EXPLICITLY POLITICAL, EXPLICITLY

SO INTENSE LIKE THAT ARE FUN;

Dancers, a musical and dance performance

PROGRESSIVE, AND THE CORE OF

IT'S WHY YOU PLAY BASEBALL."

sponsored by NASA.

A NEW POLITICAL MOVEMENT.

I'M HERE TO DISAVOW THAT."

"WE JUST WANT PEOPLE TO KNOW

PROF. DAVID IAN PADDY, featured speaker
for the March Alumni Adventures in Dining

RAY ERICKSON '63, keynote speaker

THAT WE ARE STILL HERE AND STILL

GOING STRONG."

event. Paddy is a faculty member with the

for the 68th Annual J.S. Bach Festival,

English Language and Literature department,

sponsored by the Whittier College

and has completed extensive research in

Music Department.

the literature of Wales.

Ray Erickson

BEDFORD MCINTOSH, vice president
for advancement, responds live on KROQ's
syndicated, top-rated morning radio show

"MOST PEOPLE DON'T

"FROM THE INCREASING USE OF

"Kevin & Bean," to the hosts' accusation

KNOW THAT THERE

SELF-DEPRECATING HUMOR IN

that Johnny Poet is the "worst mascot in

ARE MORE FESTIVALS

CONTEMPORARY WELSH LITERATURE,

the college sports franchise."

CELEBRATING BACH

YOU CAN TELL THAT THE COUNTRY

THAN ELVIS PRESLEY."

HAS MADE TERRIFIC STRIDES IN
GAINING BACK ITS SENSE OF NATIONAL IDENTITY AND LANGUAGE."

"YOU KNOW, I LOOKED ACROSS OUR
[ATHLETIC] CONFERENCE, AND THE
MASCOTS HERE INCLUDE THREE CATS,
A DOG, A BEAVER, A DEER, AND
A DESERT-DWELLING CHICKEN.

BOXED IN.
"Boxes," a dark
comedy by Professor
Emeritus of Theatre
Jack de Vries,

SUE RUBEN, student in the Whittier
Scholar's Program and star of/screenwriter

packed Shannon Center crowd who came
to watch a special screening of her film—
a short documentary that chronicles her life

Shannon Center

as an autistic person. The film garnered an

cast member
Mike Ettel '07.

HAVE OPPOSABLE THUMBS."

for "Autism is a World," speaking to the

premiered at the

in spring. Pictured,

AT LEAST WE WALK UPRIGHT AND

Academy Award nomination this year.

Head Golf Coach B.J. HAMMER explains the
challenges behind competitive team golf.
"GOLF IS MORE A BATTLE BETWEEN
YOU AND THE COURSE THAN YOU
AND YOUR OPPONENT."

"I FIRMLY BELIEVE THAT I AM
NOT UNIQUE."

>> TOTAL NUMBER OF COMPUTERS ON CAMPUS AVAILABLE TO ALL STUDENTS: 299
8

SPOKES MAN
PHIL O'BRIEN '61

PRICELESS. Fallon Shelly '05 and Profs.
Decker and Bergerson pose with newlyinducted Chamber President Price.

LOVES AN ADVENTURE—particularly
the kind you take on two wheels and an open road.
For the second time in 10 years, the Whittier librarian
and alumnus crossed the country on his Waterford
custom-made road bike, this time with 32 fellow cycleenthusiasts on the Wandering Wheels "Spring Ride."

V

Following Highway 80 and riding an average
of 75 miles per day, O'Brien and company concluded
the 2,600 mile southern journey from Carlsbad,
California, to St. Simons Island, Georgia, in six
weeks total. The intrepid cyclists, whose average
age was 60, traveled through heat, rain, a mild
sandstorm, and, at one point, snow.
"Just outside Alamogordo, New Mexico,"
From remarks given at an April Luncheon
inducting JOSEPH PRICE, professor of
religious studies, as 2005 Whittier City
Chamber of Commerce president. Price has
FAN DANCE. The popular Asian Night 2005
featured both visual and culinary delights.

served on the Chamber in various capacities
for a number of years.
"HIS ENTHUSIASM, ENERGY, AND

Head Coach MIKE RIZZO '86 analyzes the
driving force behind the '04205 men's

CONTAGIOUS SPIRIT ARE WHAT WE
ALL LOVE ABOUT JOE."

baseball team.
"THIS YEAR'S SQUAD IS ONE OF THE

DINA VAN KLAVERIN '95, presenting tips

HARDEST WORKING BUNCH OF KIDS

on good table manners at the annual

I'VE EVER HAD THE PLEASURE OF

Business Etiquette Dinner for juniors and

COACHING. THEY HAVE A BLUE

seniors, sponsored by the Career Services

COLLAR MENTALITY, TAKE NOTHING

and ALumni ReLations Offices.

FOR GRANTED, AND PLAY EVERY
OUT LIKE IT'S THEIR LAST."

"ALWAYS REMEMBER: AS LITTLE
SHIPS GO OUT TO SEA, I SPOON MY
SOUP AWAY FROM ME."

Quaker Campus Opinions Editor CHRISTINA
GUITIERREZ '05, in a column reviewing
feminist philosopher Mary DaLy's campus
appearance. Daly's pro-feminist/anti-patriarchy platform sparked heated debate among
students, many of whom deemed her radical
arguments seriousLy at odds with the movement toward gender equaLity.
"IN VIEW OF THE SEEMING LARGESCALE ACCEPTANCE OF [GUEST SPEAKERS] SUCH AS REV. AL SHARPTON, IT
WAS ENCOURAGING TO KNOW THAT
STUDENTS HERE DON'T AUTOMATICALLY
BACK SOMEONE [WHO MAKES] A FEW

Associate Professor of History LAURA
MCENANEY on the Nixon Library B

Birthplace's decision to pub financiaL

O'Brien remembers, "we were scheduled to go
through a mountain pass at about 6,500 ft. At the
beginning of each day, we were given a map to the
next stopping point and turned loose to pace ourselves. So a couple of us were farther up the mountain than rest of the group. After a while, it began
to snow. We considered taking shelter but decided
to continue on—basically, it was too cold to stop
moving. Later we found out that it snowed about
nine inches total and that the others had wound up
being trucked through."
At night, the group camped, stayed in churches
or community centers, and occasionally enjoyed the
luxury of a motel. Along the way they were treated
to regional cuisine such as a southern Alabama catfish
fry and deep fried bacon—the latter of which O'Brien
pronounced "ghastly." The cyclists also had the
chance to visit various points of interest such as
White Sands National Park and the Morton Salt
Mines, with its house built entirely of salt blocks.
According to O'Brien, there is no better way to see
this country than on a bicycle—unless it's walking.

support from—thus effectively canceling—

p

an ApriL conference with Whittier College.
McEnaney was coordinator for the program,
which consisted of several highly-regarded
Nixon historians and scholars.

/

"HISTORIANS ARE OUTRAGED,
AND THEY ARE APPROPRIATELY
QUESTIONING THE LIBRARY AND
NOT THE COLLEGE. WE'LL JUST SEE
WHERE THE QUESTIONS LEAD."

WELL-PLACED BUSH JOKES."

>> LAST FALL, 33% OF THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT BODY WAS FROM OUT-OF-STATE.
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GIVING BACK
On a crisp Saturday in April. 145 students

SOCIETY PAGES

roused themselves from comfortable beds,
and instead of playing sports, having a

IONIAN SOCIETY

leisurely breakfast, or relaxing with a good

The Ionians began the year with seven
members, and our first major event was

SOCIETY PA GES

book, they participated in the 5th Annual

Amethyst Polk (secretary). Each new
Ionian member was also given an

Helping Hands Day, an event designed to

the 56th Annual Homecoming Brunch.

apprenticeship position, ranging from
cabinet to Spring Sing.

encourage community service and further

One-third of the weekend's fundraising
efforts was donated to the Susan C.

We are currently in the process of
changing our website, increasing our

Koman Breast Cancer Foundation. A group
of lonians presented the check directly to
the program's representatives during an
event held at the Ruth B. Shannon
Center for the Performing Arts, organized
by Ionian advisor David Palmer.

bandwith (which means a larger database of pictures and info) and getting our
own domain name. This takes a lot of
time, but hopefully it will all be worth it!
For now, you can still visit us online at

the partnership between the College and
surrounding City of Whittier. Participating
students chose from 11 proposed
projects—six off-campus sites and five
on—that included anything from gardening to painting to general street clean-up.
In all, Whittier's senior center, assisted
living facilities, homeless shelter, girl's
orphanage, and Boys and Girls Club were
among those organizations that benefited
not only from the day's work, but from

www.geocities. coni/ionian_sociely/welconie.htm, or try the Ionian Society
Yahoo! group for updates on alumni and
important announcements.
CHRISTINA GUTIERREZ '05
VICE PRESIDENT, IONIAN SOCIETY

the enthusiasm and commitment exhibited
by these volunteers.
Thinking on a more global scale,

ATHENIAN SOCIETY

as part of the POET Leadership Workshop

The Athenian Ladies welcomed seven

Series, Whittier students organized a
silent auction to raise funds to aid in the
Southeast Asian tsunami relief efforts.

STATUESQUE. Ionians—new and old—gather
for the Coke Acceptance celebration.

Auction items up for bid included an
iPod Shuffle, a Gary Fisher mountain bike,
NASCAR tickets, an annual Disneyland
pass, and a catered dinner for 12 at
Johnson Faculty House. All of the proceeds, which amounted to $1,600, were
donated to International Medical Corp.,
a global humanitarian nonprofit organization dedicated to saving lives and relieving suffering through health care training
and relief and development programs.

year. We now have 19 active Ladies, and
Also on the community service front
this year, the Ionians made a donation to
the Elephant Sanctuary, a home for elephants that have been mistreated in cir-

together we've had a fun and eventful
semester! As always we invite our
Athenian Sisters to return to campus and
participate in next year's Rush activities.

cuses or zoos, and helped out as food
servers at an event for the Blind Center
held at Ibiza in Uptown Whittier.
Rush was held in November and
included a scavenger hunt in Venice Beach
that had the girls searching for Ionic
columns and building human pyramids on
the sidewalk. Five girls (all freshmen!)
pledged this year and proved themselves
early on to be a valuable part of the society, helping to plan events and coordinating the volunteer group for the Los
Angeles Marathon in March.
Spring elections resulted in a new
cabinet that includes Miss Kelly Milbome
(president and treasurer), Miss Christina
Gutierrez (vice president), and Miss

10

beautiful new girls in the spring semester
of 2005, and we had an absolutely wonderful and devoted pledge class this

SHE'S A LADY. Athenian Ladies pose en
masse for one final shot following May
graduation exercises.

We are in the planning stages of
creating an Athenian Society website,
which will have both public access and a
password protected area for just our
Ladies. We'll keep you updated on this
important venture as it progresses.
As president, it's been my hope to

>> IN 2004-05, FOREIGN UNDERGRADS HAILED FROM 16 COUNTRIES; OF THAT NUMBER,
THE MOST REPRESENTED WERE NEPAL, JAPAN, BULGARIA, AND HONG KONG.

ATHENIANS

actively involve the Athenian Society on

hour with a no-host bar. At 10 am.

campus and within the Whittier community. As usual, the Ladies will have a very
busy fall semester ahead, centered

brunch will be served, followed by a
short program. We hope that many Penn
alumni will plan to join us for this 71St
anniversary, and we look forward to a

around social events, community service,
and, of course, sisterhood!
ASHLEIGH STINSON '06

great turnout this year. For updates and
information, visit the William Penn

PRESIDENT, ATHENIAN SOCIETY

Society online at http://wrnpenn.org.
"P" IS FOR PALMER. Palmer performers
celebrate their Spring Sing victory.

PALMER SOCIETY
The Palmer Society is pleased to
announce that seven young women com-

'UGLY.' The group found it challenging
to get everything ready in time, but had
a ton of fun working on the event.

pleted our 2005 New Member Education
program. This year's class is entirely
comprised of California girls, who call

The year 2006 will be our society's
85th anniversary and Palmers are already
starting to investigate possible events. The

themselves "The Seven Lucky Sisters."
During the spring semester, we took
part in two community service projects,

SHARP DRESSED MEN. New Penns receive the
traditional blazer at the conclusion of Rush.

WILLIAM PENN SOCIETY
We are excited to announce the plans for
the next Homecoming Brunch. Because of

volunteering for both the College's annual
Helping Hands Day and the Los Angeles
Revlon Walk for Breast and Ovarian
Cancer. At Spring Sing 2005: "One Hit
Wonders," the Palmers took Best Vocal in

the success of last year's event, the
location will be the same, with a date of
October 1, 2005. As per the usual schedule, the doors of Garrett Faculty Master's

a Large Group and Sweepstakes prizes,
doing their own rendition of Saturday
Night Live and using Willa Ford's "I

House will open at 9 a.m. for a social

Wanna Be Bad," The Weather Girls "It's
Raining Men," and the cheer-song,

LEADER OF
THE PACK
II
V.

advance committee for our anniversary
celebration includes Lisa (Garcia) Cordes
'86 and Jenny Smith '07. If anyone would
like to contribute skills or resources for this
event, please contact the committee at
thepalmersociety@yahoo.com. Remember
you can always visit the Palmers online at
http://web.whittier.edu/palrners/.

PALMER JESSICA ROBLEDO '05 Is ONE of only a handful

BECKIE ROY '05
PRESIDENT, PALMER SOCIETY

A double major in political science and child develop-

of college students nationwide invited to attend "Campus

ment, Robledo distinguished herself early on within the

Leaders Today, Community Leaders Tomorrow (CLT2)," a

campus community, becoming the first freshman to ever be

conference scheduled for summer 2005 hosted by Omicron

elected member-at-large to the Council of Representatives

Delta Kappa (ODK), the premier national leadership honor

(COR), an organization in which she later served as president.

society. The conference program will feature panel discus-

Robledo's continuing legacy of leadership encom-

sions and sessions with heads of national non-profit

passes terms as residential advisor, Palmer Society

organizations with a goal to train students toward effec-

fundraising co-chair, Cheer Squad captain, and student

tive leadership within the non-profit arena. Selection

representative on the Presidential Selection Committee,

i for this conference is highly competitive, with only 25

among others. Recognized by her peers for her dedication,

chosen from thousands of applicants who are judged on

she won the coveted Student Life Leadership and Taking

criteria of demonstrated academic and community

the Lead awards in 2004, and the Outstanding New

achievement and Leadership.

Residential Advisor award in 2003.

>> IN 2004-05, 54 STUDENTS PARTICIPATED IN THE STUDY ABROAD
PROGRAM; OF THAT NUMBER, NINE WENT FOR A FULL YEAR.
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Me
sequence, giving rise to a thought about
some hormonal basis of play.

LEISURE PURSUITS:
THE MEANS TO HAPPINESS IN THE 21ST CENTURY

FA CULTY FILES

By Hilmi Ibrahun, professor of kinesiology
and leisure science
For all practical purposes, leisure spending should become the center of the
American economy in the 21St century.
While estimates vary as to the exact

RECREATIONAL USE.
Ibrahim is the author
of Outdoor Recreation,
currently used as a
textbook by 197 colleges and universities
in Canada and the
United States.

suggested that the post-industrial society was upon us, with a goods-economy
replaced by a service-economy—including
leisure services. To the delight of the
Puritans and the Quakers, Americans
continued to be infatuated with a goods-

fact recruited some of the skilled performers to entertain them in their
palaces. This led to the birth of amusive

amount spent, the American Leisure
Academy believes that leisure spending
by individuals and non-governmental
agencies has passed spending on defense,

economy and with its emphasis on hard
work. Today, the successful goods-oriented economy is still feeding this infatuation.
History provides us with ample evidence that rudimentary forms of leisure

leisure. The elite also developed their
own pursuits, which were eventually
imitated by the masses. A good example
comes to us from the Ashanti of West
Africa where a troop of dancers were
part of the royal entourage, dividing the
line between performer and spectator.

healthcare, and the combined public/
private education. Leisure spending reports
made by the U.S. Department of Commerce
cover everything from

existed in both pre-literate and literate
societies. Granted, these pursuits did
seem to be leisurely as such for they
were embedded in what is now called

Aristotle raised the idea of a tripartite leisure. Other than amusive leisure,
he pointed to recreative leisure and contemplative leisure, a form almost van-

home electronics to
boats and motor
homes to pleasure
travel and sporting
events tickets. This
accounts for 7_8010 of

"communal rituals." As important to the
evolution of leisure pursuits is the human
tendency to play. Although it is difficult
to operationally define play, one can
easily identify a play-form on sight.
Play-forms are not limited to humans for

ished today. All this was set aside in
Medieval Europe save for a flick of light
that came from the southern shores of the
Mediterranean Sea when the Arab scholar Ibn Khaldun advocated that leisure

consumer spending.
Reporting systems on spending
were developed when manufacturing led

they are seen on a smaller scale among
the young of the old mammalians such

7

the economy and leisure was viewed as
time spent to recuperate for more work,
ergo, leisure spending did not gain its
right place in economic calculations.
Toward the middle of the 20th century,
changes were taking place to the extent
that economist John Kenneth Galbriath

as cats and dogs; and among neomammalians such as monkeys and apes.
On still a larger scale, play-forms are
seen among young humans regardless of
the ancestral background. What is
intriguing is the fact that, across cultural
and societal boundaries, play-forms
among young humans follow the same

POETS IN
PARADISE.
The Whittier CoUege Choir led by Director
Steven Cook made its annual musical sojourn
in early February. The group of 58 gave three
full concerts in Maui in two days, with one
well deserved day off in paradise

>> 46% OF WHITTIER FACULTY IS FEMALE.
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In the meantime, communal rituals
dotted with play elements are still
practiced. Some early societies developed
hierarchies in which the elite stopped
participating in communal rituals and in

pursuits fulfill certain human desires. First
comes bodily appetite, followed by the
desires for calm, companionship, superiority, and finally the desire for leisure.
One wonders if the American psychologist
Abraham Maslow read his work, or if he
and Kaldun arrived at similar conclusions.
Malsow's hierarchy of needs goes from
the need to fulfill basic physiologic needs,
to safety needs, belonging needs, and
the need for self-esteem ending with

ME
self-actualization that requires some
elements of leisure pursuits.

ONWARD AND UPWARD

Whether leisure pursuits are secondary or even tertiary desires, they have

FACULTY TRAVELS, PUBLISHING, AND HONORS

come to the fore in the 20th century and
penetrated many a social institution.
Does the family that plays together
indeed stay together? How about
Athletes for Christ and the Young Men's

participant for the president's panel discussion on campus leadership for accountability
for liberal education outcomes.

Hebrew Association? Schools, too, provide
ample opportunities for leisure pursuits
in sport, drama, music, and the arts.
Perhaps the most intriguing of all of this
in a society promoting free-market econ-

00, Warren Hanson, professor of biology
with special senior status, represented
Whittier College at the inauguration of
Dr. Ronald Thomas as president of University
of Puget Sound. Hanson's niece, Christine

omy is the fact that the largest piece of
real estate in America, a 700 million-acre

Flaherty '01, also attended the ceremonies.

lot, is basically managed by Uncle Sam
for the pleasure of his people.

110, At the spring conference of the
California Association of Health, Physical

With or without considering governmental expenditure on parkland,
open space, and the like, leisure spending by the American public has increased
dramatically since the end of World War
II—estimated to have risen from some
$40 billion then to more than $500 billion
at the beginning of the 21St century. This
increase has been reflected in the job
market in that possibly 25 million jobs
are related, directly and indirectly, to
leisure pursuits.
Leisure scientists are working hard
to gather data to convince other scholars
of the importance of leisure pursuits in
today's economy and in the lifestyle of
Americans in this new century. In the
meantime, the American press seems
aware of this change. The New York
Times has a section on "Leisure and the
Arts," and the Los Angeles Times has
similarly added a new weekly section,
"The Outdoors."

Education, and Recreation, Hilmi Ibrahim
gave a talk on "Southern California ParkLand
and Open Space." Ibrahim and Joseph Price,
professor of religious studies, completed
revisions on their co-authored manuscript,
Arabs and Muslims, to be used as a textbook

10,Brian Reed, associate professor of theater, was elected
to the Board of Directors for the United States Institute

' Deihl Distinguished Professor of History
for Theatre Technology (USITT); Reed has served on the
Robert Marks was an invited speaker at
organization's conference planning committee for eight
years. At the USITT's spring conference in Toronto, two of

advocated the right to happiness, Mason
advocated both the right and the means
to it. Perhaps one of the means to happiness is available for the citizens in 21st
century America: leisure pursuits.

and Japan, and his book—The Origins of the
Modern World—is in discussion for a Chinese

Stage Design Digital Exhibit. [Pictured, the set sketch and
completed design from the production Ring Round the

edition, joining those published in German,
Sweden, and Korean.

Moon, Oct. 2002.]
01, College librarian Phil O'Brien '61 was a
10- MARIE-MAGDALENE CHIROL, associate
professor of French, received a 2005 NEH
Grant to work on her book on African filmmaker Gaston Kaboré.
Stephen Cook, assistant professor of

by Abingdon Press, and traveled to Japan
as a guest of the Japanese Piano Music

Happiness" with a minor, although
important, difference. While Jefferson

international conferences held in Sweden

Reed's scenic designs were included in the inaugural World

music, had two church anthems published

Thomas Jefferson and George
Mason talked about "The Pursuit of

for their course of the same name.

Teachers Guild.

panelist at the T.E. Lawrence Symposium in
England last fall.
David Ian Paddy, associate professor of
English language and literature, delivered
his paper "Tu Hwnt y Gymraeg (Beyond
the Welsh Language): Imagining Wles in
Contemporary Welsh Literature" at the
Pacific Coast Conference on British Studies
in April. Paddy also teamed with Seamus
Lagan, associate professor of physics, to

10, Vice President for Academic Affairs and

write "Chaos: Connecting Science and the

Dean of Faculty Susan Gotsch gave a pres-

Humanities," an article published in the

entation at the San Francisco meeting of

Jan/Feb 2005 issue of the Journal of

the Association of American Colleges and

College Science in Teaching.

Universities (AAC&U) and was an invited

>> NUMBER OF E-BOOKS AVAILABLE AT WARDMAN LIBRARY: 2,050.
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FAST FISH. Kim Charson '06 swam her personal best
in the 200 and 500 freestyle.

WHAT A WINTER!
POET TEAMS FACE TOUGH COMPETITORS, BREAK RECORDS

Both the men's and women's basketball teams kicked off their winter season with tournament play, first at
Washington University in St. Louis, then
at home for the 22nd Annual Purple &
Gold Basketball Tournament at the

points, averaging 9.5 points per
game. Rangel also led the Lady
Poets with 79 steals and 62
assists. Dana Allen '07 proved
tough on the defense, leading
with 152 total rebounds (94

Donald Graham Athletics Center.

defensive), and averaging 6.1
rebounds per game. With no graduating
seniors on this year's team, the Lady Poets

I

A
JUMP SHOT.
Dana Allen '07
(above) and
Anthony Taylor '07
(right) reach
for the stars.

At the two-day
P&G tourney, eight
teams (four women's
and four men's) from
across the country batted it out on Jacobs
Court. After advancing
to two very competitive championship games versus North
Park University and Chapman University
respectively, both the women's and men's
Poet teams took a respectable second place
win. All-tournament team members included Maiissa Vigil '06, Michelle Maw '07,
Aaron Dawson '05, and Anthony Garcia '07.
Women's basketball played one of
the most demanding schedules in school
history and ended the season with a 1015 overall record. The young team was
led by captains Araw and Liz Rangel '06.
Range! contributed 294 total points,
averaging 11.8 points per game, while
Araw was close behind with 237 total

14

look to improve even more next season.
Men's basketball started with a
bang. After the tough opening tournament, the men were able to rebound and
win seven straight, including victories
over Chapman University and Gustavus

a Adolphus College, ranked #10 nationally.
The team played a number
of close games this season,
none more exciting than a
65-64 victory over Cal
Lutheran. The Poets were
trailing by one point with
six seconds left when Garcia
made a lay-up at the buzzer
for the victory. The team
ended the season with a
13-12 overall record. Top
scorers were Dawson with
321 points (averaging 13.4
points per game), and Matt Mesaros '05,
with 345 points (averaging 13.8 points
per game). Mesaros led the team with 76
assists as well. Dawson and Anthony
Taylor '06 recorded 133 and 131 total
rebounds, respectively, and Taylor's 46
blocks far outnumbered any of his teammates. With four graduating seniors
leaving the team, the Poets will have
some big shoes to fill next season.
Off the court and into the pool,
Coach Michael Soria's swimming and
diving teams made an impressive

team last year to a four-member (three
women and one man) team in 2004-05,
and several school swimming records
were shattered.
On the women's squad, each athlete
swam her personal best in individual
events: Cassidy Lake '08 in 100 yd. breaststroke, Ashley Papenbrock '08 in 100 yd.
backstroke, and, rounding out the trio,
Kim Charlson '06 in both the 200 yd. and
500 yd. freestyle.
The men's squad was led by Manuel
Sanchez '08, who finished the season
with four individual and two relay records
to his name. At SCIAC he set a meet
record and was named SCIAC Champion
in the 100 yd. breaststroke with a time of
57.30; in addition, he posted NCAA "B"
Cut Qualifying times in the 200 and 50 yd.
freestyle, which earned him a spot at the
March NCAA Swimming Championships
in Michigan. Joining Sanchez in the Poet
athletic history book is A.J. Kotanjian '08,
who set a new school record in the 400
yd. Individual Medley Relay.
Beyond individual accolades, the
men's team etched their names in the
Whittier College record books in two
relay events: 200 yd. freestyle and 200 yd.
medley. Swimming the 200 yd. freestyle
relay were Sanchez, Kotanjian, Michael
Wensman '05, and Chris Wilson '05. In
the 200 yd. medley Kotanjian took backstroke, Sanchez swam breaststroke,
Wensman handled butterfly, and Wilson
finished up with freestyle.

splash. The diving team grew from no

>> WITH 7,000 SEATS, MEMORIAL STADIUM IS THE
FIFTH LARGEST STADIUM OF NCAA DIVISION III SCHOOLS

Ma
NEW RULES
WORKING OUT THE KINKS WITH REVISED SCIAC POLICIES

POET SWIMMING
RECORDS BROKEN
200 YARD BACKSTROKE
2:05.66
Manuel Sanchez
(previously held by
Steven Bates '80, 1977)

THE OTHERWISE VERY CONSERVATIVE

families at high school and community

Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic

college venues.

Conference (SCIAC) recently enacted two
new policies that have garnered mixed
reviews on the Whittier campus.
Previously, SCIAC rules regarding recruit-

100 YARD BREASTSTROKE
57.30
Sanchez
(previously held by
R. Patrick Mathews '81, 1980)

50 YARD FREESTYLE
21.29
Sanchez
(previously held by
Gary Benson '84, 1980)

200 YARD FREESTYLE
1:44.53
Sanchez
(previously held by
Jeff Cleveland '02, 2002)

400 YARD INDIVIDUAL
MEDLEY RELAY
4:24.84
A.J. Kotanjian
(previously held by
Jon Edge '88, 1987)

For the fall and spring sports that
otherwise do not use their entire 18- or
19-week playing and practice seasons,
respectively, SCIAC also now allows a certain

ing and out-of-season practices have always

amount of formal practice during "non-

Under the revised

been much more restrictive than those set

traditional seasons." The fall sports are able

SCIAC byLaws, member

forth by NCAA Division III. SCIAC member

to use up to five weeks, three times per

institutions may now

institutions were not allowed to do any off-

week, two hours per session of practice-only

do some off-campus

campus recruitment of prospective student-

in the spring, and likewise the spring sports

recruitment and have

athletes, nor conduct team practices outside

in the fall. Winter sports—men's and

of the traditional season of a given sport

women's basketball and swimming and

contact with prospects
and their families at

Under the revised SCIAC bylaws,

diving—are not affected by this protocol

the site where a

member institutions may now do some off-

as they are able to have a contiguous,

prospect is competing.

campus recruitment and have contact with

19-week traditional season.

prospects and their families at the site

The primary issues rising from this

where a prospect is competing. (NCAA

particular SCIAC change are twofold. One,

takes this a step further, allowing in-home

these arrangements increase the strain on

or other contact at the prospect's institu-

both athletic training personnel and athlet-

tion while not competing.) Under the old

ic facilities; and two, coaches and student-

rules, initial recruiting contact was only

athletes that otherwise may have chosen a

allowed via telephone, which limited in-

dual-sport experience are now likely only

person meetings with coaches to Whittier

able to commit fully to one team sport.

campus visits by prospects. Now, in order

As the Poet program progresses under

to competitively recruit, coaches will be

these new SCIAC regulations, only time can

expected to spend more time away from

tell what the overall benefits from these

campus, visiting with prospects and their

policies will be.

200 YARD FREESTYLE RELAY
1:28.12
Sanchez, Michael Wensman,
Chris Wilson, Kotanjian
(previously held by
T.J. Markiewicz '02, Damon
Kern '05, John Cleveland '02,
& Ethan Jessup '05, 2002(

Once again, Poets hit the
fairways for Purple & Gold's
33rd Annual Golf Tournament
on May 9. The foursome

200 YARD MEDLEY RELAY
1:42.75
Kotanjian, Sanchez,
Wensman, Wilson
(previously held by Trevor
Cleveland '04, T.J. Markiewicz '02,
John Cleveland '02, & Ethan
Jessup '05, 2002(

scramble competition was
fierce at Friendly Hills Country
Club's championship course,
and the event netted more than
$25K in support of the Whittier
College athletic program.

>> DURING THE REGULAR SCHOOL YEAR, ATHLETIC GAME SCHEDULES AND SCORES ARE
POSTED WEEKLY AT HTTP://WEB.WHITTIER.EDU/ATHLETICS/RESULTS.
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NEW COACHES HIRED
IN LACROSSE, TENNIS
Emily Fr

joined the Poet

athletic staff as full-time head
coach for women's lacrosse;

U)

she will also work with the

ON THE MOUND
WITH RANDY SOBEK 05

THE THREE-SEASON STARTING PITCHER

TR: WHEN YOU BEGAN AT WHITTIER,

TALKS WITH THE ROCK ABOUT LIFE,

WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE

TEAMWORK, AND LOVE OF THE GAME.

YOU FACED ON THE TEAM?

22 year-old Sobek has earned distinc-

RS: I

knew who I was and what I was

0
0

women's soccer team in the

tion throughout his career in competitive

U)

fall. Previously, Frey served as

baseball despite being physically challenged.

myself to my teammates. I have good

head women's lacrosse coach

Because of a blood clot that developed at

ability and a lot of heart; but I also

birth, most of Sobek's left hand is missing.

know my role—I'm a battle gamer—

Five surgeries provided him maximum usage

and I'm happy with what I've accom-

at Massachusette's Andover
High School; women's lacrosse program director and
All Star Team Coach with Top Gun Lacrosse; and
assistant swim coach at North Shore YMCA in
Marblehead. A certified personal trainer and a

capable of, but I still had to prove

of the remaining limb. But this does not

plished. Still, after four years with

compromise the quality Sobek brings to the

the Poets, in nearly every game the

field; rather it solidifies this hard-working

opposing team will try to test me at

player's efforts and passion to succeed.

Least once in fielding. But all it takes

National Outdoor Leadership graduate, Frey played
lacrosse and competed on the swim team for Denison
University in Ohio.

is the first time to show 'em, and

TR: IT'S YOUR LAST YEAR WITH THE

they know I'm business.

POETS, WHATS BEEN YOUR STRATEGY

Takin over for Alec

THIS SEASON?

TR: WHAT HAS YOUR TRAINING BEEN

RS: In my four years, I've seen a lot of

Horton,
named head coach for men's
and women's tennis. A professional player, Augustus is a

changes. The competition's tougher,

LIKE OVER THE YEARS?

ES:

the stakes are higher. I think the one

My dad and I used to go to ballgames
at Angels Stadium, where we caught

element that drives this particular

Jim Abbott in action. Abbott's a one-

team, though, is that we're definitely

member of the Women's Tennis
Association and has played in

armed pitcher, and watching him handle
more focused on the game. We really
the physical pitch-to-fielding moveplay well together, which makes the
ment—called the "Abbott switch"—

all four grand slam events "ustralian Open, French

whole program better. For me person-

Open, Wimbledon and US Open). A graduate of U.C.

ally, the training's gotten successively

gave my dad ideas how to train me

even at an early stage. Later, I worked

Berkley with degrees in economics and business

more intense— weights, drills, and

administration, Augustus led the Golden Bears as

the mental preparation that has to

team captain for three of her four years playing var-

happen before a game. An hour or

sity tennis, and, in 1998, was named "Female Athlete

two before you take the mound,

of the Year" by the Daily Californian. In addition,

you've got to get your mind in the

with Abbott, who helped me improve
on the finer points of switching the

Augustus owns a real estate brokerage firm in

glove and getting my body set to field
the ball. I also trained with another
MLB pitcher/pitching coach, Tom House

game, to visualize the pitches, see

who has pretty much broken baseball

yourself striking the batter out, and

Manhattan Beach.

into a science. His lessons were mostly

getting every ground ball.

joined the Poet tennis program as
assistant men's and women's

about staying in shape overall and how

SPEED ON A BALL CAN BE CHALLENG-

professional certified by the

ING. WHAT'S YOUR AVERAGE BALL

United States Tennis Associa-

SPEED AND WHATS YOUR BEST PITCH?

tion, Jonas is a graduate of

to keep my arm healthy.

TR: YOU MENTION THAT GETTING GOOD

coach. An experienced teaching

RS: I

usually average mid-80s [mph],

TR: WHAT'S IT BEEN LIKE WORKING
WITH COACH RIZZO?

ES:

Coach has been great. I have a lot of
respect for him because he didn't tree

Chapman University, where he

and I handle myself pretty well in all

had a successful four-year career

aspects of pitching. Honestly, I think

me differently or give me any breaks.

my fastball and my slider are good,

In the end, it's made me even a beth

but my curvebaLl—now that's my

ballplayer.

on the varsity tennis squad.

bread and butter.

>> POET JIM COLBORN '67 IS A PITCHING COACH FOR THE MLB LOS ANGELES DODGERS.
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ME
CHANGES
IN ATHLETIC
MANAGEMENT
With the departure of Athletic Director
Wendell Jack in March, a new organizational structure was implemented in the
athletic department - the management
Sobek ended his

team, a highly-functional administrative
college career by

model more closely aligned with NCAA
pitching a complete-

Division III programming. The restrucgame, three-hit

ture, which called for the creation of
shutout against

TR: WHAT GOOD ADVICE DID YOU GET
FROM JIM COLBORN '67, DODGERS

TR: PLANS POST-WHImER?

three assistant athletic director (AD)
Pomona-Pitzer, allow-

positions with split duties, had been in

RS: I have to see how it goes; I might
ing three singles,

the works for a while, and involved a

play independent ball, but who knows.

PITCHING COACH?

walking none, and

RS: I think the lesson that stays with

promotion for three coaches within the

I think with the experience I've had,
striking out nine en

Poet sports program.

me is that Colborn talked about the

I could make a good pitching coach.

finesse of pitching, that there's a

I'm majoring in business, so I'm also

difference between a pitcher and a

interested in pursuing hotel manage-

ketball coach, was named interim direc-

thrower, and that the goal is to hit

ment (Sobek's father, Duke Sobek, is

tor of athletics while the national search

your spots rather than just throw as

the vice president and general manag-

to replace Jack is completed. Carter

hard as you can.

er for the prestigious Town & Country

serves as assistant AD for internal oper-

Resort Hotel in San Diego).

ations and summer programs, overseeing

route to his fifth

Rock Carter '89, head men's basvictory of the season.

athletic training, equipment and facility

TR BEST GAME OR MOMENT?
RS: A couple of times I've pitched a complete game, and that's the ultimate

RS: They're all pretty far-fetched, but I'll
IN CHARGE. 0-

rush. I think the best game I've had

still go and see them. I guess it'd have

as a Poet was against our big rival

to be "Major League"—the first one.

Bridges, Carter,
and Rizzo now

Chapman University in the '03204

season. I went five or six innings,
and we soundly beat them.

management, and scheduling.

TR: FAVORITE BASEBALL MOVIE?

helm the Poet
TR: LAST THOUGHTS ON THE TEAM YOU
athletics program.
LEAVE BEHIND AT GRADUATION?
RS: There are a few solid players graduating this year, but overall I think the
team's going to remain pretty tight.

GAME FACES

Erin Bridges, head softball coach,

I know without a doubt the Poet pro-

Old-tinier Poets are all grins at the stunning 21-3

has taken on the role of assistant AD for

gram will keep on rising.

compliance and is the senior women's

victory over the "young Poet whippersnappers"
during the alumni baseball game in January.

administrator; she also handleb NCAA/

Front row, left to right: Colter Bollinger '04,

college eligibility, work-study, and the

Andy George '00, Mike Frazee '04, Jono

Student Athletic Advisory Council (SAAC).

Vasquez '03, Ean White '00. Back row, left to

Head Baseball Coach Mike Rizzo '86

right: Artie Straus '04, Will Simmons '98, Gil

was named assistant AD for external oper-

Moreno '03, Grant Johnson '04, Joe Moreno '03,

ations, responsible for all athletic fund-

Ariel Guitroni '02, Jaason Roschke '02, Bubba

raising efforts including primary booster

Armenta '03, Ryan Jones '04, Ian Slaney '04,
Jeff Padgett '04, 1mb Rimando '99.

z

group Purple & Gold, as well as management of the George Allen Fitness Center.

>> IN SPRING 2005, NINE POET ATHLETES IN FIVE DIFFERENT
SPORTS EARNED HONORS FROM SCIAC.
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Me
PROFESSIONAL LACROSSE
KNOWS WHITTIER
THE NATIONAL LACROSSE LEAGUE (NLL)

As a college player, Bateman led the nation

is fast becoming familiar with Whittier

in goals per game while captaining the Poet

College's lacrosse program. After all, the

team. Bateman was named "Rookie of the

professional League has already whisked

Week" twice during the 2005 NLL season.

NOTED QUOTED
"1 came to Whittier [College] with the
intention of spending four years here
and getting my education, so when it

away no fewer than eight Poets in the last
two years.
In January 2005, the Minnesota Swarm

WING MAN.
Dan Finck '04 is
Literally a man of

Other Poets playing professional
Lacrosse are Andrew Biers '03 (San Jose
Stealth), Jordan Westpratt '03 (Calgary

acquired Kelly Halt '05. Halt, a 2003 NLL

Roughnecks), and Dan Finck '04, who

first-round draft pick formerly played for the

was selected in the 2004 NLL draft by the

San Jose Stealth and Western Lacrosse

Philadelphia Wings as the 14th overall pick.

Association's Victoria Shamrocks, where he

Prior to his PhiLly move, Finck, another

action while playing

advanced with the team to take the 2003

successful Mann Cup veteran, played

for the Philadelphia

Mann Cup Championship. Hall is on the

for the Western Lacrosse Association's

Swarm's "Protected Player List" and will wear

Peterborough Lakers in Canada.

Wings. Flock and
Ryder Bateman '05

jersey number 11.

came down to it, the NLL can come
and go but I had a chance to finish
school last year and I had to do it. I
ended up having a very successful year
and I don't regret my decision at all."
- RYDER BATEMAN '05,
interviewed in LAX magazine (10.2004),
on why he didn't follow in Kelly Hall's
footsteps and leave college early for a
spot on a pro team.

In addition, Brian Kelly '03 played
the 2004 season for the Anaheim Storm

"The main thing I took from [the

teammate Ryder Bateman '05, who was

and both Dax Harrison '04 and Russet[

Whittier sports program] is being

Lacrosse League

drafted in 2004 by the Swarm as the first-

Der '05 were selected in the 2004 draft.

patient. I really see more of the court

ALL-Rookie Teem.

ever, first-round (6th overall) selection.

were named to the
2005 NationaL

Hall rejoins former Poet and Shamrock

now and don't force things as much."

V

-RYDER BATEMAN '05,
an playing on the Poet lacrosse team,
LAX magazine (10-2004).

>> JOINING IN 1915, WHITTIER WAS ONE OF THE ORIGINAL MEMBERS OF
THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC CONFERENCE.
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1ST AND 10
FIRST SNUBBED, THEN DUBBED ESSENTIAL FEATURE

THE BALL SNAPS, the pass is thrown and
caught, and players streak downfield
toward the end zone. Broadsided, the
receiver goes down, and several bodies

hurtle through space to join the growing
mound at the tackle.
Glued to the telecasts, armchair
quarterbacks tense and wait for the ref's
call post-play.
Was a first down achieved? On the
field and in the stadium, it's a bit harder
to determine in the heat of play, but
thanks to the miracle of modern technology, the couch-bound, observer actually
can figure out the answer quicker than
the on-site spectator. The "1st and 10"
line—a colored graphic for TV viewers
that marks the desired destination on the
field—is an idea now used regularly by
sports media moguls such as ESPN and
FOX in their pro-ball broadcasts, but it
was an idea a long time in the making.
Just ask David Cram, visiting assistant
professor of business administration.
After all, "1st and 10" was his idea; and
he has the U.S. Patent to prove it.
The technology looks relatively simple; a yellow line is superimposed on the
picture of the field during broadcast. But
the actual procedure is quite intricate.
The stationary 50- and 220-yard
and end zone cameras must be "instrumented," explains Cram; in a sense, the
camera must learn where, in geographic
space, it is pointing on the field.
Computers are used in collaboration to
create a three-dimensional mathematical

day broadcast. According to Cram, the
whole mapping process takes at least
one day, likely more.
And that's with the power of modern technology. When Crain originally
came up with the idea 30 years ago, he
was an engineer with the U.S. Navy,
working undersea retrieval and reconnaissance. Thinking about the dark
waters several leagues down, he determined that a fixed marker—such as a
light beacon—would be helpful in close
exploration of a given area. Also an avid
football fan, Crain said: "It was easy to
put two and two together that this idea
would be useful in sports telecasts."
Crain designed his "TV Object
Locator and Image Identifier," and
secured the patent in 1978. But then
came the challenge of selling his idea to
a less-than-tech-savvy public. In Cram's
mind his venture remains "a creative
success, but a marketing failure."
"I spent a few thousand to process
the patent, so I didn't have much left
over for marketing. I printed up a few
brochures—I thought that's all there was
to it," admits Crain sheepishly.
In 1979, he focused his marketing
efforts on two networks: CBS and ABC,
owner of the "Monday Night Football"
franchise. Remarkably, he was able to
secure meetings with Roone Arledge, but
the prince of sports programming chose
not to buy into Cram's concept, declaring
the "network wasn't going to put any-

map that can insert the graphic while
adapting to zooming, panning, and tilting camera movements in real-time.

thing in the picture that isn't there in
reality." More likely, Crain notes, Arledge
and subsequent network execs declined
because they saw no value in Cram's

But every field surface is also different, subject to a number of variables,
which means every stadium must undergo a thorough survey just prior to game-

invention. Viewers, they said, would tune
into the pro-sports broadcast regardless
of any bonus features. Plus, with early
camera and computer technology, the

operational issues would be
and costs to implement "1st
would be steep.
Frustrated, Crain continued
paign, but without any luck.

complex
and 10"

FOLLOW
THE YELLOW j
LIN
y applicabI.
to football, the

his camSeveral

basic premise of
Cram's brainchild

years later, as we now consider stats and
score boxes, station logos, and information tickers subtly—and not so subtly—

is now a staple in
sports broadcasts.

crowding the screen during a ball game,
it is obvious that sports media eventually did grow hungry for ideas such as "1st
and 10."
So did Crain eventually profit from
his creation? "Actually, no," he admits
with a wry smile. "I chose not to renew
the life of the patent, which ran out in
1998 — a few months before ESPN and
other networks began using the '1st and
10' concept in earnest. Another company, too, had been implementing a similar
idea for about five years prior, superimposing ads behind home plate in pro
baseball. At the time, they seemed to be
leading the technology and successfully
securing broadcast interest."
No matter, adds Cram. He now has
an excellent case study for his Whittier
classes—himself. The secret to making a
business out of a great idea, he teaches,

I Crain designed his
"TV Object Locator and
Image Identifier," and
secured the patent in
1978. In Cram's mind
his venture remains
"a creative success, but
a marketinq failure."

is marketing, and he focuses on the analytical approach rather than the intuitive.
And there's one overarching lesson he
religiously emphasizes to other wouldbe innovators and entrepreneurs who
attend his classes.
"While wonderful," he drills, "a good,
inventive idea is useless if you can't successfully get it to the marketplace."

>> CHECK OUT THE NEW POET FOOTBALL WEBSITE
AT HTTP://WEB.WHITTIER.EDU/ATHLETICS.
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ME
A SPECTACULAR SPRING!
POET ATHLETES RUN, SWIM, HIT, PUTT, CATCH, AND SWING
THROUGH THE SEASON

a time of

hurdles (16.23), while Julia Tyack '08

growth, of challenges, of successes, and

conquered the 3000m steeplechase in
12:12: 69—with an injured foot, no less.

THE SPRING SEASON PROVED

of disappointments for many Whittier
teams and athletes.

The pen-wielding
"Johnny Poet"
remains a source of
amusement for outsiders. This spring,

The 2005 roster for men's and
women's track and field boasted 30
athletes in a variety of running, throwing, and jumping events, with several
members hailing from the cross country

Orosz '06 (13.13.99). Tossing the hammer
92' 80" at the Fresno Pacific quadrangular meet, powerhouse Nicole Warner '08

and football teams, among others. This
influx of cross-over and multi-sport athletes who seek to improve their speed or
learn throwing events continues to

team improved in both participation and
enthusiasm, tripling the number of varsi-

strengthen the Poet program.
Leading scoring throughout the year
for the women's team, Katie Maiorano '08
took All-SCIAC honors for the lOOm

Whittier's atypical

ON THE BOOKS

an L.A. radio show,
included in a USA
Today article, and part

thlëiès

ty letter winners from the previous season. Standout performers were Matthew
Fink '08. whose 119' 3" hammer throw
earned him All-SCIAC honors, and versatile Christopher Gartrell '08, whose participation in the 200m, 400m, and long

power-ranking for the Poet men.
The most prominent team highlight

Gain Top 10 Toeholds
in School Records

in 2005, however, was a hard-fought
dual meet with the University of

HAMMER THROW
Matthew Fink '08 ranks 7th in
men's with a distance of 119' 3"
Nicole Warner '08 ranks 5th

Redlands; despite being down four team
members, the outnumbered contingent of
Poets still achieved a tie score. An
absence of high jumpers, pole vaulters,
and triple jumpers did affect team scoring

of an MSN.com quiz.

in women's with a distance of
92' 80."
lOOM HURDLES
Katie Maiorano '08 ranks 4th
with time of 16.23 sec.
3000M STEEPLECHASE
Julia Tyack '08 ranks 1St with a
time of 12:12.69 mm.
5000M EVENT
Laura Guzman '07 ranks 8th
with 21:25.04 min.
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also helped the Poets win a narrow victory over Biola University. The men's

jump events led the team in points
scored and earned him the single best

mascot was the
subject of ribbing on

Tyack took All-SCIAC honors and shattered the school record set by Kelly

throughout the season, but these holes
have been filled for the 2006 campaign.
The women's water polo team
continued its steady climb from a 1-9
record in 2003 to a 17-13 overall record
(6-4 in SCIAC) in 2005, and, for the
better part of the season, maintained the
#2 position in the Collegiate Water
Polo Association Division III poll. Joining
Mitch Carty on the coaching staff was
graduate teaching fellow Nicole Comacho,
who is experienced at the Division I level.
The 2005 team, which featured all

AMAZING RACE. Chris Gartrelt '08 pours on the
speed, competing against rival Occidental.

returning starters from the previous season and seven new freshman players,
was led by 2M player Katie Galvin '05
and utility player Kim Charlson '06. Key
members of the Poet attack included driver Jenn Lang '07, utility player Karley
Perine '08, 2M player Caroline Galvin '08,
and 2M defender Nicole Sandoval '08.
With eight returnees and six talented newcomers, the women's softball
team posted 12 total wins (7 in conference play), which is the most season victories for this program since 1998. The
team was co-captained by Courtney
Lum '05, Eiko Titcomb '05, and Leandra
Chavez '06. Outfielder Lauren Marlene '08
was named to the All-SCIAC Second
Team and led the Poets in runs (26). hits
(34), and steals (29-32), breaking the
school single-season stolen base record.
Rounding out her final Whittier
year, catcher/outfielder Titcomb took
eight doubles, two homeruns, a.424 slugging percentage, and a team-leading .418

>> WITH 21 COMPETITIVE SPORTS TEAMS, WHITTIER RUNS ONE OF THE MOST
ACTIVE ATHLETIC PROGRAMS IN THE COUNTRY PROPORTIONATE TO ITS SIZE.

I
AM

STRONG-ARMED.
Driver Anne Fish '06

SWING IT. Singles player Viktorya
looks for an open
Shoshina '07 keeps her eye on the ball,
receiver in a match
forecasting an easy return.
played at the

V

Lillian Slade
Aquatics Center.

by Derek Krause '05 (5-3, 4.39, 37 Ks),
Randy Sobek '05 (5-5, 5.09, 48 Ks), Blake
Luitwieler '08 (6-4, 4.52, 53 Ks) and Tom
Pau' Ga0aher '07

on base percentage; she was equally a
threat on the base paths with 17 steals in
21 attempts. In batting, two Poets shared
honors for best record (.311 average):
Lum and Sheryl Fukuda '08, who also led
the team in slugging percentage (.443),
total bases (47) and RBIs (19). In pitching,
Lum was the standout along with Deena
Arenas '08; the former had a 1.28 ERA
and 3-2 record, while the latter threw
more than 100 innings and had 14 complete games.
The softball team loses four seniors
this year, but will return with a strong
core of 10 athletes for the 2006 season.

Men's baseball faced one of the
toughest Division III conferences in the
nation - a competitive 40-game sched-

Vessella '07 (3-0, 3 Saves, 3.68, 40 Ks).
Acker and Healy were each named
SCIAC Athlete of the Week during
season play.
With new Head Coach Emily Frey at
the helm, women's lacrosse began
brand new players, captained by Jenny
Trang '05, a four-year player and team
MVP. Despite facing tough competitors
such as Bates, Wheaton, and Bryant
Colleges, the team's chemistry obviously
grew stronger over time, a fact underscored by Coach Frey, who called the
2004-05 season "the start to a new tradition of excellence." The revitalized program shows a lot of promise with the
primary focus as growth and the ultimate
goal as consistency and bringing the
Poet game to the national level.

ule, hosting 27 games at Memorial Field,
which included the California Classic and
California Invitational Tournament. The
team finished the season on a five-game

Despite losing seven starting seniors, men's lacrosse co-captains Aaron
Jaffe '05 (a two-time All-American and

winning streak, for an overall record of
22-17-1, and 14-10 in SCIAC play—ranking the Poets 4th in the conference.

four-year starter on defense) and Alan

Top performers of the season were
3rd baseman Pete Aiello '06 (.381-1-44,

which included 11 freshman players—
through a solid season. The team finished with a 10-2 record overall, and is

10 2Bs, 4 3Bs, 7 SB5(, shortstop Greg
Garchar '06 (.373-1-21, 11 213s, 3 313s,
8 SB5), and outfielders Charles Acker '08
(.333-0-26, 9 2Bs, 2 3Bs, 16 SB5) and
Brian Healy '05 (.312-5-39. 7 213's, 1 3B,
6 SB5). On the mound, the Poets were led

A

their season with six returning and 10

Christiani '05 (a four-year starter as a
defensive midfielder) guided the team—

looking forward to post-season rankings.
Pre-season 2005, the Poets were ranked
#10 in the country according to Inside
Lacrosse magazine and #14 in the nation
by U.S. Lacrosse magazine.

With a number of very close matches (losing two by a total of four strokes),
the men's golf team improved quite a bit
in season 2005, ending with 6th place in
SCIAC. David Kulla-Mader '07 consistently
shot in the mid-80s, knocking more than
10 strokes off his 2004 average, while
captain Casey Shoji '05 and player Vince

READY TO RUMBLE.
Defender Alex
Chaundry '08 faces
off with a pLayer
from Colorado
College, helping
Whittier to a
10-9 victory.

McLeod '07 brought a solid consistency to
the fairways. Most improved player went
to Wes Carty '07, whose season posted a
number of scores in the 70s, earning him
MW honors. With nearly every golfer
returning for the 2006 campaign, the
future looks good for this Poet team.
Rounding out the spring sports lineup were men's and women's tennis.
Though the teams had a disappointing
season overall, the bright spot was the
hiring of two new coaches: Amanda
Augustus (head coach) and Justin Jonas
(assistant coach), both seasoned players
at the collegiate level and both with proexperience—Augustus in play. Jonas in
teaching—to bring to Ettinger Court and
the Poet program.

>> TWO HALL OF FAME FOOTBALL COACHES HAVE HELMED
THE POETS: DON CORYELL AND GEORGE ALLEN.
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LOOKING AHEAD
A Candid Interview With

Dr. Sharon Herzberger.,
Whittier College's 14th President
What do you believe will be your top
priorities and projects in your first year
as president, and what do you think is
the most essential skill an incoming
college president should have?
I first want to get to know Whittier
and to reach out to students, faculty,
administrators, alumni, parents, and
community members to help me in this
process. Before I develop firm plans for
Whittier I need to hear from people with
intimate knowledge and experience, to
learn their aspirations for the College,
and to hear their good ideas. Then we'll

On July 1, 2005, Dr. Sharon Herzberger formally began her term
as the 14th President of Whittier College. Drawing on a successful, 30-year career in academe, she brings to Whittier
experience in virtually every conceivable aspect of campus life
and administration—from teaching and fundraising to strategic
planning and institutional initiatives development. Prior to her
official move to the Whittier campus, however, Dr. Herzberger
granted an interview to The Rock and shared with us her initial
views on the Poet presidency.
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set priorities together.
The most important skill an incoming
president must have is the ability to see
how the parts contribute to the whole.
From my varied academic and administrative posts, I have had the good fortune
to learn how each person associated with
a college- including alumni, parents,
and townspeople- contributes to the
academic mission. Everyone has an
important part in promoting students'
high achievement and success. twill bring
this orientation to Whittier and call on
everyone to take great pride in doing his or
her best for our students and their future.
'What attracted you to Whittier?
There are so many things that
attracted me to Whittier. I love Whittier's
history and Quaker origin and the values
that continue to pervade life here. I love
the idea of leading a College named after

a poet and one known as much for his
fiery abolitionist spirit as for his poetry
and ballads. I admire the emphasis on
integrating theory and practice, which so
enriches the liberal learning environment on both the Whittier and law
school campuses. I appreciate the
College's diversity for the educational
benefits that occur naturally in such a
setting. And then there is the Southern
California beauty and weather!
What do you perceive to be Whittier's
greatest strengths and challenges? As
president, how do you hope to tackle
these challenges, and utilize these
strengths?
Whittier's most significant strength
is the excellent liberal arts education

liberal arts colleges know that there is no substitute for our type of educational environment. Whittier is an honors college from top to bottom, day-in and day-out, and students
experience this benefit every day of their lives on campus. This kind of education just
cannot be reproduced on a larger campus. We need to proclaim this fact more forcefully
so that high school students and their parents truly understand the opportunities afforded students who matriculate at Whittier and schools like Whittier. We also have to explain
better why education of this quality is worth the cost. Intense contact with faculty, small
learning environments, and the personal service and amenities available to students all
add up. We need to make sure that everyone sees the value offered in return—not only
the economic benefits, which are real, but the opportunities for advancement and for
assuming leadership that are best afforded by the education our students receive.
A related challenge is to ensure that Whither remains a place that attracts the very
best students, regardless of their ability to afford education of this quality. This means we
must concentrate over the next few years on building our endowment and other financial
resources. I won't lose much time before I call upon people on campus and upon our alumni and parents to help me meet these challenges.

"Before I develop firm plans for Whittier

provided to students, an education that
prepares them for whatever they tackle
in life. Look at a roster of our alumni and
their professional accomplishments and
the leadership positions they hold. The
value of a Whittier education is clearly
evident. Whittier's small class size and

I need to hear from people with
intimate knowledge and experience,

our faculty's dedication to teaching and
to intense faculty-student collaboration
in learning ensure that Whittier students
are challenged personally and intellectu-

Whittier has earned the distinction of being the second most diverse institution
in the country, according to U.S. News & World Report. You have a background in

ally. To these core strengths common to
the best of the liberal arts colleges, we
need to add the qualities that bring
Whittier distinction: a remarkable history
that continues to influence our current
values, our extraordinary diversity, and
the advantages of our location. These set
Whittier apart from other excellent
schools and add tremendous value as we
build upon our strengths and reach out to
new students and their families.
Among the challenges I foresee are
two that will take up a good portion of my
time. We need more than ever to assert
the value of Whittier's brand of education.
Universities all over America are attempting to emulate the small, private liberal
arts college by setting up honors programs. Those of us associated with small

to learn their aspirations for the College, and to hear
their good ideas. Then we'll set priorities together.99

strategically assessing and improving issues surrounding affirmative action at
Trinity. How do you think your experiences will help you at Whittier?
I cannot overemphasize the benefits of Whittier's diversity. From what I have seen
thus far, students at Whittier interact more freely across racial and ethnic lines than at
most schools, and the College offers programs and activities that honor the community's diversity just as a matter of course and without much fanfare. This is what a truly
diverse community should be like and what prepares students for being sophisticated,
knowledgeable citizens of the world. The environment that presents itself so naturally to those who enroll at Whittier must be engineered at almost every other college in
America and almost inevitably fails because of its artificiality. I greatly appreciate
Whittier's diversity and applaud the foresight of those who achieved this distinction.
The undergraduate school, the graduate program in education, and the Law School
seem to function largely as independent elements. Should there be a move toward
a closer integration of these three programs; what do you see as the inherent issues
or opportunities?
Faculty already work together on research, and cross-fertilization through collaborative teaching and special programs already broadens our educational offerings. But
I am pleased to see the commitment to do more. There are great opportunities for both
undergraduates and graduate education students to work with faculty and students
associated with the Law School's outstanding centers, especially the Center for

4
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Children's Rights and the Center for International and Comparative Law. We have
begun to talk about the possibility of allowing outstanding undergraduates to participate in some of the Law School's study abroad opportunities or to pre-matriculate into
the law school itself. I look forward to talking in more depth with people in the three
areas and learning more about how we can collaborate effectively to benefit all.
'Five years ago, you created the Consortium on High Achievement and Success
(CHAS) to promote student satisfaction and retention, an organization which, today,
comprises 36 liberal arts colleges and universities including a few West Coast schools,
but not Whittier. Do you envision Whittier becoming a part of this organization?
CHAS is dedicated to sharing information and supporting each other's efforts to
promote the highest levels of achievement and student satisfaction among all students,
but particularly students of color. With Whittier's success in achieving diversity, we
would have a lot to offer CHAS, and being able to learn from peer institutions would
enrich Whittier as well. However, I prefer to explore opportunities to develop closer ties
among small, private liberal arts colleges in the West. Some of the West Coast schools
are members of CHAS, but they find it hard to participate in this New England-based
venture. Let's start our own consortium!

sion-making, and does so through
exploring decisions made by laypeople
and criminal justice professionals. We
study, for example, a criminal's decision
to commit a crime, the legal and extralegal factors affecting bail setting, how
attorneys select jurors, and how jurors
deliberate about guilt or innocence.
Students enjoy watching court proceedings and talking with lawyers and
judges. They become acutely aware of
limitations in the way human beings seek
and process information and they learn
how to create circumstances in which
people will make better, more rational,
less biased decisions. Former students tell
me that they constantly apply what they
learned in this course to their everyday
lives, which of course motivates me to
teach the course over and over.

"Whittier is one of America's outstanding colleges,

but our resources match neither
our reputation nor the education
we offer. As a relative newcomer, I am in awe
of what Whitter has managed to
'Whittier College has a strong and proud tradition in sports. What do you perceive
to be the role of athletics in a liberal arts education?
I have no real athletic skill and the worst eye-hand coordination imaginable, but
I have enjoyed athletics all of my life and I certainly believe in the "sound mind, sound
body" principle for everyone. On my first visit to the campus during the interview
process. I told students that I get most of my exercise walking very, very fast and would
be happy to schedule "walking meetings" with any student who could keep up. With
the incredible year-round good weather in Southern California, I look forward to meeting people as I walk the campus and neighborhood.
The dedicated young people who come to Whittier are first and foremost students.
In Division III schools coaches, faculty, parents, and students understand this principle
and find ways to make sure that athletics complements the student's college education, not interferes with or supplants it. We should be very proud of attracting extraordinarily fine scholar-athletes who choose Whittier because of the education they can
receive. I have no doubt they will be leaders in the future.
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)The Whittier College family extends
throughout the globe; as president how
do you hope to reach out to and engage
these various constituent groups in
what transpires in Whittier, CA? What
role do you envision the alumni playing in raising awareness and attracting attention to Whittier College?
I want to find many, many opportunities over the next year to meet with
alumni and parents, and we are already
planning how to make this happen. I
intend to travel extensively. and I also
want to find more ways to bring alumni
to campus. We need to take full advantage of the talent and expertise among
our extended Poet family by asking them
to serve as mentors to current students,
share insights about their career choices,
review students' resumes, and help them
with practice interviews. Many alumni

Down the road, should you have the opportunity to teach a course in psychology
while at Whittier, what would you like it to be?

and parents take the initiative quite on
their own to spread the good word about
the Whittier experience among high
school students and their parents; we

Eventually, I would like to teach one of my very favorite courses, Psychology and
the Criminal Justice System (perhaps one day it can be offered in a collaboration
between the undergraduate and law schools!(. The course teaches the science of deci-

need to find ways to help them get even
more involved, especially in cities where
we currently lack organized alumni
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groups. I hope as well to set up a board
of advisors to help me and other senior
officers over the coming years, to provide
the external perspective that so aids
good decision-making on campus. We
will find many ways to engage the talents
of alumni and parents and will be looking
for energetic volunteers!
You also have a solid fundraising
background, as associate vice president of Trinity's capital campaign.
What is your fundraising philosophy,
and what do you feel is the most
essential component of fundraising
across a college's broad constituency?
I believe in listening to our friends,
alumni, and parents, discovering their

believe in listening

to our friends,
alumni, and
parents,

10'What are the Top S things you absolutely want to do or see in your first year
as a Southern California resident?
We are avid outdoors-people and in
our first year as Southern California resi-

discovering their interests,
and then finding
ways to satisfy..."

dents, we hope to take advantage of
many of the recreational opportunities.
We have been hearing from friends and

throughout Eastern and Western Europe
during every school vacation; I even
hitchhiked, which of course no one could
do today. The second experience occurred
when I arrived at Trinity. I had earned my
B.A. and Ph.D. at large state universities
and then taught at Northwestern for five
years before going to Trinity in 1980. I

interests, and then finding ways to satisfy
their philanthropic tendencies by contributing to the success of generation after
generation of Whittier students. Fundraising is all about relationship-building

immediately succumbed to the benefits of
the small, private liberal arts world and
have never wanted to leave. More recently, I created CHAS and learned how much
collective action can transform institutions

and one of the great things about being
president is the opportunity to get to
know the many people who are engaged

for students' benefit. Finally, having
children in college enabled me to see
college life from a very different vantage

in helping Whittier now and who will help
us in the future. Whittier is one of America's
outstanding colleges, but our resources

point, making me more sensitive both to
the needs of parents and to the critical
role they can play still in helping stu-

match neither our reputation nor the education we offer. As a relative newcomer, I
am in awe of what Whittier has managed
to achieve with a comparatively small
endowment. We need to let our imaginations run wild and to think about what we

dents succeed.

can achieve as our endowment grows
and as more people give their talent,
energy, and gifts to Whittier.

As a "navy brat," I moved often
throughout my childhood and never
would have predicted that I would spend

'Other than taking on the Whittier presidency, what do you view as one of your
most memorable or defining moments
either professionally or personally?
I would say there were three or four
experiences that could be considered
"defining." The earliest occurred when my
father was assigned to work for NATO in
La Spezia. Italy during my college years. I
had an unparalleled opportunity to travel

'You have lived an East Coast life for a
number of years; what excites you most
about moving to the West Coast, and to
Southern California in particular?

25 years in one place. My husband. David,
and I are truly energized about becoming
part of the community in Whittier and in
Southern California more generally. In the
interest of full disclosure. I also have to
admit that the weather was not an
insignificant draw for David and me. As
much as we love snow for recreational
purposes, we will not miss shoveling and
sliding on ice in March and April.

colleagues about great hiking in the
Puente Hills around Whittier, about bike
riding from the San Gabriel mountains to
the ocean, and about the beauty of Big
Bear, and we are eager to experience
these. As a child living on Long Island, I
always rooted for the Dodgers and I am
looking forward to rooting for them again
this summer. We want to visit the Nixon
Library and get to know more about
Nixon's Whittier. We've loved attending
the Hartford Symphony in the winter
months and Tanglewood in summer; so
we look forward to the vast cultural
offerings in L.A. and Orange County.
'You have two sons in college; what
do they think about their mom now
being a college president?
My sons, Jeffrey and Ben, are very
proud of me and, of course, they are
already dreaming of body-surfing in the
Pacific and roller-blading along the beach.
01, 100 years from now, how do you
hope your term as president will be
remembered in the Whittier College
community?
By 2105. I hope and expect that
Whittier will have achieved its deserved
place among the top private liberal arts
colleges and law schools and that people
will see the coming decade as the time
when we gathered the needed resources
to enable the College to reach this goal. I
would like to be remembered as someone who helped the College build on its
honored past, maintained and even
sharpened its core identity, and nudged
the College toward greater excellence. R
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Most of us mark the formal beginning of our educational journey as
the first day we set foot into a classroom. But is that where the path
ends, as well? Are we really so dependent on syllabi, assignments,
and report cards to root us in the learning process?
"Lifelong learning" has fallen into our common lexicon;
we often use it to describe the professional student—one who continues his or her formal academics without an end in sight, often to a
parent's chagrin. But the term has truer application as a state of mind.
Throughout life, each of us is both student and teacher, for learning
is rarely confined to the traditional classroom, or bound by chalkboard, desks, and the blare of an industrial bell signaling us to "put
our pencils down."
On the following pages, eight Poet alumni from a range of decades
share their own stories of lifelong learning. These are not tales of
superhuman struggle, but rather they are more prosaic and more recognizable tales of personal accomplishment on this continuous journey
of learning, relearning, and teaching others. They are human stories
about embracing change and challenges, and they demonstrate the
will of the mind to seek, meet, and navigate any bend in the road.
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Panthers' Coach

Jim Skipper '73:
Teaching in Real-Time
COMPETITIVE ATHLETES AGREE; there

is a definite combination of qualities that separate
a coach who is merely effective from a coach who is beloved. It's a matter of heart, of drive,
of experience, of trust. A good coach knows how to read his players, is able and willing to
instruct on the individual level, to identify and shore up weaknesses while reinforcing a
player's confidence in his strengths. A good coach deals not just with the physical drills
but the mental skills of his players. Without question, Jim Skipper '73 fulfills this ideal.
Currently the running backs coach for the National Football League's Carolina
Panthers, Skipper has a combined 30 years professional experience coaching, including 17 seasons with teams in the USFL, XFL, and the NFL—specifically, the New York
Giants, Arizona Cardinals, and New Orleans Saints.
A few years after graduating from Whittier, Skipper, who had played defensive
back for the Poets, decided to trade his helmet and shoulder pads for a whistle and
playbook. In 1974 he began his new career on the sidelines, hired by Cal Poly Pomona
to work with their defensive team.
As he explains it, "I was always a more cerebral player than most, so the transition from player to coach was smooth, and I felt comfortable taking on this new role. I
was coaching guys from the perspective of recently having been in their position, so I
found it easy to communicate with them, to get what I wanted from them."
Five years later Skipper was offered the opportunity to stretch his skills at the college-level, this time managing running backs. He admits changing his focus from
defense to offense was a bit tough at first, but he charged in and met the challenge.
His success with college teams garnered him a solid reputation in the industry, and in
1983, he was recruited into the pro-leagues—less than a decade after his first coaching job. Skipper recognized he now faced higher stakes: the politics of professional
sports, the pressure and demands of media and a vested fan base, and a team of paycheck-driven players. To his credit, he did not let these peripheral elements alter his
own game. He remained dedicated to his own clear-cut goal: to train these young men
how to play ball to the best of their— and his— abilities.
When it comes to practice strategies, Skipper has fashioned what some have called
an unconventional approach. The physical program he requires players to follow is common enough to pro-ball: weights, running drills, scrimmage, and the like. The mental
program, however, is decidedly different, and one that elicits groans from his rookies.

On the Saturday morning prior to
each game, Skipper's running backs
assemble with pencil and paper to answer
up to 200 questions covering all aspects of
plays and formations taught that week—
which can number upwards of 135. As an
added twist, Skipper includes questions
that target a variety of unexpected scenarios that could happen just prior to or during a play.
"Intuition," he explains, "is not
learned behavior; thinking on your feet,
however, is. That's what I have to train
my players to do."
Overall these tests and quizzes have
proved invaluable to Skipper, allowing
him to peer into the minds of his players
and isolate what specific issues need to
be addressed before game time.
Attentive, too, to the occasional wandering mind of a student, Skipper administers verbal pop quizzes during the daily
ifim sessions, randomly calling on players
regardless of their position in the lineup.
Players, he instructs, need to stay alert
and receptive to new information at all
times. In a December interview published
in The Rock Hill Herald, Skipper recalled
illustrating the point to his squad: "I guarantee if I gave you in the next five minutes
verbal directions to go somewhere, and
there's $100,000 buried there, you will
pay total attention. And this is the way
you have to be when I speak. You've got
to listen because I'm not just saying [these
things] to say [them]."
As a coach, he trains himself to -)

WINNING IS
EVERYTHING.
Carolina Panthers
Coach Jim Skipper
prefers an
unconventional
approach with his
players—a winning
strategy both on
the field and off.
V

Realizing that players are required to quickly learn and execute strategies housed in
ever-expanding playbooks. the Whittier College physical education major decided to
apply a basic technique of classroom teaching to football coaching. He gives exams.

A good coach knows how to read his players,

is able and willing to instruct
on the individual level,
to identify and shore up weaknesses while
reinforcing a player's confidence in his strengths.
Photo courtesy of NFL- Carofna Panthers
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4 behave in a similar way, staying in a
constant state of alert, ready to assess a
situation and rally when plans are interrupted. Should he lose a player to injury
during a game or practice, Skipper must

C/)
Ui

Ui

be able to identify at that moment which
member of his squad is the best replacement. He has to be certain the new player can go from sidelines to the thick of
action both intellectually and physically
ready to perform at the highest level.
Skipper's focus on the mental aspect
of the game has produced impressive
results; one proof point universally held
by sports reporters and armchair critics
alike is that Skipper is responsible for

Preston Mitchell 140
Is No Johnny One-Note
PRESTON MITCHELL IS A GLUTTON. Not satisfied with proficiency at one musical instrument,
the 87-year-old plays no less than eight; including the tuba, the recorder, clarinet, flute,
Irish tin whistle, ocarina—even the washboard.
And it's still not enough. Recently, he took up the string bass again, an instrument he
played in the Whittier College Community Orchestra fromI938 to 1942, but hadn't played in
five decades. Now he's in the throes of "making the old fingers hold down strings that get
increasingly stronger."
If you ask him what is his favorite musical instrument, he responds with a smile:
"Whatever I'm playing at the time."
He doesn't just play for his own enjoyment, either. Three to four days a week Mitchell

turning a pair of underachieving running
backs into arguably the best duo in
recent NFL history. He has also helped

"gigs" with—as he calls them—"one-day-a-week-bands." Currently, he's the tuba player for

transform the Carolina Panthers from a

released three CDs to critical praise. Mitchell's tuba also harmonically honks with the 85-piece

team with a dismal 1-15 record into a
team that proved a tough competitor
against the dominant New England
Patriots in Super Bowl XXXVIII.
Over the years, interviews with various players indicate that this coach is
overwhelmingly respected and revered,
regarded more like a benevolent father
rather than a tough disciplinarian. Yet
he's no creampuff, either. The working
relationship forged with each player
takes its shape on a case-by-case basis,
and the approach can be as different as
night and day.
He patiently explains the dichotomy: "Some guys only respond to me getting in their face and shouting out orders
like a drill sergeant, while other guys
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Music Man

is on the road, traveling from his Oregon home in Medford to nearby cities for rehearsals and

the Dixie Fat Cats, a group renowned for its flawless, traditional Dixieland Jazz that has

Ashland City Band, a group that gives summer concerts in the park and has the distinction
that members rehearse new music only once before a concert—the preceding evening.
Mitchell's repertoire within these bands is as diverse as the

Not satisfied with
proficiency at one
musical instrument,

the 87-year-old
plays no less
than eight;
including the tuba,
the recorder, clarinet,
flute, Irish tin whistle,
ocarina - even the
washboard.

instruments he plays.
"With Ashland City, it's show tunes, marches, big band, overtures, and popular music. With the Fat Cats, of course, it's Dixie
Jazz," he recounts. "I'm also in an orchestra that plays symphonic
music, and I perform in a group that primarily plays Early Elizabethan
music on recorders." (The latter is not surprising; nearby Ashland is
America's northwest mecca for Shakespeare and company.)
"There's also the German band," he says with a twinkle in his
eye, awaiting the question about the kind of music that group plays.
To which he laughingly responds: "Sauerkraut music!"
Comedy aside, Mitchell does begin to make many of us a
quarter of his age feel a mite lazy—or at least begin to rethink
our life goals. And as if this resume is not impressive enough,
Mitchell is not just an accomplished musician; in fact, music was
largely a hobby for him over the course of his professional life.

need you to just sit them down and discuss things rationally and calmly. The

briefly in elementary schools, but soon found himself outfitted alongside many other Whittier

Completing his degree in 1940, the music major taught

trick is to size them up at the beginning,

grads in military dress, serving his country during World War II. When the war ended and he had

try to figure out what'll work best with
each guy, and be prepared to adapt or
change tactics if your first attempt fails."

to make decisions about a civilian career path, Mitchell decided to pursue another "pastime"

Skipper silently considers his words
for a moment, then sits back in his chair
and offers a mischievous grin.
"Which is pretty much what I require
my players to do on the field," he adds.

various shots of the campus. With experience primarily limited to trial-and-error experiments, he

he had discovered while at Whittier: photography.
In his college days he was a self-proclaimed amateur photographer who enjoyed snapping

purchased an Argus A camera for $12.50 and independently studied manuals when possible. His
raw talent and increasing understanding of light and composition paid off, and his photographs
were featured on postal stamps created for a Lancer Society project.
Considering a career as a commercial photographer, however, Mitchell realized that formal

Patricia Hayes
Havens '51
Teaches About Passion
ASK CITY HISTORIAN PATRICIA HAVENS
about her favorite subject—Simi Valley—
and you'll be hard-pressed not to feel the
excitement or see the sparkle in her eye.
4
BLOW HARD.

Speaking with gusto, this one-woman
advocate for Simi is full of information,

Musician Preston

anecdotes, and legends about the people

Mitchell has

who established the community more than

developed a

a century ago, and she's eager to share

training was essential, and on his return

to maintain his craft. When asked if he

staggering reper-

with anyone who stops by her museum.

from the army, he enrolled in a two-year

keeps up with the rapid changes and devel-

toire, performing

professional program, taking as many courses

opments in film and cameras, Mitchell

with several profes-

was built by ordinary, hardworking peo-

responds that he does. "For example, I've

as possible.

As Havens explains it. Simi Valley

sional bands and

ple who established a community that

taught myself Adobe Photoshop, a computer

playing numerous

embodied a true sense of self. The early

know all the facets of photography," he

program that enables print manipulation

instruments.

explains, "from the technical components

and quality restoration for display and

of the camera to the artistic components

reproduction," he says.

"1 wanted not just to learn but to

of a photograph. In subject matter, I was
introduced to everything from glass, metal,

residents had a resilient spirit that transcended wars, depression, and hardship,
and they celebrated good fortune togeth-

His portfolio of still images is compelling, efficiently immortalizing moments

er with genuine joy.
Ultimately, it was this unyielding

nuts and bolts to architectural, portrait,

in time, and there have been opportunities

spirit that drew her into the profession; she

fashion, food, and illustration. Lighting, in

for the general public to view his work.

had occasion to experience it first-hand

particular, was something that I focused on

Last summer, he was invited to exhibit a

through her husband's family, whose

in my studies, and it was an element for

selection of his photographs in the gallery

ancestors migrated to the area in 1889.

which I became well-known."

at Medford's Craterian Ginger Rogers Theater,

Mitchell's dedication to and passion

"I got to meet most of these old-

and in recent months he coordinated and

timers," she remembers with a laugh, "and

for learning the craft quickly resulted in

mounted a slideshow presentation for fellow

that's what sparked my interest in Shin's

his first steady job as a professional photo-

residents in his retirement community.

history." So when the city advertised an

grapher. Foster and Kleiser, a major outdoor

But the business of music is once

open position, the Whittier history and

advertising company in Los Angeles, recognized Mitchell's potential and put him in
charge of their in-house lab. He stayed four

again his primary focus.

education major jumped at the chance.

In the 17 years post-retirement,

Havens has now been employed by

Mitchell has happily redoubled his youthful

the City of Simi Valley for just over 30
years, first teaching city history with the

years, until a rising restlessness to "do

commitment to performance and practice,

something more" overwhelmed his comfort

spurred by warm memories of working

Adult School and operating a small muse-

level as a company man.

under and alongside such Whittier music

um with the historical society, then later

luminaries as Margaretha Lohmann, Gene

"morphing" into full museum director

cameras, flash bulbs, and tripods, and

Riddle, Frank Purcell, and Ruth Haroldson.

when Strathearn Historical Park and

opened his own studio—Preston Mitchell

Now is the winter of his deep content—

Museum publicly opened its doors in

Commercial Photography. The business

a time when Mitchell is free to pursue his

1970. Eleven years later the city reward-

proved lucrative, and Mitchell happily

music wholeheartedly, on whatever instru-

ed her unwavering industry and commit-

helmed the operation for 35 years before

ment strikes him, expanding his repertoire

ment to subject matter, passing an official

retiring in 1988.

and playing for audiences large and small.

resolution that names Patricia Havens as

Or still, halfway through his eighth decade,

"City Historian for the City of Simi Valley."

In a bold move, he packed up his

Since that time, his photo "assignments" have been largely for pleasure and

hungry to learn something new.

I

This framed, signed, now slightly

-3
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4yellowed document she proudly displays on her office wall for all to see—though it
competes for attention with a number of cluttered shelves packed with archeological
curiosities that Havens simply has not yet had time to sort and catalogue.
Over the years, too, her roster of responsibilities has escalated to include everything
from classroom material preparation and artifact recovery and arrangement to teaching
docent and adult classes and planning museum events. And, of course, spreading the word.
But therein lies a problem. Havens' haven is not exactly overrun by the masses.
So how has this educator dealt with a dearth of students?
"We experience a similar number of visitors as other local, historical museums,"
considers Havens. "Primarily school children on tours or people who have a specific
question or interest in some part of the Valley. But overall, we don't have droves of people
on a daily basis."
The real problem, she admits with a frustrated sigh, is figuring out how to get people
to slow down, to think about what "community" means, and to understand it and their

that history must be viscerally absorbed
as well as traditionally instructed, Havens
has added a field trip to her curriculum.
"My students are always amazed to
discover that Simi Valley actually existed
before they moved here," she says, her
amusement evident. "I help them to slow
down, to look around, and to become
more aware of the history that touches
everything. I think they appreciate the
class, and become more vested in preserving the Valley."

44 1

help them to slow down, to look arou

relationship to it through the context of Simi's rich tradition and history. Despite the thousands of people moving to the area, many are simply unaware of the museum's existence.
Undaunted. Havens has made it her mission to make the community aware of this
important resource, and her communication philosophy is simple: You've got to start
where you are, and make it as personal as possible. Particularly for Havens, word-of-

and to become more
aware of the history
that touches everything

mouth has been the key way to market the museum; she has no trouble cultivating
interest when she speaks directly with prospective attendees. But as all good educators
recognize, a bit of innovation can't hurt.

I think they appreciate the class, and becs
more vested in preserving the Valley.
For over three decades. Havens has
served as the primary custodian for city
lore with a century's worth of local history largely stored in her own memory,
rather than in piles of files. This April,
she retired from her teaching duties;
she will continue as city historian and
keep a watchful eye on the museum's
activities. Should she decide to retire
completely, though, the city has no
replacement trained— a fact that weighs
heavily on her mind.
However. Havens should enjoy
some measure of satisfaction knowing she
has done a credible job building another
generation to continue her overall crusade. This spring, a record 51 community
members enrolled in her final taught

So in the early 1990s, Havens proposed writing a comprehensive hard-bound volume covering Simi's history that would include photos and illustrations of artifacts from
the museum. The resulting tome. Simi Valley, A Journey Through Time, is the product
of an impressive collaborative team—including paleontologists, archeologists, and
Spanish and Pioneer historians, as well as an audio-visual crew—all guided by the passionate Havens, who served as the primary author. Since its publication, the book has
been well-received and has sold more than 5,000 copies.
The class on Simi she teaches for the Adult School, too, is burgeoning. Knowing
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course—a number that attests to her
carefully built legacy and true passion for
the subject matter. And, perhaps, a
recognition by many that Havens, in her
effort to share her knowledge with others,
engenders that selfsame resilient and
joyful spirit that attracted her to Simi's
history so many years ago.

Archie Nogle 49
Soars Into New Skies
"AS THE JET ENGINE REVVED UP on the tarmac of the old RAE base at Duxford, England, I could
have closed my eyes and turned the clock back to 1953, when the hair wasn't grey and the body
was a little trimmer and firmer. And it was I that was climbing into the cockpit, ready to soar
into an incredibly blue sky with puffy, floating, whiter-than-white clouds for another mission."
The quote above is taken from an article written by USAF Captain Archie Nogle that
appeared in SabreJet Classics, a magazine published by the F-86 Sabre Pilots Association. In
the article, Nogle describes his feelings as he narrated a 1992 British airshow that featured
a plane he had flown for the Air Force for five years up until its retirement in 1961.
The connection between Nogle and this F-86 is obvious. The powerful aircraft and
Nogle's own understanding of and trust in its technical capabilities made the two an unbeatable team in the skies, able to execute aerobatic maneuvers with grace, with purpose, with

Stateside and in the Reserves by

eloquence of movement. Nogle's particular jet was the last in its squadron to be dispatched

1954, Nogle settled into civilian life for the

to a "boneyard," an air mechanic's school in Fresno—an "unflattering final flight" for the

next decade and a half, flying for the 196th

A

SKY CAB.
Military jets were
Archie Nogle's

dignified bird, according to its pilot.

FIS/California ANG in Ontario, raising four
primary mode of

Now, after serving in three wars, raising four children, and starting a successful moving

children with his wife, and, in 1958, starting

and storage company, the pilot is charting a similar course as that aircraft he loved. Archie

a commercial and household moving and

Nogle is learning to retire.

storage company—another natural career

transportation
until he exchanged
celestial wings

Not an easy thing for a man whose very life has been defined by perpetual motion.

progression for a military man accustomed to
for earthbound

Nogle began his military service in 1943, just prior to the close of WWII. With his

consistent relocations and temporary assign18-wheelers.

childhood love for model planes, a professional career in the skies seemed a natural path,

ments. Opened in Lompoc, California, the

and he studied and trained hard to earn his wings as a second lieutenant pilot at the age of

business became very successful largely due

19. At the conclusion of his term of service, he pursued his undergraduate studies at

to its proximity to nearby Vandenberg Air

Whittier, married his beloved wife Barbara, and joined a local Reserve squadron so he could

Force Base, where Nogle's experience in the

continue flying. Recalled to Active duty in 1952, Nogle spent two months retraining to learn

military was a definite benefit in making

the Air Force's newest weapon: the F-86 jet fighter. He describes his first solo flight in the

connections and networking for new con-

jet, racing over American skies, as exhilarating and frightening and awesome. Training com-

tracts. The busy base soon became his

pleted, Nogle journeyed to Korea and flew several air-to-air combat missions in service of his

number one client.

country, and learned first-hand the fragility of life in combat.
"There was a two-day stretch when

Recognizing changes occurring at the
height of the baby boom, when the rush

Archie Nogle

I lost many of the close friends I had

to move to newly constructed suburb com-

in my company.....He pauses, and when

munities was in full swing, Nogle shrewdly

he continues, you can feel his loss like

expanded his business in 1961, adding an-

a tangible thing. "It was one of those

other Lompoc-based moving company to his

moments in your life where all you can do

organization. Operating from the geographical

is remember the times you had together.

center of the state, he was able to accom-

It was—a very rough time," he finishes.

modate contracts throughout both
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There was a two-day stretch when

I lost many of the close friends
I had in my company..."
He pauses, and when he continues,
you can feel his loss like a tangible thing.
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4northern and southern regions with

airshow, and once again, he was steeped in

ease, and his business grew exponentially.

the excitement and emotional recall of his

Nogle continued to fly when he could,
both as a Reserve pilot and as a civilian,

Cl)
LU

"It was incredible to see her flying

Learning the ins and outs of light aircraft

again," he says proudly, albeit wistfully.

and private airfields. But his days with jets

"A dream come true ... for this 'old fighter

Katie Dezember '94
Is Her Own Chef d'Oeuvre

were not yet at an end—during the Vietnam

pilot Though I wish I could have been up

War, he was once again called to Active

in the skies with her, at the controls, and

six full months, live in an entirely different

duty, though this time as a freighter pilot,

feeling that rush of power once more—

city and pursue an entirely different career

flying in supplies and flying out wounded

this time, my memories had to suffice.

that you had never even considered?

soldiers. Once again, he was required to

Truthfully, I loved every minute I had."

Learn a different kind of airplane—a four-

"Except maybe an hour or two when

engine cargo aircraft C-97, decidedly bulkier

enemy MiGs were shooting at me," he

than his preferred, sleek F-86.

amends with a chuckle.

A seasoned pilot with over 4,000

A little more than a year ago, Nogle

WHAT IF YOU COULD CHANGE your life for

Would you have the courage to abandon
the familiar in pursuit of an adventure?
Five years ago. Katie Dezember '94
did just that. Following in the hallowed
footsteps of Julia Child, Martin Yan, and

flight hours behind him in both peacetime

finally realized his plan to retire. Son

Emeril Lagasse, the Bakersfield elemen-

and in combat (2,000 of that in F-86s

Randy and daughter Wendy took over the

tary schoolteacher decided to become a

alone), Nogle found himself a mentor of

business, leaving Nogle and his wife free

certified chef de cuisine.

sorts to the young pilots new to war and

to enjoy the benefits of retirement—golf,

new to the skies. Though he admits he

travel, and more time at their second home

The opportunity, as she tells it, was
just a case of right place, right time.

was impressed with the new generation

in Hawaii. He admits it has been difficult

of flyboys, he was able to give them one

at times to let go and step back from the

college for a caterer, Dezember never

valuable piece of advice, the military pilot's

responsibilities and feeling of control he

seriously considered culinary arts as a

credo: "Watch out for six o'clock," referring

once had as a pilot and as a business-

prospective career. Though she enjoyed

to every pilot's blind spot directly behind

owner. The task has become doubly hard

the work—the planning, the food prepa-

the cockpit. Once again completing his

since losing his wife mere months after

ration, and the presentation at the event

required service in Active duty, Nogle

his formal retirement.

itself—she felt she had no real passion to

He admits it has been
difficult at times to

let go and step
back from the
responsibilities
and feeling of control he
once had as a pilot and
as a businessowner.

Working through high school and

"Everything I had planned for and

sustain a lifetime in the business.

dreamed about regarding retirement included

Instead, she pursued a degree in English

Barbara," he says quietly. "After she passed

while earning her teaching credential.

away, I found myself not wanting to come
home to an empty house."
But with Nogle's grit, borne out of

Fast forward a few years and
Dezember was on the road to becoming a
veteran educator, employed by a local

years of a military regimen of adapting

school district and handling a third-grade

and learning and dealing with unexpected

classroom. Her life was comfortable, her

changes, there is little doubt he will suc-

daily routine fixed. But she soon discovered

cessfully navigate his way through this

"comfortable" simply wasn't enough.

new chapter of his life.

"I realized that I needed to shake

Three wars, a multitude of aircraft

things up—have a new adventure," she

Learned, four children, and a successful

recalls. "But I had no idea what I wanted

business later, in that single moment at the

to do."

returned home to family, business, and

airshow, Archie Nogle saw more than just

the relative quiet of civilian life.

an old friend in that plane; he recognized

stepped in. Dezember chanced to meet

himself—perhaps a little older, perhaps a

the legendary Chef Jacques Pépin, direc-

end, Nogle threw himself into running his

Little slower, but with a proud, indomitable

tor of the French Culinary Institute (FCI)

moving and storage business, with a goal

spirit and still able to perform beautifully.

in New York, and wound up assisting him

With his military career finally at an

of training his children to eventually assume
control. In 1992 he received the invitation
to narrate the F-86 exhibition at the British
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days as a combat pilot.

BAM!

About that time, capricious Fate

on an event. Conversation between the
two eventually led to a discussion of her
background in catering and current

ferred tools and equipment to designing
a final presentation. In this discipline,
too, a measure of creativity is not only
expected, it is essential to developing
craft. To that end, recipe competitions
are held to encourage students to consider how to create an original dish.
Dezember won one of these contests,
earning a two-week trip to the gastronomical capital of the world: France.
The culminating event of the FCI curriculum is a 20-week internship cooking
in the Institute's restaurant, L'Ecole. For
Dezember, working in a bona fide bistro
was a requirement that she thoroughly
relished with its inherent fast pace and
creative intensity. And it some ways, she
confesses, it reminded her of her first few
A POSH SPICE. With style and a smiLe, Katie Dezember whips up something fabulous in the kitchen
of L'EcoLe, the French Culinary Institute's operational restaurant.

vocational crisis, and Pèpin suggested she consider FCI—specifically, the intensive sixmonth chef's program. Following Pèpin's advice, Dezember checked out the prestigious
school and found the prospective program ideal to her needs: geared for the novice,
classes were generally populated with mid-career changers and designed to transform
the culinary greenhorn into employable artist. In short order, she made the decision to
trade science fairs, spelling bees, and a class filled with emotional nine-year-olds for
expensive knives, elegant spices, and temperamental artistes. She applied to FCI and
was accepted, so she packed up her life for the six-month sojourn to the Big Apple to
become a student once again.
Having to deal with a radical change in residential life as well as professional,
Dezember faced every bump in the road with a positive attitude and a good deal of humor.
"Moving from Bakersfield to New York City certainly was a 180-degree change,"
she laughs. "The most intimidating thing to learn was the subway system. After a few
times getting on the wrong line, I learned my way around fairly quickly. What's great
about New York, however, is there's always something new to see, so even my mistakes turned out to be mini-adventures."
So, too, in the kitchen, Dezember found.
Asked how she handled the classic role reversal from teacher to student, Dezember
candidly replies: "The only difficulty I had was that as a teacher when I made a mistake,
no one necessarily noticed. In my FCI classes, I was a complete beginner. I wound up
making so many mistakes while learning my way around a French kitchen that I had to
learn not to be concerned with how it made me look."
Built more as an apprenticeship than traditional school, FCI's program proved
intensive—five days a week, eight hours a day of lectures and lessons with a veritable
buffet of renowned chefs in the industry. Students experience a whirlwind of handson activity from day one, rotating through various stations and absorbing a cornucopia
of culinary tips. In the first six weeks alone, Dezember was required to master over 250
essentials of French cuisine, covering everything from preparation techniques to pre-

Following in the hallowed footsteps of

Julia Child, Martin van,
and Emeril Lagasse,
the Bakersfield elementary
schoolteacher decided to become a
certified chef de cuisine.
nerve-racking weeks as a novice teacher.
"When professionally cooking." she
says, "you may work with a team of
people, but when it gets down to it, you
have to be prepared, know your part,
and be confident in your execution.
Teaching is absolutely similar in that
way. The principal difference, though,
between classroom and kitchen is that in
the latter, there is immense pressure in
the moment, so tempers can flare, and it
can be a very intense situation."
"Actually, that's probably more of a
similarity than difference," she corrects
herself, flashing a wry grin.
Upon her graduation from the
Institute, Dezember had the option to
pursue a career in the restaurant
industry, but she chose instead to
return to Bakersfield— albeit with a -,
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-3 new perspective. "Thinking back on
that period in New York, getting exposure to so many different people and
new opportunities, I realize there is
much more I want to do in this life." As

continued

Robert Kessinger 1" 4
Discovers the Joys (and Woes)
of a Second Childhood

a result, Dezember says she has an
U)

Ui
Lx

"ever-growing list" of things she'd like

Life, one of those Sunday-afternoon philosophers who can expound on a variety of subjects, but

sue, and while content for the moment

only if nudged into discussion at all. He is methodical when responding to questions about his

teaching fourth- and sixth-graders in

life, careful to trim extraneous detail so that the end result is sculpted to fit the precise query.

the GATE program, she'll always be on

In all, you get the sense that not much could ruffle this former Hughes Aircraft engineer.

the lookout for the next great adventure.

Which is why no one would possibly guess he's got a three-year-old at home.

Ui

U-

ROBERT KESSINGER SEEMS A TERRIBLY CALM and steadfast fellow. He is a keen observer of

to try and careers she might like to pur-

As for cooking, she continues to

In a twist of events, Kessinger and his wife—a couple who are in their lOs and should

hone her skills through catering events,

be relaxing through their golden years—were granted guardianship of their granddaughter,

giving private lessons, tantalizing friends

Hanna Ivy, who has been living with the couple since her birth. A bright-eyed child now past

and neighbors with such delicacies as

her "terrible twos," Hanna is an energetic addition to a once quiet household, and most

chocolate pots de crème, and inventing

obviously the apple of her grandfather's eye.

culinary works to add to her repertoire.
But she finds it difficult to equate what
she does with the certified title she
worked so hard to earn.
"Despite my training and the subsequent experience I've had, I really don't

And Kessinger, who is father to four grown children, has found himself relearning the
joys of parenthood—specifically, modern parenthood.
"Hanna came to us straight from the hospital only a couple of days old," Kessinger
remembers. "So my wife and I just had to jump back into life with an infant."
With the baby's mother on hand the first few months, the elder Kessingers found themselves on somewhat familiar territory—persevering through late night feedings, diaper

consider myself a chef—primarily

changes, and puzzling baby cries with aplomb and fortitude, and the occasional yawn. The

because I've never fully been in charge

couple fell into the demanding routine fairly quickly, drawing from past parental experience.

of a professional kitchen," Dezember

To help out, Hanna's aunt and uncle returned to live in the Kessinger's primary home, and in

remarks. "The way I see it. I'm just a

recent months, her mother moved back as well. The five adults share the incumbent daily

well-trained cook."

duties and responsibilities, making the raising of Hanna a real family affair.

Still, that's not too shabby a moniker
when you consider the ever-practical
words of English poet Owen Meredith*:
"We may live without poetry,
music, and art.
We may live without conscience,

and live

without heart.

We may live without friends;
we may live without books—
But civilized man cannot live

With Hanna in residence, the focus of the household is understandably

The five adults share
the incumbant daily

duties and
responsibilities,
making the raising
of Hanna a real
family affair.

on her, both directly and indirectly. "We don't do 'adult things' anymore,"
says Kessinger. "Simple mechanics such as cooking a meal, or making sure
we've child-proofed every cabinet in her ever-growing reach, or arranged
the furniture for her safety—this becomes the all-consuming topic of the
hour. Her schedule dominates ours, and flexibility is essential."
But as Kessinger wryly observes, raising children isn't cheap. The
paraphernalia alone required for childhood in 2005 far outstrip those
from his memory as a first-time parent in the 1970s. And it's not as if he
could just unearth the equipment used in a prior generation—car seats,
strollers, etc.—from the garage. Today's safety standards and laws have

without cooks."
declared such "antiques" de facto hazards.

*Owen Meredith was the pseudonym
for 19th-century statesman Edward
Robert Buiwer-Lytton.

"This is an entirely different game," Kessinger sighs and rubs his chin in reflection. To
illustrate the point, he relates the story of having to once again purchase a "family car." Thirty
years ago, this meant a basic station wagon or larger sedan. But in today's world, the
Kessingers were confronted with the stable of soccer-mom cars, from SUVs to mini-vans to
"retro-wagons," all with options and add-ons featuring the latest baby-friendly devices. Selecting
a dependable van, they did opt for one useful toy: a DVD player mounted in the back to keep
Hanna entertained on long car rides. Kessinger still seems bemused by the entire experience.
"A DVD player—in a van!" he shakes his head, then chuckles ruefully. He knows he's
firmly caught between the role of grandparent and parent: one wants to spoil, the other to
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dutifully deny such modern-day treats.
The overall costs of child-raising, too,

Lucille Peak '79

have skyrocketed, from schools to ballet

Embodies the Learning Life

lessons to tutors and summer camps, particularly in pricey California where the family
resides. Ever mindful of Hanna's schooling

LUCILLE PEAK HAS SPENT HER LIFETIME

needs looming on the horizon, Kessinger's

learning. Not always in the traditional

thoughts have turned to generating a sup-

ways, nor on a traditional path, she's

plemental income. Firmly retired from a 30-

nonetheless been simultaneous teacher
and student in a variety of situations.
Through it all, she's stayed on target
with her mission: education.

year career with Hughes Aircraft, he cast his
gaze around for work that would be flexible
and not compromise his precious time with
Hanna. So, he took a quick notary public

When her peers were enrolling in
college in the late 40s, Peak was getting
married and adjusting to life as a wife

certification course and opened his own
business, ABK Notary.
But that is just a start. Considering

and homemaker. When those same peers
went off to the work world or on to grad-

other alternatives, Kessinger has curiously
found himself haunted by Whittier—

uate schools, she was happily ensconced
in her Whittier home, focused on building

specifically, a firm resolve he had made
as an undergrad math major who also

and raising her family. As her children
grew, she taught them the values she

earned basic teaching credentials.

perceived were of utmost import: respect,
honor, courage, and, of course, the importance of education.
"The more I hammered that last one
home," she recalls now, "the more I felt
the urge to follow my own advice. I

So with her children grown and following their own paths, in 1976 at the
age of 52, Peak decided it was time to set
her course of action and enrolled in

to handle bilingual education—a relatively
new option in the preparation programs
at the time. So she returned to school to
earn a second credential in bilingual ed.
The decision proved sound, and she found
herself highly sought-after by a number of
schools. Happiest in her own backyard,
however, she chose a position with
Whittier City School District.

Whittier College. Despite the myriad
people telling her that it was "too late" to

Taking charge of her own fifth
grade classroom, Peak discovered a host

take up such a goal—years of difficult
coursework and exams, credentialing
classes, then trying to enter the work
force in her late 50s—Peak was deter-

of unanticipated obstacles. Expecting a
certain skill level in reading comprehen-

began to realize that I wanted to go back
to school, to complete my education, and
to become a teacher myself."
.4
SO HAPPY
TOGETHER. Unlike
"When I graduated," he says, "the only
thing I knew I absolutely did not want to do

most grandparents
who may have

is teach. Now fifty-some years later, I think

one or two visits

I'm finally ready to revise that decree."

a year, Robert

With his age, work experience, and

Kessinger gets

skills, Kessinger now has an excellent

to enjoy grand-

chance to enter the California school system

daughter Hanna

in a teaching position. In fact, he recently

every single day.

took and passed the California Basic Education Skills Test, a move that has reactivated
his earned credentials and opened up the
possibility of substitute teaching within the
state secondary school system, or, as he
puts it, "anywhere that would be foolish
enough to hire me." •

mined. That sheer force of will got her
through the tough journey she shared
with classmates a fraction of her age,
wisdom, and experience.
Graduating with a teaching credential in only three years, Peals began her
career as a substitute. Noticing changing
demographics in the schools, she perceived a rising need for teachers equipped

sion, for example, she often found her
students unable to follow her lesson
plans. Through close observation of her
charges, she began to see that a lack of
foundational mechanics was causing a
serious disconnect.
When it comes to teaching reading,
Peak's preferred methodology is phonics
instruction, which focuses on developing
basic skills—such as learning letters,
sounding out words, and building -+
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4 vocabulary. But the school was immersed in the "whole language approach," which

For Peak, the program has been an

ignores the basics and focuses entirely on subject matter and concepts. Applying this
tactic to Little Red Riding Hood for instance, the instructor highlights conceptual

excellent match. She is fulfilling her personal mission, and those she tutors flourish under her enthusiasm, care, and genuine interest in their successes. The

elements of the story such as the woods as environment or the merit of obedience.
"But many of these kids couldn't even read the simple words that formed the
story," Peak says in exasperation.
At this time, phonics instruction was literally forbidden in the state system;
colleagues she knew had been fired for continuing to use the technique. Peak found
the mandate nonsensical, however, and subversively resolved to ignore it.
Appealing to the school's principal, she requested a transfer to first grade, realizing if she could get students properly trained at the earliest stage that ultimately they
would excel. Her strategy paid off. She surreptitiously slipped in phonics lessons on a
daily basis to her classroom of six-year-olds, and, as they moved on to higher grades,
her kids always were among the top-performing students.

more jaded may regard these children as
a lost cause, skeptical that they will
make the grade in the real world. Peak,
however, lets her students know from
the outset that education is the most
important thing they can and must do for
themselves. More than instructing the
basics of math and science, reading and
writing, she is learning how to offer
these young people a valuable commod-

Another unexpected hurdle Peak faced came with the discovery that not all children
learn in the same way. Utilizing traditional teaching methods—set curriculum presented

ity in scarce supply: hope.

in a rigid, homogenized lecture format—she found that many times the children did not
absorb or understand the lessons of the day. Considering alternative ways of presenting

What's more, she's teaching them
how to hang on to it. S

the material, she devised what was deemed as an "unorthodox teaching style," but one
she to this day credits to her Whittier professors and their "rules of teaching."
"I found that if I framed a lesson through interactivity, if I taught not just the
required information but how to learn," she says. "they were much more receptive than
if I used the typical format. Their level of comprehension was greater, and they were
able to really learn the material rather than just memorize the facts."
Overall, Peak enjoyed a 15-year career in the regular school system. Though she
took retirement in 1991, she wasn't yet ready to give up her mission—a good thing, too,
because her passion for teaching combined with her once-unorthodox methods was
exactly what the School on Wheels needed.
Conceived by a Catholic nun, the School on Wheels program serves homeless
children all over the region who are unable to attend traditional schools with regularity. Volunteer tutors are dispatched in mobile trailers to various areas from San Diego
to San Francisco with a goal to keep these kids educationally on par with their peers.
Peak is now one such volunteer, a tutor-trainer as well as a teacher in the program,
and her students range in age from elementary to high school. All, however, benefit
from Peak's commitment to individualized and interactive teaching.
"There was one boy," she begins to recount the tale. "He was homeless, spoke little English, and had fallen way behind in school. I could see he was bright, but he was
discouraged and felt frustrated trying to connect with the material without success. So
we took things slowly, worked together as much as possible, until we landed on the
right formula of teaching-learning. And then suddenly everything fell into place.
"He was able to come up to the appropriate grade-level of work and eventually
became a very solid student," she adds with obvious pride in her voice.
And these youngsters equally inspire her. She admits that watching the amount of
effort they demonstrate every day in overcoming adversity fuels her own passion,
renews her commitment, and makes every day a new adventure.
"It's been my experience," she sums up, "to be a good teacher of any kind, you
have to have a big heart. To be a part of School on Wheels, however, and see these
kids who have nothing yet are so eager to learn and so appreciative of your time—it's
a tremendous thing."
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At this time,
phonics instruction was

literally forbidden in
the state system;
colleagues she knew
had been fired for
continuing to use
the technique.
Peak found the mandate
nonsensical, however, and subversively
resolved to ignore it.

Robert Newport 161
Trades Patients for Paintbrushes
EXPLAINING THE CAREER MOVE that must have raised a few eyebrows in group, Dr. Robert
Newport simply states that four or five years before retirement, he "heard the call of the muse."
And what's more, he answered with no regrets.
Determined from an early age to have a career in medicine, this Whither chemistry
major/biology minor went on to earn his M.D. with a residency in psychiatry. He never
wavered from his end goal, accepted no detours, and was quite steadfast in his plan to establish a business built on the craft of "study and observation." For 31 years, Dr. Newport enjoyed
a successful and satisfying career.
Until, as he describes it, "something inside began to shift."
While the passion was there, the drive to continue was dissipating. Dr. Newport felt the
job had become easy, almost automatic, and the challenges few and far between. "Analyzing
and understanding the human condition still held appeal," he remembers, "but I felt I was at
the top of my game. There was nowhere for me to go."
Simultaneous to his career crisis, his personal life took an unanticipated turn. His mother's
health was failing, and despite his rocky relationship with her, he found himself relegated to
the role of her primary caretaker. So, he plunged into this new responsibility, never thinking it
would irrevocably change his life.
Knowing that he needed to find a common ground to make the relationship work, he
considered his mother's interests. First and foremost, she was a working artist.
So, the doctor took up painting, trying a lesson or two.
Having never contemplated "the brush" nor having the time to try in years past, he
admits to being astounded at the wealth of feelings he experienced. He was hooked, and being
able to share his newfound passion with his mother only sealed his fate.
"It was a pivotal moment in my life," he recalls, a hint of awe in his voice. "1 just had to
follow this muse." So, decisively turning his back on psychiatry, Dr. Newport enrolled in Otis
College of Art and Design to pursue an artist's life.
"My program at Otis lasted a year-and-a-half, and it made me grow in more ways than I
thought possible. And I got to share it all with my mother," he says. "The work I was doing,
the conversations we had—she was thrilled."
Along with learning applied technique, his Otis experience gave him the chance to relive
his college days after a three-decade sabbatical.
"It was absolutely amazing to be a student again. I was the eldest in the classroom by far,
including the professor, I think," he chuckles. "I found that as a returning student, I was filled
with curiosity. I was confident, wanting to ask questions, provoke discussion, and test ideas."
Beyond these formal lessons in mechanics and aesthetics, Dr. Newport acknowledges that
certain competencies acquired during his years as a psychiatrist have undoubtedly helped him
become a better artist.
"You see, psychiatry is cognitive," he explains, his tenor and manner perceptibly
changing as his topic momentarily switches away from art. "Doctors learn to observe, using that
knowledge to diagnose patients and determine course of action for treatment. In psychiatry, we
are confronted with human drama, and we learn how to look—to objectively consider speech,
mannerisms, and body language."
And it is this learned practice of observation that is applicable to art. When approaching

He prefers to use vivid colors on his

A
BRUSH WITH

canvasses, a penchant that seems to reflect
GREATNESS.
his newfound energy and contentment. His
Moving from M.D.
Large-scale paintings of Utah and Arizona
to artist, Robert
Landscapes abound with subtle blends of
Newport now revels
brilliant blues, reds, oranges, purples, and
in the "visual feast"
greens. Rich, even tangible, in texture, Dr.
he creates in his
Newport's works invariably transport the
Los Angeles studio.
onlooker both visually and emotionally into
serene scenes of cool, tranquil canyons
with expansive cerulean skies and blazing
sun overhead.
Asked about his proclivity for such
vibrant color and subject matter that favors
nature over humanity, the artist's face lights
up and his smile stretches wide.
"For years I occupied an office,
enclosed behind four walls, focusing solely
on the cognitive, the emotional life of my
patients," he says.
"Now, I'm reveling in a visual feast."
Reflecting on the path he's taken—his
early career goals, the belated fork in the
road, and his current profession—doctorturned-artist Newport chalks it up to divine
design, or, as he quotes: "How do you make
God laugh? You tell him your plans."
"I never imagined I'd become artist,"
he muses, "but I'm so glad that I had the
opportunity and that I acted on it. And
being in school, having a focus again and
being a part of an active learning process—
it was exhilarating."

m

the subject for a painting, Dr. Newport now applies his skills in considering shape, hue,
and composition.
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THE WRITE STUFF.
Sam Wientzen '05
works with his
Lydia Jackson
Elementary SchooL
"reading friend" on
their book project.

WO RT H

Putting the Power of
Literacy into Action

V

BRAZILIAN EDUCATIONAL THEORIST Paulo

Freire said that literacy is a process 01
acquiring not just the word, but the
world. If that's true, then Whittier
College students have just given the
world to about 25 second-graders at
local elementary school, Lydia Jackson.

As part of a fall semester paired
course—Kathleen Ralph's Children'
Literature and Paula Sheridan's Welfare
of Children—college students study
strengths-based theories, pedagogical
methodology, and foundational theme
in literature. Almost immediately, the
apply these lessons in a fieldworl
practicum that matches each studen
with a "reading friend," an elementari
school-aged child who would benefi
from additional learning support. Th

Whittier student then teaches readin
skills in a one-on-one setting.
The goals of this field assignmen
are simple: establish a professional relationship with the child and facilitate hi;
or her English language developmen
through conversation, reading, and gen-

eral vocabulary building.
But this isn't just your typical Did
and Jane story. There's a good reason th
children selected for this exercise ma'
not be performing to their full potential.

The educational barriers these
youngsters tackle on a daily basis can be
language-related or cultural. Some may
know a good deal about foster care or
have problems with delinquency or
domestic violence. In many cases, the
home does not function as a typical
learning environment, with supportive,
engaged parents who have time and
skills to help their child with homework.
Or indeed, the parents may be able and
willing, but do not yet possess strong
English literacy skills or be conversant in
the language of instruction. These reading sessions, therefore, may be the only
chance outside the classroom these kids
get with a trained and focused adult.
Not surprisingly, Whittier students
undergo intense preparation for the
fieldwork component. "This is a sevenunit pair with the laboratory experience,
which requires attendance at two sessions with the kids from Lydia Jackson
per week. It's a lot of pressure and a lot
of work," explains Sheridan. "In our
courses, Kathy and I provide the tools to
approach the task at hand. On site, the
students give each other the support to
get through a problem. But ultimately it's
up to them to figure it out how to connect, how to adapt their teaching tactics
to suit the child, and ultimately how to
instill the value of literacy."
Ralph's curriculum focuses on the literature itself; students study genres aimed
at children and adolescents, identity and
learn basic themes, and analyze texts
within cross-cultural, family, or school
community contexts. In Sheridan's course,
students study social work practice theories and ethics related to working with
children within a framework of social
environment. Using information gained
through both these courses, each student
devises a weekly lesson plan.
Prior to being paired with a child, the
Whittier students are additionally
required to research all the external variables that might affect the success of this

assignment. They research the neighborhood in which these children attend
school, consider the demographics of the
community and of the school itself, and
assess the resources at hand. In all, long
before they meet their young reading
friend, each college student has developed a comprehensive forecast of the kind
of child with whom they'll be teamed, and
how that child will likely react. They are
now armed with knowledge and theory,
but perhaps still not quite ready for the
actual, personal encounter.

behavior and responsiveness to certain
assignments, and recorded any development in the child's literacy skills. In
addition, each student was required to
assess his or her own skills, reflect on
lessons learned, what worked, what didn't, and suggest possible modifications in
the route from theory to practice.
For many, the initial difficulty came in
finding the best way to connect with

-3

About this time. Sheridan says,
anticipation peaks. The students think
more intentionally about how their particular skills will help them facilitate and
form empowering relationships with
their young charges.
"Of the 24 Whittier students
enrolled," Ralph explains, "most have
had some informal experience with
young children; only five have had experience in bilingual settings. The primary
language for a majority of the children at
Lydia Jackson Elementary is Spanish.
Through this reading experience, many
will actually expand their overall comprehension of the English language,
allowing them to exponentially understand the culture they live in and recognize choices they can make in life."
"But no pressure," jokes Sheridan.
"My biggest concern," admits one
student, "was that I wondered what if
they don't like me—or worse, what if the
kid I work with doesn't learn anything?"
But the benefit of fieldwork is the
opportunity to try a variety of methods,
learn from mistakes, modify tactics, and
overcome obstacles. And Sheridan's and
Ralph's students got that lesson in
spades. Fortunately, part of their coursework included keeping a praxis log,
which essentially became a reference
manual for effectively collaborating with
their child. In this journal, each student
kept a detailed assessment of the week's
activities, noted changes in their child's

"Through this reading experience,

many will actually
expand their overall
comprehension of the
English language,
allowing them to exponentially
understand the culture they live in
and recognize choices
they can make in life."
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-+ their reading friend and still follow
the lesson plans they had devised. For

and expressing herself in English, and I thought it had made her much more hesitant.
Over time, though. I realized she's just a lot like me: she likes to sit back and observe."

example, Michael Acuna '06 and Myrna
Robinson '07 had to break through
behavioral traits to gain traction.

With limited resources at Lydia Jackson, the available book selection ran the gamut
from older favorites, such as the Amelia Bedelia series, to newer, more culturally-targeted stories, such as Too Many Tamales. Children were encouraged to bring in books from

"Jacob was shy, quiet, and really
fidgety," said Acuna. "I literally had to

home, but few had such a luxury to share. Recognizing a valuable opportunity, this year
Sheridan and Ralph added an ambitious final project to their course. Each pair of reading
friends had to work together to create a book of their own, something tangible and personal the child could then keep. The materials—blank, hard-bound books and pens—were

crack the 'Jacob code' through constant
assessment and reassessment of his abilities, in order to learn how to specifically teach him."
"Going into this project, I thought I
was pretty flexible, but working with
Jasmine, who had a lot of energy, I realized I had to be even more flexible, and
definitely more collaborative in my daily
approach," agreed Robinson.
Maribel Perez '06, one of the three
bilingual Whittier students involved, discovered the key to reaching her reading
friend was in identifying the similarities
they shared. "I found if I spoke to
Alexandra in Spanish, she was very
responsive. This was her first time reading

purchased through a Whittier faculty development grant, but the content and illustrations
were entirely supplied by each child's imagination. The Whittier students' goal was to
keep the children on track to completion within the timeframe, help out with simple
vocabulary or grammatical structure, and to provide additional help and encouragement
when necessary.
Even this assignment proved challenging—primarily to the Whittier students, who
were accustomed to working within deadlines.
"My child was a perfectionist," groaned one student. "I was beginning to doubt
we'd finish her book on time. She liked to draw detailed pictures, and I couldn't get
her to move to a schedule. But I really wanted her to enjoy the experience, so I was
careful about setting too many limitations."
At the conclusion of the nine-week field assignment, the Whittier students had
their final session at Lydia Jackson Elementary: a party where each newly minted
young author got the chance to share his or her book with the entire group. For some,
that moment in the spotlight proved without a doubt that the experiment as a whole
was successful.
"Zachary was indifferent when we began the final project," recalled Joey Sverchek '05.
"But at the end, when he read his story (The Hamster and the Bologna) aloud and people
laughed, it was so obvious he took enormous pride in his accomplishment."

Carina Rivas '08 and reading friend.

With a last good-bye to their reading friend, the Whittier students returned to
campus for a wrap-up meeting with Sheridan and Ralph. In every case, the response
was positive and insightful.
"I felt incredibly motivated to be there every single time because I never wanted
to disappoint my kid. I just hope I set her on the right path and that she's always going
to want to read," said one student. "The daily assessments, too, really helped me figure out what I was doing wrong. When my kid was having difficulty with a certain
word, it was hard not to just tell her what the word was. Instead I had to figure out
how I could use her strengths and skills to help her learn the word.
"I think subconsciously, there's just an impetus to fix what's broken and move
on," she added.
"Being able to take the theory learned in class, apply and modify it immediately, then
discuss it tactically—I really feel like I learned the material," enthused Loren Chew '05.
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Each pair of reading friends

had to work together to
create a book of their own,
V
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something tangible and personal
the Child Could then keep.

AUTHOR, AUTHOR!
Creating original works of literature,
the second-graders at Lydia Jackson
Elementary School and their Whittier
College "reading friends" labored together
to write and illustrate a book of their
own. In each case, the children chose
subject matter that interests or empowers
them, reflects an experience they've had,

4
DRAWING
CONCLUSIONS.

or simply reveals a fanciful imagination.
In every case, the resulting work is
an enchanting glimpse into the mind
of a child.

Erin Morris '08 gives
encouragement to a
budding illustrator.

"It also made me realize that I'm still
learning how to read; it's just at a level
of deeper analysis and comprehension."
But while the experience was a good
one, it was not without cost. Over the
course of the nine weeks, each Whittier
student developed a bond with their
child that oftentimes transcended the
simple boundaries of teacher-student.
One admitted that the thought of leaving
her reading friend proved harder than
expected. Another said that her child said
he wished he had a time machine, "so
that he could be my teacher."
Still another experienced something
a little more raw: "During our sessions,
we had a ritual: she'd give me something
to return to her the next time. It was her
reassurance that I'd be back. When we
left the final session, she didn't have
anything to give me; she understood this
was it for us."

to the final meeting, the Whittier students
had been prepping the second-graders
for the inevitable goodbye. "The children
stuck to the script; this project was about
them, and they learned that lesson. And,
ultimately, that's how we can identify
and measure our achievement."
"Both the Whittier students and
Lydia Jackson kids had a tremendous

There Was
An Old Man
Who Swallowed
A Ladybug
Super Hero
This Old Man Is
Santa
The Big Black Dog
Me And The Magic Boat
25 Ways To Make A Dollar

experience with the power of literacy,"
said Ralph, "one that I know will have
lasting impact. These 25 children now
have greater confidence in their skills, a

Spot's Thanksgiving

greater interest in reading—in essence,
we gave them the very tools they'll need
to deal with a system that won't always
provide opportunities for one-on-one
instruction."

We Are The Snakes

"Literacy is an essential tool that we
all need to sustain a socially and economically just society," agreed Sheridan with
a nod. "We must approach challenges

"When I walked Ronald back to
his classroom that last time," added

such as reading difficulties from a
strengths-based perspective. Throughout

Sam Wientzen '05, "he just turned
away, went inside, and never looked
back. That was probably the hardest
'goodbye' I've ever had."

this entire exercise, the Whittier students
discovered and utilized strengths and
resources—in themselves, the children,
our class, the elementary school, the com-

Sheridan avows, though, that the
ease with which the young children
ended the relationships indicated a suc-

munity—that, in the end, will help these
young people become literate not only in
the written word, but in their world." I

The Lion, The Witch, and
Grandma's House

Jazal's Favorite Things
The Night Before Christmas
The Big Pink Dragon's Cane
Ronald's Football Team
The Shark v. The Snake
The Princess Who Found A Cat
The Tiger That Was Very Hungry
Jasmine's Surprise Birthday Party
The Special Animals
The Gonzales Family Goes To
Knott's Berry Farm
Spiderman Gets Lost
The Hamster And The Bologna
(A Parable)

cessful venture. For the six sessions prior
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Ma
FROM THE ALUMNI PRESIDENT
HAPPY SUMMER, FELLOW POETS!

remains

gave a progress report at the May board

busy with activity, and there is an excitement in the air as we welcome the

meeting. At that time, we made an
assessment whether to table or move
forward on the individual initiatives

N EWS
A LU M N I

THE WHIThER COLLEGE CAMPUS

new president.

in the coming year.
Alumni Office News: Earlier this year.
Emily Rankin resigned as director of
alumni relations to take a similar position
at her alma mater, Scripps College. Until

Plan to attend
Whittier Weekend
2005 (September 30October 2), where
there will be an
opportunity to meet
the new president,
Dr. Sharon Herzberger,
and also to cheer for
the alumni honorees at
the Poet Gala Awards.

the position is filled, I am happy to share
that Assistant Director Theresa Rivas '99
has taken on the role of interim director.
We are all grateful for Theresa's hard
work during this period keeping the
alumni programming on track.
Current Alumni Board Projects: Your
alumni board met in October 2004 and
identified these key projects for
the current year: developing an alumni
survey; creating a web-based database
to enable better communication among
alums as well as between alums and the
College; identifying a process by which
alums can volunteer their expertise on
campus (e.g., through visits to classes);
and supporting the annual fund. Each
executive board member assumed leadership for one of these projects, then

The Annual Fund: Also known as The
Whittier Fund, this annual drive for unrestricted gifts set an impressive fundraising goal of $1 million for the 2 004-05 fiscal year. While the actual dollar amount
is still being tallied. I am thrilled to
announce that the Alumni Association
Board felt so strongly about supporting
this drive that 100% of our members
contributed. When it comes time to make
your gift to the College. I urge you to
consider The Whittier Fund; it provides
scholarships and opportunities for excellent
academic and co-curricular experience
for our future alums.
Travel Opportunities: The Alumni
Office has put together a variety of
wonderful travel programs for Poets this
year, such as the upcoming fall trip to

there are a few spots still open. For
more information, please contact the
Alumni Office.
Campus Events: From sporting events to
student presentations to performances
by guests in the academic and artistic
realms, each semester is packed full of
opportunities on campus, and I hope that
you are able to attend many of these fine
events. Looking ahead to fall, I hope to
see all of you at Whittier Weekend
(September 30-October 2. 2005), where
there will be an opportunity to meet the

new president. Dr. Sharon Herzberger,
and also to cheer for the alumni honorees at the Poet Gala Awards, set for
Friday, September 30.

Thank you for your continued sup-

port of the Association and of the College.
Remember to make sure that the Alumni

Office has your e-mail address so that
you can receive the Poet E-Newsletter. It
is truly the best way to stay up to date on
campus news and alumni happenings.

the Chianti region of Italy, scheduled
for October 30-November 7. The deadline for reservations is August 30. and

H. ppy summer!

Jeanette Wong '81
President

WONDERFUL, WONDERFUL COPENHAGEN
By Dr. Rick Steers '67
On a beautiful Saturday afternoon in August 2004. 17 alums
who participated in the 1965-66
Whittier-sponsored OhS study
abroad program in Copenhagen
gathered at the Santa Barbara
home of lane Honikman's '67 to
renew old friendships enjoy

some fellowship, and talk about
what we learned from our overseas adventure almost 40 years
ago that has influenced our lives
and careers to this day. Jane,
Bob Shaw '67, and I organized

others brought pictures from their

the event, and Jane and her husband Terry prepared a lavish

with their Danish families today.
We resolved to meet again soon

Danish-style buffet. Bob showed
slides from the "old days," while

and continue to build on the renewed friendships.

Denmark days, as well as of their
current families. Everyone agreed
that the experience abroad was
truly transformational, and many
in the group remain in contact

>> ABOUT 10,300 WHITTIER ALUMNI RESIDE IN CALIFORNIA; OF THAT
NUMBER, MOST LIVE WITHIN A FOUR HOUR DRIVE FROM CAMPUS.
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REUNION
GIVING:

ON BOARD
STUDENTS AND ALUMNI JOIN FORCES IN NEW PROGRAM

*THE RACE IS ON!
To recognize the importance of
reunion giving, this year Whittier
College is holding a friendly competition in four categories. Help
your reunioning class (those that
end in Os and 5s) win one of
these new awards—and bragging
rights—for an entire year!

ALUMNI-INTRAINING.

THE PARTICIPATION AWARD

Happy just being

For the reunion class with

nominated, four newly

the largest percentage increase

inducted members of

of alumni making a gift within

the Student Alumni
Board pose for an

the reunion year.

GAP between
alumni and the student body, the sevenmember Student Alumni Board is now
fully operational, working under the guidCREATED TO BRIDGE THE

THE JGWS AWARD
For the reunion class with
the most members in the John
Greenleaf Whittier Society.

THE "STRETCH" AWARD
For the reunion class that
makes the largest dollar increase
from the previous fiscal year.

THE WHI1TIER FUND AWARD
For the reunion class with
the largest total gift to The

ance of Interim Alumni Relations Director

of other students who did not participate.

Theresa Rivas '99 in conjunction with the
Office of Student Activities.

Over the spring semester, the board
members have had several opportunities
to network and practice business skills,

The board consists of representatives
from each class year, students nominated
by faculty then selected for invitation by

business cards for their use, and tasked
them each to come up with an "elevator
speech" - a 30-second sales-pitch/sum-

group works on a variety of projects

mary of who they are and what their
plans are post-graduation.

Whittier Fund.

To learn more about this com-

dents in the art of life post-Whittier—
specifically, in the business world.

of Alumni Relations online,

http://olumni.whittier.edu.

For example, the board is currently
organizing the Adopt-A-Poet program for
fall 2005, in which volunteer alumni are
matched with students and then conduct

Additional information about
Whittier Weekend 2005 will be
mailed this summer.

a one-time mentor session through faceto-face, phone, or email format. The goal,
according to Rivas, is for students to gain
valuable insight into the working world
through a seasoned alum, who can

(left to right)
Jennifer Greenhaugh
'6,Erin Raisner
'7,Elyse Maru '07,
Barbara Johnson '07.

as Rivas secured invitations to local
Chamber of Commerce events, created

committee. The plan is to build the number to 10 members total over the course of
the next year. Meeting once a month, the
designed to promote interaction between
the campus and alumni and to train stu-

petition, please visit the Office

answer questions, offer advice, and share
lessons learned. "Graduates" of the
Adopt-A-Poet program will then become
eligible for internship opportunities ahead

Acropolis photo:

The Student Alumni Board and
Alumni Association Board in entirety come
together twice a year for the latter's annual meetings during Whittier Weekend and
Commencement. In addition, members of
the student board serve on various alumni
committees as student representatives,
and the student board chair, currently
Celia Beckworth '06, attends the monthly
meetings of the Alumni Association's
executive committee.

>> 61% OF THE CURRENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BOARD IS MALE.
100% OF THE STUDENT ALUMNI BOARD IS FEMALE.

I Meeting once a
month, the group
works on a variety
of projcts designed
to promote interaction between the
campus and alumni
and to train students
in the art of life
post-Whittier—
specifically, in the
business world,
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DON Q. WASHINGTON '71
ADVOCATES A DIPLOMATIC COMMUNITY

received an honorary doctorate in political science from
Dong-eui University in Busan, Korea.

ALUMNI NEWS

DON Q. WASHINGTON

in his address, Washington offered the
voice of wisdom and experience to
those assembled.

Washington has had a long and distin-

"If politics is the art of managing

guished career in Korea as an American
diplomat, with three terms of service in

power structures among human organizations, then I strive to master the art of

country: in 1986, as director for the
American Cultural Center in Busan; in
1995, as deputy director of the U.S.
Information Service in Seoul; and cur-

forging common bonds between people
of disparate religions, races, and geographic boundaries. Where others find

respective nations can offer the world. I
realized right here in Busan that citizen
diplomacy is perhaps the best hope that
we have for achieving lasting peace and

that power needs to be checked and bal-

prosperity. Each child who learns to

anced in the midst of human relations, I

speak a foreign language—any language— and uses that skill, becomes the
bearer of goodwill. Any businessman or

rently as Minister-Counselor for Public
Affairs at the U.S. Embassy in Seoul.

seek to discover partnerships and friendships to be developed. Where others see

According to Kim In-do, president of
the university, Washington earned this
distinction "in recognition of his outstanding contributions in promoting U.S.-

irreconcilable differences of opinion and
of taste, I seek inspiration and new ideas.

Korea relations and American studies
programs in Korea."

does not require a diplomatic title and is
not limited to negotiating treaties.

The degree was awarded during
the doctoral convocation ceremony, and

Regardless of our intentions, each of us
serves as a representative of what our

of managing power
structures among

human organizations,

then I strive to mash
the art of forging
common bonds

"Practicing the art of statesmanship

THE TAXING LIF

artist who collaborates with kindred
between people of

spirits abroad is sowing the seeds of
global prosperity. The tourist who

disparate religions,
races, and geographic

explores cities and villages, beaches and
mountain far from home is laying the
foundation for mutual respect and understanding among nations."

boundaries,"

BY CHARLES ADAMS '54

EXPLAINING HOW I ENDED UP as a tax historian, I quote the
Japanese proverb: "The most precious thing in life is its uncertainty." We may direct ourselves for some goal, thinking this is

investigated these tax events and discovered they were far

our appointed and chosen path, but unforeseen events will lead
us far astray from what we thought was our destiny.

tax story. I started writing magazine articles and developed
quite a following of readers.

I started off hoping to be a philosophy teacher. When it
became apparent, however, that my wife, a graduate of Whittier
with a new teaching credential, would make more money her

The most controversial proposal I made was in my first book;

first year as a kindergarten teacher than I would make as a first
year professor, I abandoned my graduate fellowship at USC and
went to UCLA Law School. While there, I wrote law articles and
got bit by the publishing bug.
At my first job with a law firm I was the low man on the
totem pole, so I got stuck with tax problems. I soon became the
"tax expert" mostly because no one else liked to do taxes.
Eventually I seized an opportunity to teach history in the West
Indies, and that's when I noticed how taxes often appeared in
historical events and then seemed to fade away. Intrigued, I

>> "PATRIOTISM
44

I "If politics is the art

IS SOLUBLE IN TAXES

more significant than historians maintained, and I developed a
theory that behind all the great events of history, there was a

I argued in support of a wealth tax because historically it was the
most Just system I came across. There were howls of protests, primarily because of the problem of valuation. It would require a vast
army of appraisers, far beyond anything we have with estate tax.
So I dropped the idea, even though it has ancient roots.
In my first audit with an elderly IRS agent, he said "You
know our tax system is an honor system, which is the only way
it can work in a free society." That impressed me as a young tax
practitioner. Today, the honor part is gone, and our tax system
has devolved from an honor system to a spy system, with myriad
informing documents on every taxpayer. Does that mean that
the free society is gone as well? Sadly, I think so.

- IT

DISSOLVES EASILY,."

—CHARLES ADAMS '54, FOR 0000 AND EVIL: THE IMPACT OF TAXES ON THE COURSE OF CIVILIZATION

Ma
BEYOND PHILADELPHIA & PENN
REGIONAL CHAPTER UPDATES

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
WE HAVE AN AUSPICIOUS TITLE, Pacific

Northwest Chapter of Whittier College
Alumni, a bit overstated for a group that is
mostly from the Puget Sound area.
However, with just over 700 Poets on
record living in the region, the Pacific
Northwest is home to the largest population of WC graduates outside of California.

by some mystical process, netted a
pledge from every one of the 40 alumni
who attended.
As a committee of about 10, we
have a lot of fun planning and promoting
events for a diverse group of Northwest
Poets. So if you live in the area—even if
you are visiting—we invite you to join us
and meet some very nice people!
DENNIS WELCH '68
PNCWCA COMMITTEE MEMBER

HAWAII
ALOHA! With "class" and energy and
great enthusiasm, 40 Poets came through
big time as volunteers for the Special

Each year, the committee plans
three major events for chapter members,
and attendance ranges anywhere from
30-70 Poets per event. We have hosted
museum visits, a wine tasting, beach
picnics, skyscraper club, and several
times have organized a suite at Safeco

Olympics at the Kaneohe Marine Base
Bowling Lanes on December 4, 2004.
Every single one of you who committed
to this service project not only showed
up but you brought your "A" game and
made this a day to remember—and perhaps even to build on in the future.

Although we are chartered for fun,
friendship, and to promote good will
for the College (i.e. not a fundraising

over the last year. The goodwill generation and financial fallout has not been
lost on the school that has been generous in supporting our efforts. However,
the stirring of the "still small voice"
remains, with us, a personal commitment
to pledge. That said, our celebrity member, Trustee Ken Greenbaum '53, did a
superb job auctioning off various Poet
Bookstore items at the Holiday Gala, and

greatest reward was being involved with
these Special Olympian athletes. I know
the whole experience reminded us how
really good it feels to help others, and we
found a superb way to "kick off" the true
spirit of the Christmas season.
About 15 of us met right after the
event at Dale Mosher's home in Kailua,
for steaks on the grill, poki and noodles
galore, and special deluxe homemade
fudge brownies from Dale's better half
Colleen. (Mahalo, Dale and family!) Many

Baseball Field—the latter a generous
donation from Buck Ferguson '66.

organization), the committee is working
to seed a $50,000 scholarship fund.
Toward that goal, we raised $8,000, with
additional gifts totaling $4,000 donated

My best guess, however, is that your

A

IN VINO
VERITAS.
Four gentlemen
taste the good life
on the Whittier
Winery Weekend
in March: (left to
right) Wendell
Allen '69, Vince
Fraumeni '69, Dan
McMillan '82, and
Bob Brown'62.

also attended the "thank-you" dinner
at Maple Gardens organized by Chris
Imoto '79, where we celebrated, gave
out more T-shirts and CDs with lots of
great pictures from the event.
Just for the record: there were 28
volunteers who attended Whittier, three

You did a great service for Whittier
College, Special Olympics Hawaii, our

parents of current students at Whittier,
and nine spouses/friends who were
wonderful "Poets-for-a-day." You looked
terrific in your T-shirts, and we have

community, and for each other. At this
event we met new and old friends, connected and built bridges, laughed a lot,
ate a lot, and served our fellow man with
respect and dignity. Congratulate yourselves for a job well done!

Yukio Hamada '61 and Bobby Imoto to
credit and thank for the "words" and
design each of us so proudly wore.
We received high praise for our
efforts from both Special Olympics and
those who manage the bowling lanes.

WITH GRATEFUL ALOHA
TO EACH OF YOU,
DOUG BENNE1T'65
HAWAII COMMITTEE MEMBER

>> THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST CHAPTER'S ANNUAL "SEND OFF" EVENT IS SCHEDULED
FOR SUNDAY, AUGUST 7, 2005. QUESTIONS? E-MAIL KRISDOBBYN@COMCAST.NET
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To submit a note for Poet to Poet, please

,II all l*

MARRIAGES &
COMMITMENTS

—)

Gloria (Platenberg) Larkin '50 and Glenn Allan
Cato, May 16, 2004. -+Dwight Hoelscher '54 and
Jeanne Halverson, December 18, 2005. -+Alice
Martin '65 and Bill Johnson, August 28, 2004.
-*Elizabeth Louise Forrest '69 and partner, in
August 2004. -Carmen Reldhammer '78 and J.

the start of each class year). If there is no class agent listed, please send
your news directly to therock@whittier.edu or to Whittier College Office
of Alumni Relations, P.O. Box 634, Whittier, CA 90608.

Mark Stephens, May 3, 2003. -*Christina Marx '88
and Gregg Sargeant, October 20, 2004. -Todd
Krajewski '90 and Sarah Nelson in 2000. -*Gina
Lujan '90 and Dave Weiss, October 9, 2004.
-*Rebecca Totaro '94 and Stephen Tolley,
December 20, 2004. -+Justin Wallis '94 and
Melia Hereden in 2002. -Wendy Lamond '95
and Richard Brought in March of 2005. -+Ruby
Camacho '97 and Eric Aldaco, February 1, 2003.
4Marcel1a Helmer '97 and Mark Brasher, July 31,
2004. -*Audrey Whitehead '97 and David Waugh,
May 31, 2003. -Anadine Miskin '98 and Benjamin
Burrell, July 30 2004. -+Cristina Padilla '01 and
Robert Reardon, February 28, 2004. -+Megan
(Lafferty) Jars '01 and spouse in May of 2004.
-)Aubri (Webb) Gullett '01 and spouse in June of
2004. -*Sarah Hayman '02 and Eric Gerfen,
September 25, 2004. -Nicole Dubauskie '03 and
Sam Wenlander, July 12, 2003. -+Rosio Trejo '04
and King X. Sarino, November 22, 2004.

BIRTHS & ADOPTIONS
To Ronald and Allison (Wilson) Robinson '86, a
son, Cody James, June 27, 2003. -*To Andrew and
Kristin (Stanley) Jared '88, a daughter, Sarah
Elizabeth, in 2003. -*To Michael and Gretchen
(Crane) de Is Torre '90, a daughter, Emma Patricia,
July 25, 2004. -*To Sarah and Scott Gill '90, a son,
Samuel Parker, April 15, 2004. -*To Tim and Leslie
(Hauser) Tibbetts '90, a son, Thomas Alan, August
29, 2004. -+To Sarah and Todd Krajewski '90, a
daughter, Cathryn, in April of 2003. -+To Lucy and
Rob Cioe '91, twin sons, Luke and Andrew, December
9, 2004. -+To Debbie (Hansen) '91 and Vince
Yasaki '91, a son, Cohn Makoto, July 7, 2004. -To
Amy and Paul Lomanto '92, a son, Nico, August 8,
2004. -4To Andrew and Tanya Holtzclaw-Adair '94,
a daughter, Ava Elizabeth, April 27, 2004. -+To Gary
Chong '94 and Leslie Lowe '95, a son, Jace

The Rock reserves the right to edit all class notes for length and clarity.
Engaged? Expecting? Please let us know after the fact, and we'll be thrilled to
share your news. Until then, we regret we cannot publish this information.

Christopher, April 29, 2004. 4To Alyne and David
"Dave" Jones '95, a son, Zachary, February 3, 2004.
-)To Amy (Beat) '95 and Matthew Josten '95, a
son, Evan Matthew, February 3, 2004. To Brett

themselves. "1 go to the gym twice a week for exer-

2003. -3To Christina and Matt Block '97, a son,
Daniel Jacob, November 24, 2003. -To Andrea
Barber '99 and Jeremy Rytky, a son, Tate James,

cise, volunteer twice a week at the Intermediate Care
Facility, and go to a sewing class once a week to keep
up with my clothing needs. Tom and I are grateful we

April 30, 2004. -To Yvonne (Cutler) '97 and Andy
Huffaker '96, a daughter, Ella, January 11, 2005.

have each other to care for these days." -*Lois
(Bushby) Morse and husband Bob still love living in
Northern California with their son and daughter-in-law

CLASS NOTES

residing next door. Both Lois and Bob are retired and
go camping in their motorhome to the coast and to

'33

Class Agent:

Oregon; the rest of their time is spent gardening,

Dolores (Lautrup) Ball
11730 East Whittier Blvd. Space #57
Whittier, CA 90601-5918

watering, and mowing lawns. Their four great-grandchildren are all in school now.

Michi (Bessho) Imai reports that she and husband
Tom are healthy and happy and still able to care for

'37
'34

Class Agents:

Carlos A. Bailey
14335 East Bronte Drive
Whittier, CA 90602-2706

Class Agent:

Joanne (Brown) Belben
Quaker Gardens
12151 Dale Ave.. Apt. C234
Stanton, CA 90680-3893

'38

Class Agent:

CLASS AGENT NEEDED
Class Agent:

CLASS AGENT NEEDED
George Chisler lives in Sunset Beach, CA. He is
recovering from an accident that crushed his legs and

a son, Kooper Nicholas, September 16, 2003. -*To
Joseph and Lori (Bridda) Wakie '95, a daughter,

has him in a wheelchair currently, but he maintains:
"1 am enjoying life!" -Roberta "Bobby" (Gates)
Wilson writes that when her second husband Jack

Bakx '95, a daughter, Rylee, June 24, 2004. -*To
Genevieve Haines '95 and Fred Bruescher '96, a
daughter, Violet Astrid, October 7, 2004. -To Kathy
(Hargiftay) '95 and Jeff Green '96, a son,

Class Agent:

CLASS AGENT NEEDED

Schraeder '95 and Linda (Lee) '96, a son, Dominick,
May 15, 2004. -To Joseph and Karin (Thompson)
Cascio '95, a daughter, Amy Noelani, in December

Benjamin Louie, in May of 2004. -ITo Rebecca and
Alan Galloway '94, a son, Jordan Joseph, October 1,
2004. -ITo Nick and Julie (Terral) Seewald '94,

Ashley Dee, January 3, 2005. 410 Linda (Cordova) '95
and Martin Eazor '95, a daughter, Ava Elisse, March
25, 2004. -*To Roman and Stephanie (Ferrario)
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send your information to your class agent (contact information is listed at

Anna (Johnson) Spencer is living with her daughter
Margaret Spencer '68 after suffering a stroke in
2004. She has four great-grandsons and two greatgranddaughters.

Class Agent:

CLASS AGENT NEEDED

passed away several months ago, moving in with her
daughter seemed the best solution. "Everything is
going smoothly, and she and I will soon be off to

Frances (Gunn) Gardner and husband Richard celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary in February.

visit Arizona for a couple of weeks."

>> THIS YEAR'S WHITTIER WEEKEND CELEBRATES
REUNION CLASSES THAT END IN 0'S AND S'S.
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busy with Friends of the Whittier Library, playing
bridge, and traveling." -+Hannah (Thomas) Whitson

Class Agent:
CLASS AGENT NEEDED

Elsa (Engel) Moran reports she is well and lives
with her son, four dogs, and one cat in Whittier. She
attends the L.A. Pianists Club, and plays and teaches
piano, in spite of arthritis. "1 still drive the freeways
and enjoy every minute of life!"

enjoyed a pre-Christmas lunch at Mt. San Antonio
Gardens with fellow Poets Barbara (Stambaugh) '43
and Norfleet "Cal" Callicott, hosted by Bill Tunison
'43. -+A. Lucite (Woberman) Jones moved from
Napa to Bakersfield to be close to family: one daughter,
five grandchildren and eleven great-grandchildren
("and that's only part of my family"). She writes: "Yes,
its a definite change! Bakersfield is a whole different
town than the little watering hole of yesteryear."
-* Walter Worrill celebrated his 90th birthday in

Class Agent:
CLASS AGENT NEEDED

Pasadena with several events and five generations of
Connie (Hughes) Fleischhauer retired from a 50year nursing career. She lives in Brea with husband
Daniel, who is also retired. -+Bi1 Lyon and wife Jane
(Tregay) moved to Florida to be near family after 30
years living in Lancaster and report they are "both
doing well in our advanced age." They hope to keep
in touch with old classmates and friends and "will
miss the Whittier reunions and college functions."
-)Art Marshburn and wife Carol (Mead) moved to
a retirement community four years ago near their son
and his family. The rest of Art and Carol's family—
including 11 grandchildren and 9 great-grandchildren—live on the East Coast. -9Barbara (Martin)
McCulloh enjoys living in Merrill Gardens, a Whittier
retirement facility. "I have a small apartment and
don't have to cook!" -4Dorothy (Winslaw) Elder
Lives in Temple City and is "happily retired!"

Class Agent:
CLASS AGENT NEEDED

family and friends. "At one party, 10 members of my
first YMCA Indian Guides Club were present!"

'43

Class Agent:
Lee H. Mahood
68 Pepperwood Way
Soquel, CA 95073-2630

Class Agent Lee Mahood writes: "Still doing my
Arizona and Oregon trips. Going to musical concerts,
etc. Belong to an exercise club and walk each day

a beautiful retirement facility in Fullerton, where he
interacts with many Whittier alumni. He and wife Barb
keep busy with a choral group, exercise, golf, trips,
fantastic food, and "easy living!" -+Jean (Crosson)
Clapperton and husband Rowley celebrated their
62nd wedding anniversary in 2004. They play golf a
couple of times per week and frequently travel to visit
their children and grandchildren. -*Paul Joy just
moved to a 55+ community and looks forward to all
the benefits and opportunities. He and wife Sandra
.
are well and active." -+ Margaret (Miller) Saul works
with 13 volunteer groups, six at her church, six at her
apartment complex, and one with her pulmonary rehab
group. "No wonder I'm tired! But I thank God every
day for the energy to do it." -+Dorothy (Mitchell)
Stevens had a stroke in 2002 and is recovering slowly
but steadily. -*Eleanor (Railsback) Garren reports
her traveling days are over as she is her husband's
primary caretaker. "These 'golden years' are not
for wimps!" -+ Virginia Strong spent the holidays
visiting son John in Alaska and enjoyed the recent
Claremont wedding of granddaughter Lyndsey. "I keep

Wineinger 4O*, Newt Robinson '37, and Bob
Wolstoncroft '46 * (Editor's note: * are deceased.)
-+Blll Thompson writes: "I have been retired since
1990 and live in the same house in Irvine. My wife of
59+ years passed away in 2001, and I now have a
friend living with me. Two of my four daughters live
very close by; the other two live in Tennessee and
Florida. I am enjoying good health." -Eleanor
(Wilcocks) Pratt reports that she is "having a wonderful time doing what I want when I want to do it."

'44
'45
'46

and swim in summer. Have family and friends close
and do computer class in a building where I went to
grammar school. Was that ever a long time ago!"
.4Alice (Atkins) Wallace lives with her 12-year old

N

Class Agent:
CLASS AGENT NEEDED

N

Class Agent:
CLASS AGENT NEEDED

N

Class Agent:
Violette B. (Bakuen) Bachtelle
270 Bennett Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90803

cat and spends Lots of time with her friends and family,
including two great-grandsons. She reads, gardens,

Nancy (Charlton) Sedgwick retired 20 years ago
from the State of Illinois Department of Public Health.

and enjoys music while generally "coping with the
SOs." Healthwise, she describes herself as "somewhere

Her four children and their families live in four different states, and she spends her summers at her home
on Kentucky Lake near Paducah. -*Helen (Chisholm)
Wilson has four children. She occasionally substitute

between OK and carrying on," and she enjoys her
"great little electric scooter!" Josephine "Jo"
(Barmore) Mann writes: "I am sorry to report that

Sally (Bullis) Jones enjoyed visiting college friends
last spring in Southern California; she keeps in touch
"with about 20 fellow Poets from the early 405."
-)Norfleet "Cal" Cailicott moved from Solvang to

me a copy of So Teachers Might, a collection of poems
about Whittier people that includes a large number of
classmates from the 1940s: Glen Kelly '42, Myron
Claxton '40, Jack Male '43, Dan Tebbs '37, Gene

my husband Raymond 'Louie' died last November; he
had been disabled since a stroke eight years ago."
-* Guy J. Frank was the featured piano soloist at

teaches and enjoys socializing, walking with the
Nature Conservancy Group, watching PBS, and reading.
-)Anita (Runyan) Impton writes that she was widowed in 2000. -Alberta (Smitheram) Bourne still

the Shepard University Christmas Music Gala in early

keeps in contact with her two roommates from

December, and also at a Presbyterian church event on
Christmas Eve. He still serves on the board of the local
Planning Commission. -$ William "Bill" Gardner

Whittier. "I have a good life—season tickets to the
ballet and Broadway, plus my volunteer work at
church." -Frances (Webb) O'Connor traveled to
Hawaii and the islands, and, with the Adult Group,

underwent another total knee replacement, so no
more tennis, but he and wife Donna "live in paradise."
They have two daughters who "married the very best"
and in October, the couple will celebrate their 60th
anniversary. "Yes, we feel we've caught the end of a
rainbow." -+Betty June (Holbrook) Davidson visited
Elizabeth "Bill" Tunison at San Antonio Gardens

visited Solvang and took tours through the Ronald
Reagan Presidential Library and Disney Grand Hotel.
She writes: "There's such a wealth in areas to visit;
so many things to see and places to tour!" -Lois
(Wood) Laughlin is a retired high school librarian
and English teacher, who is "big" in environmental
programs. "1 live on four acres with solar collectors for

retirement community in Claremont and notes she
"seems well and happy." About herself, Betty writes
she is well and "surviving these golden years with the
usual infirmities." .*Alan Magnusson and wife Maya

heating water and a 10kw generator on a lOOft tower
for electric power." She has six children, six grandchil-

live in a retirement community. Their activities and
travel have been limited in the past couple of years,
but they plan to visit their Maine cabin in summer.
4Barbara (Robinson) bison published Art's Outlook:
Ponders, Pleasants and Plaudits, a book of poems that

'47

includes a tribute to all Whittier College 50th anniversary couples with illustrations by Warren Earl p42*.
Barbara also notes: "At my retirement, the staff gave

dren, and five great-grandchildren. "Iowa winters are
becoming too mild, but the eagles are back!"

Class Agent:
Shirley P. (Plummer) White
14237 Eastridge Drive
Whittier, CA 90602-2718

>> VOLUNTEER FOR REUNION ACTIVITIES BY
SENDING AN E-MAIL TO ALUMNI@WHITTIER.EDU.
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Bill H. Lee
5413 Mavis Avenue
Whittier, CA 90601-2122

'50

and seven grandchildren and has become a "serious
genealogist," doing a DNA study on her surname. She
enjoys quilting and Internet surfing. -*Russ Jeffrey
is now in his 20th year of retirement and enjoyed
attending a reunion of his WWII bomber group.

-+Lero (Jordan) Erbe and husband Dick '49 have

'51
'52

Class Agent:

artist. The other two are currently completing school.

-*T.J. Johnston is spending more time in Leisure

Class Agent:

new home in a 55-i- community. They enjoy antiquing,
golf, and gardening, and keep up with their church
ministries. -)Virginia (Pack) Bills loves her "hearing

Phyllis (Anderson) Thornburgh is a receptionist
at Indio Senior Center in Riverside County. She participated in her third Relay for Life in March of 2005
as a team co-captain for St. Andrew Community
Presbyterian Church. -*Ken Chambers does volunteer
research work in botany at Oregon State University
with time off for vacation trips; he and wife Henrietta
took a cruise to Alaska in July and to the Caribbean
in December. "I'm still having fun playing euphonium
in the Corvallis Community Band." -+Don Conde
has two grandkids in college, and he is still chasing

'53

dog" companion: a black cocker mix named "Toni,"
from the San Francisco Hearing Dog Program.

-+Harriet (Patterson) Kidd has a new grandson and
a new volunteer job—president of St. Mary Medical
Center Guild. -*Harold Platzek retired after 38 years
with the Naval Weapons Center. Now he serves as a
docent in the U.S. Navy Missile Museum, volunteers
as an election officer, and writes articles for MENSA
Retreads Bulletin. Betty Ann (Robinson) Rauth

-

has been retired from teaching for 19 years. Her
daughter is a married with three children, and her son
is married with one child. Husband John passed away
two years ago. .+Loretta (Seay) Cady loves the many

Class Agent:

Florence (Albarian) Morrison
P.O. Box 130
Jamul, CA 91935-0130

World, and is active in camera clubs in San Diego,
Anaheim, Reno, Bishop, and Laguna Woods. He recently traveled to San Francisco, Jackson Hole, and Sun
Valley "with photography in mind." -+Dick Kruse and
wife Darleen (Colwell) '50 sold their house in Camas
and spent the summer completely renovating their

Class Agent:

Mary E. (Crouch) Hawley
1330 Marie Ellen Avenue
Whittier, CA 90603-1741

six, successful grandchildren: one's a professor at

Vivian (Fallis) Woodward
8334 Calmosa Avenue
Whittier, CA 90602-2833

Class Agent:

CLASS AGENT NEEDED

U.N.L.V.; another's a columnist for the Orange County
Register; one's an attorney; and one is a graphic

Elwyn "El" Dyer
2841 Coleridge Dr.
Los Alamitos, CA 90720-4012
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Class Agent:

Marjorie (Conley) Aikens
368 West El Portal
Palm Springs, CA 92264-2603
Class Agent Marjorie Aikens writes: "How great it
was to see so many classmates at our 50th reunion
celebration—what a memorable event!" -Herbert
Abrams has been in private family therapy practice
for over 34 years, and recently retired from 15 years
on faculty at Pepperdine University. He and wife Lois
will celebrate their 50th anniversary in August 2005;
they have two children and four teenaged grandchildren. -*Bette (Barmore) Jordan enjoyed her 50th

activities available at Leisure World, her home of 13

reunion. "Seeing so many classmates was wonderful
and lots of fun." -+Allen Bertoglio still teaches math
at the tri-community adult school and lives in the
same house in which he raised his kids. His five adult

years. She cruised to Mexico and Alaska, and finds the
computer to be "a miracle of fun." -*Larry Snyder
and wife Zilpha (Keatley) '48 were in Iran in

children and their families are "scattered about the
country." -Russ Bonham visited his daughters in
Spain, New York, and San Francisco, and both his

her son is now a surveyor in the San Diego area; her

September for 17 days with a small group of friends.

daughter graduated from U.C. Davis with a degree in
anthropology; and her mother is 104 and still doing
well. -Rev. Robert A. Gruwell reports: "Following

"As Americans, we were treated in a most friendly way.

sisters. "Great to see all the old classmates at the
Whittier reunion!" -Alice (Carpenter) Coltharp

We found the trip entirely safe and extremely fascinating. 50% of the population is 25 or under, and many

(Carpenter) Morgan writes: "1 now live in a retire-

Albacore tuna, bass, and trout. "It's amazing how
tough those fish are becoming." -*Rose (Durston)
Price enjoys gardening, grandchildren, and friends
that like to go to lunch. -Mary (Grissom) Roberts
is proud to report that her family is doing extremely
well. After a 22-year career with the Marine Corps,

the death of my wife in 2001, I married again in
2003 to a counselor whose three children matched my
three. We had a wonderful first anniversary trip to San
Miguel de Allande, and plan to go to Italy next June
on a choir tour." -*Sanford Gross and wife Bobbie
took a trip to Georgia to visit their granddaughter, a
student at Georgia Tech majoring in aerospace engineering and atmospheric science. +Barbara

(Fauskin) Hill moved to Sandia Park, NM. She serves
on the alumni board and is hard at work establish a
New Mexico-regional alumni chapter. She also served
as a telephone captain on the Bush-Cheney campaign
team. -*Gaylord Hasselblad retired in 1994 from
his post as executive minister of American Baptist
Churches of the Northwest, allowing him more time
with his wife of 54 years, their children, and grandchildren. He serves on the church adult education task

48

trips, kids and acting as a critic-at-large. I keep track
of my special teams, read many books, and. hit the
garage sales with a vengeance."

year of income tax preparation. She has five children

Class Agents:

Buck C. Jarnagan
539 West Puente Avenue, Apt. 2
Covina, CA 91722-6703

'49

force and serves on the board of a non-profit thrift
shop, among other duties. -+Lucille (Innerat)
Nordgren retired from teaching, but is in her 32nd

people we met are on the internet, watch Western
satellite TV, and long to join the world community."

-*Doris (Throckmorton) Lahr has retired and she
and husband Don '51 are both busy with family
(including 15 grandchildren). "Our hobby is travel—we

had a wonderful time at the 50th reunion. -Clara
ment home and am a great-grandmother seven times
over—all beautiful and bright children! I am thankful
to have graduated from Whittier, and so thankful to
the wonderful Heavenly Father for His blessings!"

-*Jay Williams is very active in his community

-).Dick Covington celebrated his 80th birthday in
Santa Fe with all his kids. He urges everyone to buy
the "breast cancer research" stamps sold by the U.S.

church, participating in the choir, missions commission, church recycling projects, and serving as a Bible

Postal Service, which donates a percentage of profits
to cancer research. -*Inez (Di Scala) Dahl happily

study facilitator. Jay is also a member of the Encinitas
Historical Society Board. 4Elwyn "Willis- Williams

helped to welcome Mary Quing Li, a Chinese baby, to
her daughter's family. She also enjoyed the reunion

says: "Life in Arizona is great, and I hope the area

festivities:" It was so great and rewarding—what

alumni will have a get-together soon." -+C.W. "Bill"
Witthuhn writes: "Our ship finally came in so we built

fun seeing everyone even though there was such a
change." -*Ralph Gentry writes: "2004 was a good

a new house—big with a great view. Two of our three

year: 50th reunion, eldest daughter got married, birth
of our first grandchild, and I played 125 rounds of

mostly go on cruises—but no more elephant safaris!"

kids live nearby so we get together often. Wife
Margaret and I stay active with senior groups, church,

golf. This will be my 27th straight year of 'Team Play'

>> SUBSCRIBE TO THE POET E-NEWSLETTER BY
SENDING AN E-MAIL TO ALUMNI@WHITTIER.EDU.

ME
REMEMBERING BOB
TWO CLASSMATES PAY TRIBUTE TO BOB CAPPS '52.

Dear Bob,
IT HAS BEEN A LONG TIME since we have spoken with one another. In the late

30's we were neighbors on 18th Street in Montebello. Your house was three down
from mine. We attended the same elementary, junior, and senior schools; however,
you were in first grade and I was in the sixth grade. With several other boys we organized the 18th Street Gang. In those days gangs did positive things, not as they do today.

BOB CAPPS WAS A TEAMMATE of
mine the fall season of 1951. Our
new coach that year, and in his first
season at Whittier College, was

Our biggest achievement was the 18th Street Football Team. We played all the
"I have always
wondered if it
wasn't for our bike
trip -to Whittier
College that day in

George Allen. Although George went

other street gangs from the 16th Street area up to the 21st Street Gang, and we were

on to many successful years at the

always the champs because of you. You were the youngest and heaviest of our team,

collegiate and professional levels, his

and when Bob Capps went charging through the line with his 100 plus pounds, no one

first year at Whittier saw us have a

could stop him.

rather dismal season. Our only claim

1940 if we would

Do you remember Clyde Winters who lived down the block? He graduated from

have attended some

high school shortly before WWII. He spoke to us one day and said that he had been

other college."

accepted at Whittier College and he told us what a nice college it was. To make a long
story short, at a later date we got ourselves into a lot of trouble. You had a new 28

to fame was our 14-0 victory over
Pomona College at our Homecoming
Game held on Hadley Field. To lighten up our spirits, Bob would do
an excellent impersonation of our

inch bicycle your parents purchased for you and your feet just barely touched the ped-

coaches, including George Allen (AKA

dles; hence, every time we went some place you rode on the bike frame and I did all

"The Green Arrow"). We all had many

the peddling. Since I did not have a bike, I was most appreciative to be able to ped-

Laughs at the coaches' expense, but

dle your new bicycle. For some reason we were peddling on Beverly Boulevard

it was all in good fun. The photo

toward the city of Whittier and we just kept going east. In approximately one hour's

here represents some members of the

time we were on the outskirts of Whittier and it came to us. since Clyde had spoken

Whittier College football players from

so well of Whittier College, that maybe we should visit the campus. We were most

the years 1950-1955. It was taken

impressed and said maybe Clyde could get both of us into Whittier College when the
time came. Anyway Bob, one of our neighbors saw us struggling as we headed home

at Catalina Island on Labor Day in
1951 and Bob is easily identified in
the first row. Bob had a unique ability

riding against traffic and she reported the incident to your mother. When we arrived

Association President
Robert "Bob" Capps

to become friends with many others,

at your house, we found a very upset Mrs. Capps who let me know I was never to ride

regardless of society, other affilia-

your bicycle again. Your father informed my father, and I wish I could say that was

tions, or even total strangers. He

the last time my father used his leather belt on my rear end.

generally liked other people, and

Our friendship was renewed in 1951 after I terminated my second tour with the

extended himself to them. He was a

'54 passed away in

U.S. Navy. I returned to Whittier College and coached freshman physical science, in

good friend to many. We, who were

October 2004. A

which you were a member. What a wonderful reunion it was. After teaching in the

part of that friendship, will always

member of Franklin

Montebello School District, I moved to Germany and was a principal in the DoDDS

Society and of Purple
& Gold, Bob left an

Schools for 35 years. I wish we could have gotten together to reminisce a little on old

opportunity to work
alongside him.

memories. We are also very saddened
at his passing. Bob was always a

times. I have always wondered if it wasn't for our bike trip to Whittier College that day

indelible impression
on all who had the

cherish those very warm and happy

in 1940 if we would have attended some other college.

true and loyal friend to his College,
our College, Whittier College.

DERRIS M. HARTER '52
With fond memories,
Ed Vanderhoven '52

>> 28 POETS-FROM CLASS OF '52 TO CLASS OF '98CURRENTLY COMPRISE THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BOARD.
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at Candlewood Country Club—my handicap is much
higher but lots of golf is a great benefit of retirement.

"shirts, shorts, and sandals are our basic attire." She
and husband Ed volunteer with the local hospital,

Lisa Beth MacKinlay lives in New York City, where
she performs opera, oratorio, and in musical theater.

visit friends in California, and swim in the ocean
nearly every day.

'62

Would love a home and away match with a 1950 class-

CLASSNOTES

mate—give me a call!" -+Aletha (Gray) Hotaling
had a "great time at the reunion; it was so much fun

'55

seeing everyone." -Marilyn "Dottie" (Hill) Thomas
and husband Len celebrated their 50th anniversary
by taking their entire family to Alaska for a week.
-+Dwight Hoelscher married and moved to a totally
renovated home in Pilgrim Place, a retirement community for clergy and missionaries in Claremont. "Our

'56

50th reunion was a great time; we should do it every
five years as long as we last!" -+Carol (Hunnicutt)
Holt and husband Russ have 26 grandchildren, and she
reports that "home and family keep us quite active."
They have family nearby, as well as in California,

Class Agent:
Jane R. (Soderberg) Gothold
10121 Pounds Avenue
Whittier, CA 90603-1649

Class Agent:
Stu E. Gothold
10121 Pounds Avenue
Whittier, CA 90603-1649

Vermont, and Wisconsin. -Rev. Arthur "Art" Ihnen
and wife Jewel (Walker) '54 moved into The Carlotta,
a senior living community in Palm Desert. Jewel is

'58

but still volunteers at church, teaches Sunday school,

Class Agent:
E. Neill Richards
29 Lehigh Place
Glen Rock, NJ 07452-1423

'65

Angeles Arboretum" and has four grandchildren—

'59

kids all live in Southern California: Dave, a school-

Class Agent:
Ann L. (Larson) Peter
540 Mar Vista Drive
Solana Beach, CA 92075-1330

'60

we hope to see you at the 55th!" -Phyllis (Lee)
Swinnerton is in her third term of service on the
Morongo Unified School District Board—"three more

Class Agent:
Daunn E. Lovejoy
810 West Glenwood Terrace
Fullerton, CA 92832-1022

years to retirement!" In the last year, she has taken
cruises to Hawaii and the Mexican Riviera. -+John
Marshall and wife Joann hike and travel; last year

Class Agent Daunn Lovejoy and good friend Dottie
(Murray) Crane '61 met Jan (McClure) Guthrie '61
in Chicago last June for a mini-reunion. They had a

they walked 10 miles up South Fork to Kings River in
Kings Canyon National Park—"fantastic!" -+Ethel

wonderful time visiting all the museums, the botanical

(Mattson) Polizzoto sold her Escondido home and
moved to Casa de Las Campanas retirement community,
originally established for retired teachers. "It's a great

gardens, and taking Jan's granddaughter to the
Brookfield Zoo, and they reminisced about their wonderful experiences during their years at Whittier
College. -+ Wendy (Scott) Williams writes:

place!" -*Ray McMullen toured Christmas markets
in Germany and Austria with family, then he and wife

"For eight years, I've been the adoption manager at
Hannah's House, a shelter for single pregnant women

Nancy took a three week tour of northern India—

who are considering placing their baby up for adoption."
-Patricia (Braun) White is a Nashua Theater Guild

"a fascinating country, and the Taj Mahal was spectacular!" -,Shirley (Pickens) Shuff took a lengthy

delegate to the New Hampshire Community Theater

vacation in Italy, staying in villas in Tuscany and the

Association, a member of the Nashua Arts and

Italian Riviera, with a few days in Venice as well.
.3iaue (Warren) Patton has two grandchildren,

Humanities Coalition, and sings with the Nashua
Symphony Choral Society.

Madeleine (9) and Chandler (5), who visit often. Son
Chad owns Material Things, a business in La Jolla that
imports NUNO fabrics and sells to retail and trade merchants. -Virginia Weaver is recovering from knee
surgery and doing very well. She enjoyed her 50th
reunion and "was surprised by the growth of Whittier."
-+Marty (Whitney) Barry lives in Hawaii, where

50

Class Agent:
E. Guy Talbott
7031 Starlight Circle
Huntington Beach, CA 92647-3543

Class Agent:
John H. Crow
P. 0. Box 607
Hackettstown, NJ 07840

Class Agent:
Ronna L. (Ellingson) Clymens
5515 Wendy Court
Banning, CA 92220

Class Agent Ronne Clymens writes: "After six years
away, I'm back in California. My son had another child

teacher, Karin, a self-employed consultant, and
Kristin, an office manager. "I ski a little and golf a
Lot." -+Beverly (Kohn) Pierno writes: "I'm still reliving our 50th class reunion; those friends who missed,

factured homes.

'64

and works with first year Scouts. -Pat (Josten)
Moritz is involved with "church, friends, and the Los
Cameron (15), Allison (10), Sophia (10), Katherine
(8)—two of whom she takes care. -Warren Kalk
and wife Nancy are retired and live in Bishop. Their

a Fortune 1000 company and one of the nation's
largest producers of recreational vehicles and manu-

Class Agent:
Sydney A. (Foster) Nichols
2453 Studebaker Road
Long Beach, CA 90815-2429

active in PFO and plays the handbells in church; Art is
employed part-time at the Palm Desert Presbyterian
Church. -*Roy Johnson has been retired for 15 years,

Elden L. Smith has been named president and
chief executive officer of Fleetwood Enterprises, Inc,

'63
'57

Class Agent:
Janice M. (Letts) Gordon
33765 Calle Conejo
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675-5016

'61

Class Agent:
Gary & Marian (Voss) Goodson

P. 0. Box 8881
Brea, CA 92822-5881

Last May, but has been called to Kuwait to help fight
in the war. I ask everyone to support our troops and
please keep them in your prayers and hearts."
-*Susan (Blake) Hyland recently married Stephen
Hyland. Her first husband, Stan Clark, passed away in
2000. -John Bowden writes: "I'm still working—
darn it!" He is an account executive with Wells Fargo.
-*Conny (Boyd) Swindell retired from Kinko's as
director of technology, moved to the Bay Area, and
is working part-time as a technology consultant.
-Bob Bruesch is completing his first year as vice
president of the Board of Education for Garvey School
District—the district in which he taught for 36 years.
He spent 19 years on the Rosemead City Council, with
five years as mayor. He recently took a baseball tour
of Baltimore, New York, and Boston and wobnd up at
the Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony in Cooperstown.
.311yron Fujimoto is beginning his 29th year as a
radiologist working at Arrowhead Regional Medical
Center in Colton, CA. Wife Lynne works for Seimans
Medical Solutions and son Brad is a Princeton grad
who lives in Paris. -Britta (Golding) Josten and her
husband Bob '64 have two beautiful grandsons, Miles
and Evan, sons of Matt Josten '95 and Amy (Raat)
Josten '95. Bob is still at his stock brokerage office
on Balboa Island; Britta is a happily retired
speech/language pathologist. -+Sandra (Hanabarian)
Sinanian is enjoying semi-retirement and is looking

>> FEELING SIDEWAYS? CONSIDER AN OCTOBER TRIP TO CHIANTI, ITALY, WITH
FELLOW POETS; FOR MORE INFORMATION, E-MAIL ALUMNI@WHITTIEREDU.

ROCK ROLL
PAUL CHAFE '55
was voted into the California Coaches'
Football Hall of Fame in 2004.

JIM ALLEN '60
is the 2004 recipient of the Eddie
Pearson Award, the highest honor given
by the U.S. Soccer Federation's National
Program for Referee Development.

PATRICIA (BRAUN) WHITE '60
received an American Association of
Community Theater Award in recognition of her excellence in promoting
and contributing to community theatre.

GLENN SNEDDON '65
was honored with a Teacher of the
Year award for La Serna High School.

for a job that piques her interest. She is currently
contemplating a home remodel. -+Carol (Hammond)
Gurule and husband Rudy retired to Oregon City. Carol
had a 38-year career in public education and spent
the last nine of those years as an elementary school
principal in Monterey, CA. Carol and Rudy have four
granddaughters and enjoy traveling. 4Lee (Harris)
Hippie retired after teaching for nearly 23 years in
the undergraduate social work program at Texas
Woman's University. She plans to return to direct practice (on a part-time basis) and is enjoying having
time for her hobbies. -Janet (Long) Reyes is retiring after 40 years in teaching. Her family is grown,
and she and husband Fred hope to travel and work on
their home. 4Barbara Lyon has two grandchildren;
she is enjoying retirement, and loves ceramics!" She
gardens and stays active in church. -Karen (Barrio)
Mainer is happily retired in Washington near Seattle,
where she and her new husband, Martin Tracy, live in
a wonderful co-housing community in the woods. She
writes: "1 am still busy putting the finishing touches
on the house. When we are not injured, Martin and I
Love competing in West Coast swing, hustle, and night
club two-step." -+Ahce (Martin) Johnson has finally
visited Denmark again after 41 years. Alice reports:
"1 got married in August, my youngest daughter got
married this year as well, and in June, my eighth
grandchild was born." -Brenda (Mosteller)
Marjaniemi continues to work as claims evaluator for
Arizona State. She has two grown sons, one married,
and a grandson born last March. -Sara (McCown)
Dogbe retired from social work. Her father passed
away this year, just short of his 93rd birthday. Her son
lives in New Jersey. -Ellen (McFarland) Saige

retired after 20 years of teaching in the public schools
of New Mexico and is now an academic language therapist at the Dyslexia Institute in New Mexico, which
she founded with a partner in 2002. They use the
alphabetic phonics method developed at the Scottish
Rite Children's Hospital in Dallas. Her youngest client
is seven years old, and her eldest is 40. -+Virginia
(McIntyre) Stache has lived in Honduras for the past
38 years, but is now spending six months a year in
California. She and husband Gunther have five grandsons and one granddaughter and enjoy traveling all
over the USA visiting family. 4Caro1yn (Payne-Pate)
Warnemuend has been a behavior specialist for the
Gateway School District for the past three years.
Husband Jim teaches at CSU Chico. Daughter Leah
and her husband live in Uganda, where they are both
international consultants; daughter Kara is a special
education teacher and lives in Redding. Carolyn and
Jim became first-time grandparents in November.
4Erilc Popp and wife Patricia became grandparents
on Leap Year's Day in 2004. New grandson Will is
healthy and growing, and his grandparents "couldn't
be prouder!" -*Carol Rawson continues to work in
child welfare with children in foster-home settings.
She volunteers at Canada Stage, a major theater
company in Toronto. -*Amy (Roberts) Quinney is
exchanging her teaching post in special education
for one teaching highly gifted students at La Jolla
Elementary. -3Shirley (Sharp) Hawkins and husband
Neal, a retired airline pilot, moved back to Arizona
after living in California for 35 years. The couple
has three grown children and six grandchildren.
-*Barbara Spencer lives in San Francisco working
as a writ attorney for the California Court of Appeal.
"I'm no longer married, and love having my own
house. Son Spencer graduated magna cum taude from
Occidental, and son Scott attends Hampshire College."
-+Arlet (Strandquist) Jorgenson retired in 1987
and moved to Minnesota. She and her husband love
to travel and have visited most states in the U.S.
-)Annie Laurie (Stuart) Babson and husband
William retired last June "from the practice and business of Massachusetts medicine." They are happily
settled into a cottage on Long Lake in northern Maine,
population 70. "The sailing and boating are great, so
too the raspberries and blueberries; and there are still
eagles in this area!" -J.L. Vermeer teaches high
school English part-time in Northern California. He
and his two Jack Russell terriers are currently looking
for a warm place near the beach to retire. -+Julie
(Worsley) Goforth retired from teaching in 2003,
after 30 years in Los Angeles and Carson City School
Districts. Last year she visited Connecticut to meet
her first and only grandchild, Ava Lynn.
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Class Agent:
Iry D. Hoffman
5639 Westmont Road
Whittier, CA 90601-2648

'67

Class Agent:
Jane I. (Israel) Honikman
927 North Kellogg Avenue
Santa Barbara, CA 93111

Class Agent Jane Honikman writes: "1 enjoy being
class agent and appreciate hearing back from so many
of you. I continue to work with pregnant and postpartum families through the organization I founded,
Postpartum Support International. I travel to train and
Lecture on the topic and to promote my two books. All
three children are married, and I have four grandchildren—happily one lives close by. I hosted a wonderful
reunion last summer for the 1965-66 Copenhagen
group; we hope to stay in touch and to have a great
turnout every time. Let me know if you're passing
through; our home is always available for a reunion."
-+Richard Biiman is assistant director of admission
for Ashland University in Ohio. He plans to retire in a
few years "to the mountains of North Carolina with
winters in Gulf Shore, AL." -+George Burgess has
been married for over 40 years, with three children
and six grandchildren. He retired from a 36-year
career as engineering associate and chief inspector
with the City of Vernon Building Department. -Cindy
(Canada) Mitchell is a new grandmother and has
been teaching for 32 years. -+Albert Carey traded
San Francisco for San Rafael and plans to buy a retirement home in Sonoma. A proud grandparent of three,
he notes: "Life is full." 41ackie Carter retired from
the Whittier City School District and moved to
Lakeport. +Michael Clark is a vice-president for
planning and business development for Providence
Health System's California region. He became a firsttime grandpa in 2003. 4Lynne Craig lives in Lincoln
City on Devil's Lake, OR. "1 am retired, although it
seems like I am busier than ever." -+ Patty (Crome)
Peña is an English teacher and husband Jorge runs
his own business; the couple has two children and
two grandchildren. -3Robert Davis works for ALG
Consumer Finance, Inc. in New York City. He notes:
"My job takes me to countries like Argentina, Poland,
and places in Asia. We have two daughters: one is in
Honduras, the other in North Carolina. I am enjoying
Life on the mainland USA after spending 20 years living in Asia and Hawaii." -*Paul Edinger has been
with Coker College for over 30 years as a geology professor; wife Nancy works in the Coker College Education
Department. "We enjoyed seeing Gerhardt "Buzz"
Schupman '67 and his wife on a recent visit to
Hartsville." -+Maiy (Evans) Holcombe retired from
24 years teaching in the East Whittier and Bellflower
School Districts. She continues to teach a special
music program for 3rd graders at Foster Elementary
School. -+Kathy (Gilmore) Soderholm and husband
Richard retired to Arizona in 2000. They keep very
busy with travel, golf, community service and much
more. -+Cynthia (Hall) Houston and husband Tom
'62 are "both still working—and enjoying it!" They
have four grandchildren and took a 42nd wedding
anniversary trip on the American Orient Express.

>> GOOD LUCK FINDING POET ALUMNI IN NORTH DAKOTA OR DELAWARE;
THE FORMER CLAIMS THREE RESIDENTS, THE LATTER ONLY TWO.
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a

of marriage. The couple lives in Texas and has two

-+Ann (Hansen) Burge, retired and a grandmother
now, still loves Broadway musicals. "This is great

CLA SSN OTES

because both my daughters live in New York!" -*Cathy
(Harry) Chambers became a first-time grandmother
in 2002. "Being a Granny is the best!" -*Sandy
(Hayden) Davidson and husband Bill live in Long
Beach and still love boating. She was a USC volunteer
while her youngest son attended, and made visits
to Madison, WI, to see her grandson. -+Tim Heck
retired in 2001 after teaching high school for 37

daughters and two granddaughters. -*Joseph
Sundstrom sings with the San Diego Area Lyric Opera
and San Diego Master Chorale and is a courtesy shuttle
driver for Ken Groody Ford in Carlsbad. -+Lorrie
Thomas retired in 2003 after 31 years of teaching.
She has three daughters, keeps busy with genealogy,
managing several rental properties, and visiting
friends and extended family. Eldest daughter K'leigh
'04 took a job with Sea World and plans to go to
graduate school. -Ella (Uemura) Campbell notes

'68

a small ranch in Central Oregon, continues her weekend equine massage business, and works locally during
the week. -Carl Lindberg is thoroughly enjoying

in 2003. Retired from teaching in 1998, he travels
and works on a variety of activities, such as radio
announcing and serving on the grand jury. -+Yvonne
(Montgomery) Norrbom and husband Eric live
in Northern California's wine country, where she
teaches mentally retarded students at the Sonoma
Developmental Center. -Sharon (Moorehead) Snell

Class Agents:
Barbara L. (Brucher) Sentell
307-16th Street
Seal Beach, CA 90740-6516
Penny S. (Cams) Fraumeni
2314 Los Bentos Drive
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745-4618

retirement after 35 years teaching in the public school
system. He drives his motor home to the northeast
for football games and summers in Catalina aboard his
boat. -+Jerry Marr became a first-time grandfather
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Class Agent:
Sandy T. (Tahmoush) Hansen
30342 Via Corona
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677

Class Agent Sandy Hansen writes: "Our 35th class
reunion was fun and enjoyed by many; I hope the

retired from teaching for Burbank Unified and moved

40th will bring back many more of you! I have retired

to Nevada. "1 am enjoying a slower paced, happy,
healthy life as a retiree." -+Robert Parke writes
that after 27 years as an Air Force physician (and 11

from teaching and have relocated to Laguna Niguel,

moves) he has retired to Cape Cod. He and wife Bev

INGER SAGATUN-EDWARDS '67
San José State University professor
and chair of the Department of Justice
Studies, is the recipient of the 20042005 President's Scholar Award, one
of the four highest faculty awards
given at the university.

after the birth of her first grandson in 2003: "Life
takes on a whole different perspective."

years, but has continued to work with historical tours
off cruise ships in Skagway, AK, and as a girl's baseball and basketball coach. He and wife Jenny (Smith)
'69 celebrated their 35th wedding anniversary in
Mexico with family. -Paula (Jacobs) Zirkle lives on

ROCK ROLL

PENNY (CARNS) FRAUMENI '68
has been named Elementary
School Principal of the Year by the
Association of California School
Administrators. Fraumeni heads up
Fairgrove Academy in La Puente, a
K-8 school focused on the arts and
technology that serves 900 at-risk
Latino students in the region.

GAIL (FISCHER) MATUSKEY '69
was included in the 2005 edition of
Who's Who of America's Teachers;
this is the third time Matuskey's
"made the grade."

CA. After remodeling my condo, I traveled to the

and recruiting for a new executive director. Vince's

Mediterranean with friends. I continue to consult in
my former school district, spend time with grandchildren,

company, V J Fraumeni Fundraising Consultants, is
working on special events, board development,

Live close to family; He does sporadic medical work,
is active in his church, and sings in his spare time.
-*Pamela Parshall is a retired medical technologist.

volunteer in Outreach with my church, play golf and

planned giving, and corporate gifts. The two have

walk along the beach. Thank you for the great
response to the Poet postcards. Your lives are impor-

summarily rejected Penny (Cams) Fraumeni's'68

-*Edward Ripley lives in Long Beach. -*Bob
Schilling owns Schilling and Maure, Inc., a consulting
and coaching business. He and wife Angela have two

tant to all of us." -+Hyatt Baker and wife Jeanne
(Fowler) '68 went from three to six grandchildren in
six months. Hyatt transferred over to independent

Jackie and nearby to their two grown children. Bruce

grandchildren, sail on their boat in Long Beach, and

study with Jeanne this year and the couple now
teaches in the same room. -+David Bebell retired in

made recent visits to both Singapore and England.
-Bob Shaw retired from the California Attorney

2001, though he still "works now and then as a sub-

suggested joint venture slogan: "Old Folks Helping Old
Folks' ' -+Bruce Davidson lives in Phoenix with wife
has worked for America West for 18 years, three of
which have been in management; Jackie survived
breast cancer and does consulting from their home.

General's Office, and is now active with the

stitute elementary princpal." Wife Janet retired at the

"The tight of our lives is grandson Sean Patrick (6)."
-Sharon (Dc Maria) Chase has been with Clark

Restorative Justice Mediation Program, which brings

end of April, and the two plan travel to Alaska this
summer and to New Zealand next winter. -Greg Bell
and wife Anita (Wyne) have four children and three

school counselor, high school dean, adult high school
assistant principal, and now coordinator of attendance

juvenile offenders and their victims together to discuss
the offense and what can be done to "make things as
right as possible." -+Leland Sim is secretary-treasurer
for Conara USA, Inc., a real estate holding company.
-,Norman Smith continues in his work as a missionary with Wycliffe Bible Translators. -Rick Steers
retired from teaching international business at the
University of Oregon in 2003. He is writing and spending time with his family. He and wife Sheila still visit
his 1965-66 DIS student exchange family in Denmark.
-+Ruth (Stichal) Cruickshank and husband Barrie

County School District for 14 years, serving terms as

grandchildren—"A great reason to retire!" Former
counselor Anita retired this past year from Atwater

enforcement and dropout prevention. Eldest son Mat is

Elementary School District, while Greg continues to

Washington, DC. Mike is IT director for a private resort
in Santa Fe. She is still waiting for grandchildren!
-)Lorraine (Erickson) Chase and husband David,

teach biology courses at Atwater High. -+Gordon
Calac retired last year after 21 years with Downey
Savings & Loan Association as manager of their RED
department. His daughter's family live nearby in
Irvine, so life is good. -Doug Clark teamed up once

working for the Medicare Advisory Commission in

whom she met while in graduate school at Vanderbilt,
live in Germany. The couple has three children, all
born in Germany. Lorraine worked as an economist

live in Uptown Whittier, where she continues to teach

again with Poet roommate and fellow consultant
Vince Fraumeni on a project to turn around a non-

piano and serve as the organist for Evangelical United
Methodist Church. -+Leslie (Stowell) Moyer and hus-

profit organization in Poway, CA, that operates a senior

until her second child came; she is now active in
school and church work. -Jean (Ferguson) Marble
writes: "Husband Bob retired in 2004. Our three kids

citizen's center. Doug's company, DKC Associates is

are out on their own, and on and off for the last four

band Bill, an equine veterinarian, celebrated 35 years

handling day to day operations, financial restructuring,

years I've been taking care of ill parents. Life is great.

>> OH, CANADA! THE PROVINCE HOUSING THE MOST POET ALUMNI IS BRITISH COLUMBIA.
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God has been good." -Rodney Ferguson left the
education field and now works for a major casino in
Laughlin. His new hobby: racing jet ski in the southwestern states—in fact, he qualified for the world
finals in 2004. 4GaiI (Fischer) Matuskey teaches

as a board member and with some part-time special ed
work. Daughter Kelly now has two children: Elijah (8)

D.C., as a professor of international finance, so once
again I'll be a commuter."

and Brianna (6 mos). "My latest hobby is digital photography, and my portfolio is steadily growing."
-*Don Remley and wife Penny (Pratt) '68 celebrated

'72

Class Agent:

CLASS AGENT NEEDED

eighth grade in Three Rivers, and was named for the

36 years of marriage. Don is in his 20th year as super-

third time to Who's Who of America's Teachers. She

intendent of Oroville City Elementary School District,
and is the immediate past-president of the Oroville

Thomas Martin owns a home in Long Beach and is

Chamber of Commerce and president-elect of the

an RN with the Invasive Cardiology Department at the

seven months out of work, my partner and I are finally

Oroville Rotary Club. Penny teaches kindergarten.

employed. During the down time we unpacked our

-+Santa (Smalley) Crump is a new grandma and also

Long Beach Memorial Heart Institute. He loves spending time with his three great dogs.

many moving boxes of two years ago, cleaned out
the basement, and created a beautiful garden bed.

-+Jennifer (Smith) Heck continues working three

sings with an a capella group and has three grandsons. -+Elizabeth Louise Forrest writes: "After

In August we eloped to Provincetown to get legally
married in Massachusetts." -*Pamela (Hoppins)

Corbett is an elementary school principal for Modesto
City Schools. Husband Earl is a resource specialist for
MCS, and their two daughters attend California State
University, Chico. -+Xaren Hosack-Curlin winters
in Florida and summers in the mountains of western
North Carolina. While in Florida, she is a consultant
for local school districts, adjunct at a college, and
does part-time monitoring for the American Institues
of Research in Washington, DC. -+Robert C. Jones

won the "youngest grandchild" award at her reunion.
days per week as a social worker. Her youngest daughter
steps, and her son is in a teaching credential program
following in his dad's. "It's nice to think we made a
difference and that our professions are valued by our
kids." -Sinara (Stull) O'Donnell and husband John
enjoy the beauty of the Ozarks in Springfield, MO. "We

grandson. Bob holds master's degrees from Chapman

death) ; and last, as a P.R. person for Community
Hospices of America and editor of their nationwide
magazine." 4Steve Valderrama, now retired from 34
years in teaching, lives in Lake Forest. Son, Tim married at Lake Tahoe last year and works at the
California state capitol. Son attends USC, working on
doctorate in engineering. In 2000, Steve was named

word for retired. We're spending lots of time at our

Teacher Of The Year for Irvine Unified; in addition, he

Mexican beach house on the Nayarit coast and working

served as a faculty advisor for student teachers at
Concordia University. -iBob Whiteman teaches at

de Allende. Haven't left the US totally, though; when
in Oakland I keep very busy with friends and family
as well as serving on the board of the Osteoporsis
Foundation. We're having a great time." -+Sally

N

Class Agent:

N

Joe M. Ulrey
11985 Stegmeir Drive
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739-2502

company, Sinara Speaks; writing (my articles have

and from Northern Arizona University—the alma mater
of both his wife, a retired high school teacher, and

on our newest purchase, a small house in San Miguel

'74

are busy with John's work as a CPA (I'm a tax widow!),
and I am pursuing three careers at once: operating my
been excerpted for three books, I work as a local
columnist, and am finishing a book about my mother's

younger daughter, a teacher and administrator. "I'm

Class Agent:

Deborah (Scott) Gallagher
3594 Hemlock
Reno, NV 89509

is in an M.S.W. program following in her mom's foot-

retired from the U.S. Navy and has two children and a

enjoying country living with family, and time for golf,
tennis, camping and hiking." -4Kathy Kenny notes:
"Husband David and I are jtthilado - the Spanish

'73
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Class Agent:

N

Luann M. (Leal) Macdonald
2601 West Lambert Road
La Habra, CA 90631-6212
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Class Agent:
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Class Agent:

CLASS AGENT NEEDED

Esperanza High School, and had a "wonderful time in
Hawaii with golf, snorkeling, etc." -Tim Woodson
writes: "32 years down, two to go—Independence Day
from the Union Pacific Railroad!"

(Mancuso) Pack retired from teaching in June and
had a wonderful 22-day European tour with husband

Class Agent:

Jim. They look forward to more travel and love
babysitting their three grandchildren. -David
Mathison has completed 22 years with Loyola-

CLASS AGENT NEEDED
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Class Agent:

N

Dottie J. (Blaha) Pendleton
219 Muroc Place
Fullerton, CA 92833-3225
Class Agent Dottie Pendleton writes: "My husband
Jun'17 and I celebrated 25 years of marriage in

Marymount University as a management professor

Class Agent:

December. This was a milestone year.. .our children

and administrator for the executive MBA program.

CLASS AGENT NEEDED

were all important ages: Josh (21), Ryan (18) and
Amy (16). I'm still a speech and language specialist

Prior to LMU, David was a faculty member at Utah
State and Indiana Univerisites. He and his wife have
two teenagers. -)Frederic Maupin earned a doctorate from USC in 2004; he is an independent consultant
in the area of human performance improvement in
the workplace. He and wife Teresita Casita-McGee
have three children and run 5M Consulting from
their Glendale home. -+Chip Morvay lives in Mission
Viejo, where he is regional manager for Westminster
Ceramics. He is the grandfather of three. 4Gary
Peebles and wife Karla celebrated 35 years of marriage and have two grown daughters. A high school
history and biology teacher for 35 years with Fullerton
USD, Gary plans to retire soon and "travel the world's
wild places" with Karla. -+Christine (Portigal)

Gillette is enjoying retirement while keeping busy

I'm not getting a pension!—and switched career

with Fullerton School District. I love my job. Life is
good." -+Joe "Sugar Bear" Alvarez celebrated 26
years of marriage to wife Cheryl. He worked fo'r Santa
Fe Railway for 17 years then shifted into public educa-

tracks in favor of teaching (international economics
and international finance) at the university level.

tion, currently as an English-language development
teacher for Apple Valley USD. The career change

For three years, I have been affiliated with Columbia
University as an adjunct professor of international

allowed him to enjoy his three beautiful daughters
and their school years. He coached his daughters'

Arturo Porzecanski writes: "After 30 years of postdoctoral work mostly in the salt mines of Wall Street,
I have indeed "retired"—though I'm 55, not 65, and

affairs. This past spring I was a visiting professor of

high school and club volleyball teams and also

economics at Williams College and also adjunct professor of economics at NYU, so I commuted back and

coached boys tennis at a local high school. He notes:
"I've had a wonderful grandfather experience with

forth from New York to northwestern Massachusetts.

grandson .Jayden (1). Grandparent life is GREAT!!"

Come fall, besides teaching at Columbia, I will join
the faculty of American University in Washington,

>> THE SOUTHERN U.S. STATE WITH THE HIGHEST NUMBER
OF WHITTIER ALUMNI RESIDENTS IS TEXAS.
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TO
Tjoki Siregar lives in Indonesia and was severely
of millwork is as satisfying as ever. The business has
done very well and I feel fortunate for each and every

-+Vanessa Ament shares: "My first CD, Working
Without A Net, was released in 2004. I also appeared
in a staged reading of Wicked City Blues at York

day I get to do it. A special thanks to all the military
men and women along with our courageous president
for allowing me to keep the privilege of living free in
such a great country."

CLASSNOTES

Theatre in New York City. In November, our family
moved to the Chicago area for my husband's new post
with DePaul University, teaching motion picture

'79

'86
Brian Aprill and wife Maureen (McGeever) '79
moved to Nashville, where Brian has joined the staff

love this grade level. They keep me on my toes and
young. I am currently co-president for the local chapter
of Delta Kappa Gamma Society International, a won-

of the Frist Clinic and Maureen is active in the local

choir. Husband Bill and I also enjoy golfing together
and take our clubs with us on vacation whenever we
can." -+Gregory Crawford lives in Lancaster, CA,

N

Catherine (Mendoza) Herbert had a great time

(that sounds like an eternity doesn't it?), and I still

choir,. small group ensemble, and ringing in our bell

Class Agent:

seeing old buddies at the '84 class reunion.

kindergarten for Apple Valley Unified School District.

spare (ha, ha) time I enjoy singing in my church

'85

Class Agent:

Marina Muñoz
11214 Flood Way
Stanton, CA 90680-2927

continue to audition for other singing and acting
opportunities." 4CaroI (Anderson) Gilmore teaches

derful organization for women in teaching! In my

who were swept away. He is doing aid work to help
other victims, concentrating on orphans.

CLASS AGENT NEEDED

sound. I sing with a group called Vox Caelestis and

"Yes, I have been in kindergarten for 25 years now

affected by the tsunami, losing 15 family members

equestrian community. The move was a result of
Brian's retirement from 21 years active service in the
U.S. Navy medical corps. -*Darrell Don is managing
editor of Mission Frontiers magazine and earned a master's in international development from William Carey
International University. .3Kelley Love lives in
Kinderhook, NY; his band Pandemonia Orchestra has
released the CD Foolin' through 1MG Records.

Class Agent:

N

Lisa A. (Hoffmann) Abbate
16191 Castile Drive
Whittier, CA 90603-1003
Tracy Harcourt lives in Whittier with wife Sarita
and their three children. Tracy owns Southern California
Home Loan, a mortgage and real estate brokerage.

Class Agent:

N

CLASS AGENT NEEDED

and is "still happily employed by the Department of
Homeland Security," earning both a promotion and
two pay raises in a short period of time. With the hir-

'80

Class Agents:

N

Chino Hills. He and wife Michelle have two children
and are active in youth sports. -+Dana (Carr) Begg
and her family live in San Marcos, CA, where they own

Mike Caffey
41 Sunset Avenue, Unit 201
Venice, CA 90291-2596

ing freeze lifted, he is seeking a permanent job with
the organization. -Annette (Fisher) Small writes:
"In 2002 I went to Central Europe and obtained a certification from Cambridge University to teach English

their own business. "I am active in theater and community and educational venues, and I home-school my

Ms. M. Annelle Lerner
6113 Cocktail Avenue
Las Vegas, MV 89130-7073

as a second language to adults. I took a teaching post
in Prague—a beautiful, magical, mystical place. While

kids." '4 Virginia (Freeman) Oetzman is a school
and church volunteer; she and husband Paul have two
children, Alan (11) and Jill (7). -*Bob May is direc-

there, I met a wonderful Englishman, Ian Small, and
after my yearlong teaching contract ended I moved to
the UK to marry Ian and teach English—in England!

'81

Class Agent:

N

Ralph M. Dayton
314 South Chehalem Street
Newberg, OR 97132-3206

I'm very happy, although I'm NOT impressed with the
English weather nor the awful food. Last summer, we
enjoyed travel in Spain's Andalusia region, though it

place where the original Worcester Sauce is made; I'm
in Bloody Mary heaven!" -+Patti Gooing reports:
"I'm going on my 26th year at Xerox. My daughter
and I have begun a Mary Kay business together as a
team; she got us off to a fast start over the holidays
and we finished #3 in sales in our national unit. Karli
is a senior in high school, which is scary and just
amazing (I remember the first day of kindergarten!);
she got her license and a car, so I'm having to let go
and let God take over with her in the car now. Having
more free time to work; isn't that great!" -+Joceyln

(Jones) Smith has been flying for American Airlines
for over 25 years. She has two kids and is busy with
soccer, their school, and serving as president of the
Parent-Teacher Fellowship. +Bil Quails writes:
"I received my black belt in tae kwon do in October
2004. I'm on the web; Google me!" -Richard
Thompson loves life in the heartland. He and wife
Maria are building a new home south of St Cloud, MN.
"We intend to live there until I retire. My job managing the sales and marketing for a six-state distributor
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tor of development for the Foundation at Mission
Hospital in Mission Viejo, CA. He and wife Lisa have a
son, Parker (1). -*David Schuelssler is in his tenth
year teaching mathematics and as head boy's basketball coach at Clear Creek High School. He and wife
Sandi have one son, Seattle (11/2 years), and bought

was extremely hot. (At least it wasn't grey, cloudy,
and raining, like England usually is!) We now live with
Ian's two teenaged sons in Worcester. Yes, this is the

Flavio Berny is owner of Golden Rule Mortgage in

a home near family in Idaho Springs, CO.

Thomas Hanks is pastor of Bethlehem Church of
the Brethren in Boones Mill, VA, where he lives with
wife Adele and daughter Hope. Recently, Thomas completed "Advanced Foundations for Church Leadership,"
a two-year seminar at the Brethren Academy in
Richmond, Indiana.

'82

Class Agent:

N

Dan McMillan
12815 Rose Drive
Whittier, CA 90601-2432

'88 Class Agents:

N

Kevin M. Burke
5311 Wiseburn Avenue
Hawthorne, CA 90250
Kelly A. Hokanson
5580 La Jolla Blvd., # 399
La Jolla, CA 92037

Laura (Hoyt) D'Anna lives in Long Beach with her
Class Agent:

N

CLASS AGENT NEEDED

Class Agent:
'84 Len
W. McLaughlin

25985 Terra Bella Avenue
Laguna Hills, CA 92653-5635

N

husband, son Aidan (3), and baby Olivia. She is currently working on a doctoral degree in public health
at UCLA. 4CIare (Macaulay) Lintereur joined the
Peace Corps and spent two years in Ghana, West
Africa. She now has a private dentistry practice in
Valencia, CA. She and husband Lou have four children
and are both runners. 4Christina (Marx) Sargeant
and husband Gregg enjoyed a business/pleasure trip
to England and France, and hope to travel more in the
year ahead. -+Jil-Alexia On and John Gonsalves

>> THIS YEAR'S WHITTIER WEEKEND CELEBRATES
REUNION CLASSES THAT END IN 0'S AND 5'S.

'87 have a one-year old daughter. Jill is a national

Jennifer Thompson '91 work at Truman State

manager for Kaiser Permanente's Planning Design

University in northeast Missouri. Brian is the director

Services; John is a support development manager for
Peoplesoft. -*Sheri (Solomon) Proctor writes son
Andrew (4) is "the light of her life." She is working on
a master's in human development at Pacific Oaks

of university counseling services and Jennifer is the
coordinator of a National Science Foundation grant

College, and plans to work with special needs children.

-*Kristin (Stanley) Jared is in her 17th year teaching
third grade. She also facilitates a support group for
bereaved parents called MISS (www.missfoundation.org).
Class Agent:
'89 Shannon
(Walker) Mooers

N

Vanessa Mills is a senior sales development manager

Marine Corps. After living in Japan for six years, he
will move to Virginia this summer with wife Debbie

program. Brian reports that "life is good except for
the humidity." -+Glna (Lujan) Weiss is a kinder-

(Hansen) '91 and their three children.

garten teacher in San Diego. -+Jeanette (McKinney)
Hand and husband Kolin celebrated their 13th
anniversary and reside in the same house they have

'92

lived in for the past 10 years. Jeanette plans to return

Lane is a leadership development trainer with Option

Class Agent:

N

Susan M.(Turner) Rose
338 Santa Ana Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90803-1938

to school full time to become a registered dietician
and looks forward to a complete career change from
the corporate world. 4Martin Musker and wife

Angel (Ayala) live in Chicago. Marty is an art director
at B2B magazine and Angel is at home with Bobby
(6), Bridget (4), and Michael (1). -)Janelle (Noble)

30306 Oise Drive
Menifee, CA 92584-8970

Milton, was published by Duquesne University Press.
She is an associate professor at Florida Gulf Coast
University. -iVlnce Yasald is a major in the U.S.

Stefanie Holt is a buyer for a Los Angeles-based furniture and gift company. She sings with Chorale Bel
Canto and will participate in this summer's Classical
Music Festival in Eisenstadt, Austria. -+Douglas

One Mortgage. She and husband Donald have two
sons, Nicholas (5) and Alexander (3). -)Shelley

LaBouff is a captain in the United States Army, and

for Logitech, launching a new technology "digital pen
and paper." She writes: "When not working, I'm playing ice hockey, volunteering, or working toward my

Perkins is still a Navy general surgeon, stationed at

tioned in Colorado Springs, but currently deployed to

Camp Lejeune. She and her husband, who is a Marine

Iraq in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom. He has a

helicopter pilot, will soon be deployed again to the
Middle East. -+Lorri (Porr) Sabban enjoys beach life

daughter Cassidy (6) and son Doug 11(2); he and wife

goal of seeing 50 countries before I'm 50."

N

'90 Class Agent:
Kevin H. Marshall
1119 W. Herald St.
West Covina, CA 91790

Class Agent Kevin Marshall writes: "On my 36th
birthday, I joined the California Army National Guard
to help and protect and defend our freedom and help
liberate oppressed people world wide. I am now a staff
sergeant and will pursue officer training school later
in 2005." -, Gretchen (Crane) De Is Tone and husband Michael have two daughters. Gretchen is still flying with Southwest Airlines and recently returned to
school for a teaching certificate. -+Greg Gardiner
and wife Erica have a toddler, Campbell. Greg is currently teaching AP environmental science and physical
science at Edison High School in Huntington Beach
and is on the Content Review Panel for Science for the
State of California. In addition, he earned an M.S. in
environmental science from CSUF. -+Scott Gill writes
of his new son Samuel, who was born on Tax Day:
"Our little tax deduction is thick and left-handed, and
hopes one day to be in Coach Rizzo's starting rotation." -+Amy (Green) Kramer completed her doctorate in physical therapy in March 2005. -+Cheryl
(Harlan) Haggard, husband Mark, and their three
children moved to Idaho, where Mark coaches football
and teaches at Emmett High School. The move has
brought the family closer to research centers that deal
with a rare immune disorder the children share.

-Elisabeth (Kimball) Hayes is enjoying time at
home with Elisabeth (3) and toddler twins, Walker and
Wyatt. -+Lori (Hoyt) Budd and her family moved into
their newly constructed home after spending a year in
Tennessee, where husband Mike developed the new
Slim Fast soups and pastas. Lori teaches at Wayne
Valley High School and officiates for softball and volleyball; next year she will be on the college officiating-level for softball. -Brian Krylowicz and wife

a member of the 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment, sta-

in La Jolla with sons Jordan (6) and Nathaniel (18
mos) and husband Ariel, who practices law. .+Chrlsty
Sasiela earned a Ph.D. in pharmaceutical sciences and
is a post-doctoral fellow with the National Cancer
Institute. -+Erikka (Stumpf) Molwnphy and husband
Mark have two children: Bridgette (2) and Henry
Thomas (10 months). Erikka is enjoying the "family

Karen will celebrate their 10th wedding anniversary in
August. -Paul Lomanto is an account supervisor
with Wieden-i-Kennedy, primarily serving on the Nike
account. He freelances as a creative consultant with
Electronic Arts and has three children.

'93

Class Agents:

Allison L.(Clarke) Ittershagen
2957 Stonebridge Trail
Reno, NV 89611-5329

thing" as well as a little interior design work for
friends. -*Julie (Terral) Seewald
and husband Nicholas purchased a bigger house in

Kileen M. (Johnson) Higbee
1888 Springbrook Road, Apt. B
Medford, OR 97504-2176

the San Diego area to give sons Keegan (5), Kody (3),
and Kooper (1) more space to grow. Julie is sharing
a teaching contract this year so that she can spend
more time with their sons.

Class Agent:

Michele R. Apostolos
11666 Mayfield Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90049

N

CLASS AGENT NEEDED

Shanta R. Yocum
11706 Darlington Ave., Unit 401
Los Angeles, CA 90049

William Crammer is the head athletic trainer/compliance coordinator for St. Mary's College of Maryland.

.4Wendy Guthrie is director of athletics for Seattle
University. 4 Mike Halley works for Trek America

Karla Kaphengst married and moved to Pittsburgh,

Adventure Travel company for seven months a year

where she is in family practice and her husband is a
researcher for the Rand Corporation. -)
, Veronica

and travels around the world for the remaining
months. He spent last summer in Las Vegas, driving
Limousines and a public bus. "1 am looking forward
to the next adventure life has in store." -+Cameo

(Kolling) Gilson writes: "Last year I married my longtime love, Michael. We moved to the Washington
coast, where we own and operate The Ark Restaurant
and Bakery." -*Steve Matthiasson has two children
and is president of Premiere Viticultural Services, Inc.

-)Tammy (Monohan) Fotinos is senior financial
analyst in Texas and has a three-year-old son.
-+Jennifer Thompson is administrative coordinator
for the Science and Mathematics Talent Expansion
Program at Truman State University. -Rebecca
(Totaro) Tolley's book, Suffering in Paradise: The

Menenses-Fish and husband Jason '93 are both
completing residency programs: she at Loma Linda,
he at UCLA. -)
, Loren Wolrhaye owns a custom wbodworking business in Topanga that creates cabinetry
and furniture; he "lives as simply as possible."

'94

Class Agent:

N

Ms. Robin Lynn Hickin
15301 Valley Vista Blvd., #213
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
Joseph Aliani opened a second office providing
chiropractic care and nutritional counseling to everyone from infants to the elderly. He is not married yet,

Bubonic Plague in English Literature from More to

>> VOLUNTEER FOR REUNION ACTIVITIES BY SENDING
AN E-MAIL TO ALUMNI@WHITTIER.EDU.
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TO
Francisco Art Institute, a position he began in

ROCK ROLL

CLASS NOTES

February. He notes: "1 supervise two director-level
but has been with the same woman for nine years. He
also has two cats, Eini and Casper. -Heidi (Barker)
Moawad and her husband returned from a trip to

positions, but the bulk of my time is spent working

GLENN BYBEE '94

hand-in-hand with faculty on special projects, building a strong alumni network, and developing relation-

was named Wal-Mart Teacher of the

Europe in May and moved into their new home in

ships with galleries, museums, and businesses. I do

Portland, where she prosecutes gun crime for the
Multnomah County District Attorney's Office, Gang

know a few Orthogonians who live in the Bay Area
but would love to network with other local Poets."
9David "Booker" Mettam writes: "1 have been

Unit. The couple spent last July 4th with Whittier
friends at the Santa Barbara wedding of Brian
Colburn '94. -+Greg Chavez teaches composition
and rhetoric, theatre history, and first-year writing at
DePaul University. He and wife Lori just bought a
house and are still running marathons and cycling.
-+ Gary Chong lives in Temple City and has a chiropractor practice in Monrovia. He has two children.
-9David Crofts left Viacom to start up a strategic
advisory firm in NYC. He is in his second year of the
executive MBA program at Columbia. -,Ellen
(DeLacey) Hathaway stays at home with son Isaac
(6) and daughter Zada (3) and loves San Francisco
city-life. -Lisa (Denyer) Hoggan moved back to
California in 2002. Her husband works for Pfizer
Pharmaceuticals, and she is lucky enough to stay
home with Brittany (6), Caitlyn (4) and baby Andrew,
born last September. -+Tricia Egebakken lives in
Huntington Beach and is a regional visual manager
for Banana Republic. "My job involves traveling quite
a bit, which keeps every day new and exciting.
I enjoyed seeing all of my Athenian sisters at
Homecoming!" -Margie (Helland) Arrnett is happy
to report that construction has started on her new
home, replacing the one that burned down in last
year's California wildfires. She thanks everyone for
their prayers. -3Tanya Holtzclaw-Adair and husband
Andrew '94 have two daughters and live in Oregon.
-+Monica (Insuasti) Santana left the Department of
Children and Family Service and is now a school social
worker for the L.A. school district. She currently lives
in Whittier with her husband and her two beautiful
daughters, ages 6 and 4 months. "Hi to my Athenian
sisters; I miss you!" -Melissa (Leuenberger)
Fisher reports: "I have been married to Steve for six

promoted to captain of a Forest Service Helicopter
Module, which is dedicated to both fire and search
and rescue efforts. In the summer I'm busy with firefighting. In winter, I teach fire courses and also con-

JAMES ADOMIAN '02
made his TV debut in the skit,
"President Bush on a Sheep Farm,"
on an episode of CBS's The Late,

tinue taking classes in firefighting throughout the
nation. When not busy, I snowboard as much as I
can." -+Leila Reynolds is an account supervisor for

Late Show with Craig Ferguson
(March 1, 2005). Adomian plays

a Culver City advertising agency. -Chris Schmidt
teaches in the athletic training education program at

George W. who works a sheep farm
with host Ferguson in Scotland in

Azusa Pacific University; he is only a year away from
completing his doctorate at the University of Southern
Mississippi. -*Morgan Smith teaches at Studebaker
Elementary in Norwalk. +Rachel (Stoff) Peep married
and is "enjoying the afterglow of a beautiful wedding
in Boston." She manages a non-profit animal welfare
organization in L.A. -+Doug Van Horn is an application architect with the Federal Reserve Bank. He and
wife Tammi (Rogers) '93 enjoy spending time with
son Ethan (1) and nephew Steven (17). 4Cedrik
Wallace is starting his tenth year at Garfield High
School in East L.A.—his third year as the school's
dean of students. He has a master's degree in special
education and is completing an education specialist
Level II program at National University. -Justin
Wallin and friend launched Columbia Yachts, a sailboat

the late 1970s. The skit can be seen
online at http://www.cbs.com/
latenight/latelate/comedy/
IRINA D. JELIAZKOVA '02
won a 2005-06 International Rotary
Scholarship and will pursue a double
master's degree program in international law and international relations
at Brussels School of International
Studies at the University of Kent
at Canterbury.

building company.

'95

Class Agent:
Nanette M. Do
Director, Business Development
St. Mary's Medical Center
450 Stanyan Street
San Francisco, CA 94117

pie has one child, Christopher (1). -*Dave Jones is
completing a pediatric gastroenterology fellowship at
Vanderbilt Children's Hospital and later this summer
will be assigned to an Air Force hospital. -+ Wendy
Lasnond earned a J.D. from Texas Wesleyan University

has worked as a biotech patent agent for the past five
years and graduated from law school this spring. She
hopes to leave the corporate law firm life behind and

Tara Barnhart teaches at Pioneer High School in
Whittier. She writes: "1 had an appointment to get

School of Law. -Theodore Lewis lives in Seattle
and works for Washington State and Seattle Police
supervising level-3 sex offenders and sexually violent
predators in the community. He is applying to law

married in S.F. one day after they stopped performing

schools, and also works with the prosecutor's office,

work in-house at a biotech company so she can have
more time for her family. -*Jennifer (Lupo) Leach

the ceremonies. So, I'm happily living in 'domestic
partner' bliss in Long Beach with Freda and our

helping in new sexually-based convictions. -+Julie
Lippincott is a training manager/marketing specialist

stays at home with children Neil (5) and Wade (2).

daughter Emily (5). Made it back to campus to paint
the rock with some Palmer alums in January—good
times and blue fingers!" -Lori (Bridda) Wakie took

in Orange County, working on an MBA wit4 an em-

years. Daughter Alyssa (3) swims like a fish." Melissa

Husband Bill owns Slusher Family Chiropractic Center
in Anaheim and Talega Family Chiropractic in San
Clemente. -,Chris Martin attended the first two days
of the PGA Championship in Wisconsin with fellow
classmate Craig Bailey '95. Wife Angie (Kener) '93
received her teaching certificate last summer in Texas
and taught NIA. -Debbie (Martin) Clark and husband Stanford '94 have three children and live in
New Hampshire, where Stanford and brother-in-law
Jamie Gowing '93 still work together making cabinets.
.-Andy McDonald is director of student affairs for
academic and professional enhancement for the San
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Year 2003-2004 for local district "G" in
the Los Angeles Unified School District.

a semester off from teaching to "adjust to motherhood." -Linda (Cordova) Eazor taught in elementary school but now stays home with daughter Ava
(1); husband Martin '95 works for Crawford &
Company. -*Andrea (Feldman) McGehee and family
moved to El Dorado Hills in Northern California;
she is a preschool speech therapist while husband
Scott stays at home with son Gavin (2). -ixathy
(Hargittay) Green is part-time consultant, and husband Jeff '96 is a sales rep for U.S. Surgical. The cou-

phasis in marketing, and planning her wedding.
-*Tom Manley works in information technology
at UC San Francisco, and wife Katie Givler '95 has
been accepted into a graduate program at Mills
College leading to a master's degree and a special
education credential. The couple has a son, Josh Tyler.
-+Michelle (Quint) Fernandes and husband Jason
have a toddler; she works as a family therapist and
intern supervisor. -+Gabriela "Gaby" (Reyes)
Gomez and husband Gerardo "Jerry" '95 have two
children, Sadie Vanessa (3) and Jared Samuel (2).
Jerry is a sales engineer with Internap Network

>> GOT WINE? JOIN FELLOW POETS ON AN OCTOBER TRIP TO CHIANTI.
FOR DETAILS, E-MAIL ALUMNI@WHITTIER.EDU.

Services in downtown L.A., and Gaby stays at home
with the children and volunteers in the community.
-+Brett Schraeder and wife Linda (Lee) '96 moved
back to Southern California; Brett is director of finan-

Latvia immediately after graduation and is now working on a Ph.D. in sociology at UC San Diego. -+Tara
O'Brien is pursuing a master's in book arts/printmak-

cial aid at California Lutheran and Linda is still with
Abbott Labs. -*Karin (Thompson) Cascio, husband

ing at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia. Early
this year, she curated an exhibit of book arts at
Wardman Library on campus. +Cole Richey lives in

Jeff and family relocated to San Diego. "We're enjoy-

Denver. He switched flying jobs, and now works for

ing being back home and watching our girls get to
know their extended family." -Jennifer Trempe
purchased a home in San Diego with her fiancé.
9Samuel S. Valero, Jr. is a regional remarketing
manager for Enterprise Rent-a-Car, living in Whittier
with his wife and two children. -Dina (Van
Kiaveren) Stunler writes: "All is well—Everett is two
now, and I'm still in seminary." -Christine Volden
founded Besos Foods, an organic food delivery company in San Francisco. -Kathy Zuckweiler earned a
PhD. in business and will begin teaching at the

Netjets, the leading fractional-jet ownership business
that operates over 500 aricraft, supplying executive
jet service to companies, celebrities, and VIPs. -Eric
Robles completed his master's degree in June; for six
years he has been with Montebello Unified School
District as a sub/long term teacher of a fourth grade
class. Eric also plays in a band called SAGE, which has
recently released a CD and made appearances at House
of Blues and Hard Rock Café in L.A. -*Anna (Warren)
Boersig graduated with an MBA in e-business from

University of Nebraska at Kearney in fall 2005. "Steve
(my better half) and I are looking forward to rural

University of Phoenix in November 2004. With husband Ray and Mark Masterson '93, she started
Illusive Arts Entertainment, LLC, a publishing and

Living where we can keep all of our own critters—
horses, dogs, cats, fish, and a parrot—at home."

multi-media company. "We self-publish a comic book
called Dorothy that is getting rave reviews and are
looking forward to creating animated and CG movies,

'96

'97

publishing other comics, and possibly creating video
games." -+Audrey (Whitehead) Waugh was married

Class Agent:
Seraphme A. Gott
301 Calle Miramar #1
Redondo Beach, CA 90277-6348

in 2003 in a "small ceremony at a beautiful winery
in Colorado."

Class Agent:

'98

Anna (Warren) Boersig
181 Ada Avenue, #11
Mt. View, CA 94043
Bonnie (Bautista) Magallanes is a social worker
for the City of Alhambra. She has been married to
Ben, a paramedic, for six years, and the couple has
two daughters. 4Lindsey Beck writes: "After four
years I still enjoy Washington, D.C., and am a legislative assistant for Congressman Dale E. Kildee
(Michigan). I am working on a doctorate and should
graduate next May, and I've also started teaching a
couple of courses, so things are fairly busy." -+Matt
Block married in 1998 and has a son, Daniel (1).
-+Ruby (Camacho) Aldaco received her professional
clear credential and started a master's program in
education; she teaches third grade for Pasadena USD.
She and husband Eric bought a home in Monrovia.
-+Sean Goudeau moved from the Department of
Child and Family Services to Frank D. Lanterman
Regional Center, a non-profit social service agency
where he serves the developmentally disabled.
-*Kimberly Huddleston lives and works in the Los
Angeles area. She completed her thesis and received a
master's in government from Johns Hopkins University
in 2003. -*Robert Knowles was promoted to manager of systems technical support for the Clinical
Diagnostics Division of Beckman Coulter Inc.
-Yolanda Mendoza writes: "Last year I earned my
master's in education and am currently pursuing a
doctorate. I have been married for two years, but no
kids yet." -Lisa Nunn served in the Peace Corps in

Class Agent:
Kris D. Seiyani
2350 Bagby Street, Apt. 4203
Houston, TX 77006

Elizabeth Freudenthal is working on her doctoral
dissertation for the UC Santa Barbara English program.
Her topic is medicalized compulsiveness and detachment in contemporary fiction.

'99

Class Agent:

Leigha J. Lucas
8603 East Dry Creek Road, Apt. 211
Englewood, CO 80112

Class Agent:
'00 Mala

M. Williams

18226 Camino Bello, Apt. 2
Rowland Heights, CA 91748
Melissa Onstad lives in New York, where she is an
English teacher and pursuing a master's in education.

'01

Lisa Ayre-Smith works for an architectural firm in
Santa Ana that specializes in rehabilitation of existing
buildings. She coordinates publicity, exhibitions,
and publishing of her boss's artwork. She is taking
AutoCAD and bellydance classes. -Kathryn Box is
a client consultant for a major insurance software
company. -Elizabeth (Dc La Paz) Cruz is a third
grade teacher; husband Ruben owns and manages
Cruz Creations, a full-service hair salon in Uptown
Whittier. -+Tisha (Jenkins) Hancock owns a medical
billing business; she also sells "a phenomenal whole
food nutritional product called Juice Plus." Husband
Joe is a clinical associate at Children's Hospital
Orange County on the oncology floor; he will complete
his RN program next December. The couple lives in
Ontario with daughter Trinity Rose and another child
on the way. -+ Megan (Lafferty) Jara married and is
a career development facilitator at La Puente High
School. She will receive her master's and P.P.S. credential in school counseling next November. -Cristina
(Padilla) Reardon works for Dreyer's Grand Ice Cream,
Inc.; husband Robert is a USMC Federal Firefighter.
-)Aubri (Webb) Gullett married in 2004 and runs a
successful home business as a Passion Parties consultant. -+Laura M. Wilson completed her MBA program.

'02

Salvador "Sal" Placencia's novel, The People of
Paper, is earning critical praise. As one reviewer notes:
"a stunning debut by a once-in-a-generation talent.
I don't know of a young American writer more original,
innovative, or intense." The original manuscript won
top honors in USC's Edward W. Moses Creative Writing
Competition, and his earlier work earned him a Paul
and Daisy Soros Fellowship for New Americans—the
first and only fellow in fiction. +Manuel Rosales
completed his master's program and earned both a
teaching and administrative credential. He works as
an administrator for La Habra High School. He and
wife Alejandra Sanchez '01, a teacher at El Rancho
High School, have a daughter, Bryana (2). -Ywni
Yamazaki has been living in England for the past

Class Agent:
Natalie Neavez
421 West Keene Drive
La Habra, CA 90631

Class Agent:
Sarah C. (Hayman) Gerfen
1760 Larksherry Lane
Simi Valley, CA 93065

Rene Dixon teaches language arts and music at
Fairgrove School in Hacienda Heights for Principal
Penny Fraumem '68; she also sings in the ?hoir at
Whittier Presbyterian Church under the leadership of
Williametta Spencer '49.

'03

Class Agent:
James Bailey
13773 E. Philadelphia St.
Whittier, CA 90601

year working with survivors of domestic violence.
She reports: "Living outside the U.S. has been a
great learning experience!"

>> THE EAST COAST STATE WITH THE HIGHEST NUMBER
OF WHITTIER ALUMNI RESIDENTS IS NEW YORK.
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'04 CLASS AGENT NEEDED
Class Agent:

CLASSNOTES

Judd Allen attends law school in Michigan. -Hovig
Arthtian teaches at a Maryland middle school and is
working on a master's degree. -+Matthew Burow
lives in Osaka, Japan, teaching English and working
for "Nova." He plans to return to the U.S. to pursue
a master's degree. -Frances "Franny" Condon is
director of communications for the Whittier Area
Chamber of Commerce. -4Laura Nestler is an event
manager for Addidas. -Alexandra Nguyen works at
Webb Schools in Claremont and began an MBA program at Benedictine University in Chicago. -Erik
Stegman writes: "I'm in my first year at UCLA Law
School, and it's going incredibly well; I was awarded
a UCLA Graduate Division Opportunity Fellowship. Next
year, I start the master's program in American Indian
studies, which most of the year will have me traveling
to Indian reservations nationwide to help native communities draft more culturally relevant codes, statutes,
constitutions, etc. My partner, Mike, is a research
associate at UCLA on a cardiac molecular biology
project." -Danielle Tovar is in a graduate program
at Texas Tech University, studying flute. .+Stephanie
Vouis is a medical biller/administrator.

'23 Helen (Brown) Fox, January 1, 2004. 4'27
Mark Barmore, November 2, 2004. -'28 Jayne
(Cunningham) Titzell, date unknown. - '
30 Pen
Guptill, October 27, 2004. -+'31 Evelyn (Eaton)
French, August 9, 2004. -+'31 Maxine (Howard)
Fox, January 21, 2005. -'33 Max Goldman,
September 11, 2004. -"34 Elizabeth "Betty"
(Brewer) Hutchison, October 10, 2004. '34
Richard A. Thomson, Sr., February 14, 2005.
-9'35 Phyllis (Plummer) Kettler, November 1, 2004.
-*'36 Madeline (Aborn) Paddock, January 17, 2005.
-'36 Frances (Johnson) Peterson, March 14, 2005.
-4'37 Paul Gardner, March 10, 2005. -'37 Dwight
D. Miller, January 29, 2005. -'38 Cadett Barnes,
December 20, 2004. -*'38 John Forbes, February 14,
2004. 4'38 Maurice H. Joyce, January 14, 2005.
4'38 Mary Ellen (Miller) Barnes, December 7, 1998.
-*'38 Dorothy (Sayers) Ludwig, September 11, 2004.
-+'40 Nell (Travis) Michel, February 16, 2002.
-4'40 Russell Vincent, November 10, 2004.
4'41 Edwin Bronner, March 8, 2005. 4'41 lone
(Pike) Stull, November 12, 2004. -3'41 Marilyn
(Vandersteen) Henderson, September 7, 2004.
-'41 Paul Wood, May 5, 2004. -'42 Gilbert Carr,
September 10, 2004. -*'42 Elinor (Giguette) Potter,
November 15, 2004. -'42 Ruth (Hundley) Edinger,
January 24, 2005. -'43 Margaret (Craghill) Brown,
April 6, 2005. -'43 Constance (Martois) Johnson,
in December 2004. -'45 Shirley (Hoberg)

Thompson, November 30, 2004. -'46 Marjorie
(Pedersen) Magnusson, October 3, 2004. -'47
Evelyn (Denslow) Hawkes, March 11, 2005. -'49
Kenneth Rawlinson, October 2, 2004. -+'50 Joyan
(Anderson) Illsley, January 1, 2003. -3'50 Leslie
"Les" Carey, November 1, 2004. -a"SO Walter
Norling, December 6, 2004. -'51 Elizabeth
(Kirkpatrick) Lawless, November 21, 2004.
-*'Sl Benjamin "Ben" Tregoe, April 20, 2005.
-'53 Eleanor (Votaw) Lucy, December 18, 2004.
-+'55 Donald Beaty, in January 2003. -4'56 Ronald
E. Hoar, February 15, 2005. 4'57 David E. White,
March 15, 2005. 4'59 Thomas Winegar, August 12,
2004. -*'61 Daniel Robinson, January 17, 2004.
-)'64 Susan (Campbell) Rosowski, November 2,
2004. '65 Arturo Bastidos, March 21, 2004.
-*'66 Sally (Sherman) Snow, September 14, 2004.
4'66 John C. Kemp, April 15, 2005. -'67 Kathy
"Katy" (McFarland) Szal, June 10, 2004. -)'81
Ronald L. Baxter, March 9, 2005. -+'81 Myron
Echohawk, date unknown. 4'83 Donald Miller,
November 2, 2004.

FACULTY, STAFF, FRIENDS
Jan Collier, former accounts receivable clerk in the
Business Office, February 8, 2005. -*Jerold Sheperd,
music faculty and voice instructor, January 20, 2005.

4Jack de Vries, professor emeritus of theater and
communication arts, June 8, 2005.

CORRECTIONS:
FROM THE ROCK,
WINTER 2004
Ruth (De Vries) Christiansen '42 was incorrectly listed In Memoriam (page 51). Ruth is
very much alive and well; it was her husband

John A. Christiansen '42 who passed away
on April 17, 2003. Also listed In Memoriam,

Anna Neese Brown's maiden name and class
year are incorrect (page 51). Anna's class year
is 2000, and her maiden name is spelled
"Neese," rather than "Neece.
In Poet to Poet, Jay Fair '53 submitted a
note (page 37) that should have read:
"Cockatiels and expert witness activities
continue." Cortney Howell '66 would also
like to assure classmates the he is still a "he";
The Rock incorrectly used the feminine
pronoun in his submission (page 43).

GOOD NIGHT, SWEET PRINCE. Since

joining the Whittier faculty in 1965, Jack de Vries directed over 80 mainstage pla

and taught numerous courses in theatre. A testimony to his impact on the community, his June 16 memorial service was
attended by nearly 300 of his colleagues, friends, and former students.
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>> "LOVABLE AND GRUFF, THOSE WERE MY FIRST-AND LASTOBSERVATIONS OF JACK DE VRIES." - DARRELL NABERS '91

WHITTIER COLLEGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
CHAIRMAN
Richard I. Gilchrist '68, J.D.
VICE CHAIRMAN
Willard V. Harris, Jr. '55, L.H.D. '02
SECRETARY
Ernie Z. Park, J.D.
TREASURER
Donald F. Wood, L.H.D. '98
Steven C. Ai '76
Dolores L. Ball '33, L.H.D. '96
Richard A. Bayer
Roy J. Clason '84
Christopher T. Cross '62
John H. Crow '64, Ph.D.
Vincent J. Daigneault '85
Kristine E. Dillon '73. Ph.D.
Alfred J. Gobar '53, M.A. '55,
Ph.D.. L.H.D '05
Charlotte D. Graham, L.H.D. '99
Kenneth S. Greenbaum '53
Barbara Ondraski Groce '57
Wayne Harvey '60
Charles E. Hawley, Jr. '51
Donald J. Herrema '74
Caroline P. Ireland '43
David C. Lizarraga
Alice D. Lowe '37
Alan H. Lund '71
David D. Mandarich
Sharon E. McLaughlin
James E. Mitchell, J.D.'62
Linda K. Mitrovich '69
Amy L.S. Pulver '72*
Ruth B. Shannon, L.H.D. '92
Geoffrey C. Shepard '66
Willard W. Shepherd, Sr.
Judith A. Swayne '63
Tornio Taki
Maxine M. Trotter '47
Roberta G. Veloz '57
Alfred R. Villalobos '65
Steven Weston '83
Joan M. Woehrmann '52

A MATTER OF DEGREES. Marking him a recipient of an honorary doctorate in humane letters, trustee and alumnus Alfrel
Gobar proudly receives his hood from Interim President Legoza, Prof. Greg Woirol, and Dean of Faculty Gotsch. Gobar was onè
five awarded this honor at the May Commencement ceremony.

ALUMNI TRUSTEE
Shayne Cox Gad '71
PRESIDENT OF THE
ALUMNI BOARD
Jeanette Wong '81
TRUSTEES EMERITI
C. Milo Connick, Ph.D.
R. Chandler Myers, J.D., LL.D.'88
Hubert C. Perry '35
Carl Randolph '43, Ph.D.. L.L.D. '82
Homer F. Rosenberger, M.D.
Elden L. Smith '62
PRESIDENT EMERITUS
Eugene S. Mills, Ph.D., LL.D., L.H.D.

OFFICERS OF THE COLLEGE
Sharon D. Herzberger
President
Jan Legoza
Interim President* and Vice President
for Finance and Administration
Neil H. Cogan, LL.B.
Vice President for Legal Education and
Dean of Whittier Law School
Susan D. Gotsch
Vice President for Academic Affairs
and Dean of Faculty
Bedford McIntosh
Vice President for Advancement
Tracy Poon Tambascia
Dean of Students
through June 2005
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SENIOR

MOMENTS

CLASS YEAR: 2005
HOMETOWN: Norwalk,

CA

MAJOR: Business

Administration/Management

MINOR: Religious

Studies

STATS: Acropolis Editor-in-Chief 13 yrs); Soccer Team, right defensive
back (4 yrs); co-captain, two-time 2nd Team AIl-SCIAC, 3rd Team AllWestern Region; Alpha Pi Delta, business society, vice-president.
PLANS POST-GRADUATION: Currently looking for a job locally in
a non-profit organization or the printing/publishing industry.
Planning on grad school at some point.
FAVORITE PLACE ON CAMPUS TO STUDY: My room. It has everything
I need and some I don't (e-mail, AIM, MySpace, NationStates.net(.
BEST CAMPUS EVENT ATTENDED WHILE AT COLLEGE: The screening of
Super Size Me and having Morgan Spurlock there to answer questions and elaborate on his documentary.
MOST UNIQUE CLASS TAKEN: Acropolis Workshop—because I'm the
instructor. Our publishing rep comes about once a month and does
fancy lectures, but otherwise I've made the syllabus and have
instructed the 10 people in the class.
MOST CHALLENGING CLASS TAKEN: A tie between Business Law
with Dr. Neu and Economic History with Dr. Woirol.
CLASSES I WISH I HAD TAKEN: Search

for Extra-Terrestrial Life with
Glenn Piner and fEB Tolkein with Sean Morris.

ADVICE TO INCOMING FRESHMAN: Get involved, get to know your
professors, and the grass is not always greener.
ADVICE TO FELLOW GRADUATES: No matter where you end up,
remember that you will always be a Poet.
WHAT WHITTIER COLLEGE MEANS TO ME: I will be the first to admit
I am a big nerd, but I loved Whittier so much I decided to be
here every day for the past 3.5 years by working for the Office of
Admissions in the summer. Even though I am ready to move on,
I don't think I will ever outgrow what Whittier has to offer. It is a
place that just feels "right".
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II

Now you can catch island fever in two ways at Whittier College. Become
an Aloha Concert Series subscriber and experience the very best in
Hawaiian music acts playing at the Ruth B. Shannon Center for the
Performing Arts, or plan a trip to the islands through the Shannon Center
website. Travel is sponsored through ALL About Tours, and a portion of
the sale is donated back to Whittier College.
For information on the 2005-06 Rutherford Wine Company Aloha Concert

Al About HAU)All

Series, please contact the Box Office at (562) 907-4203 or visit the
Shannon Center online at www.shannoncenter.org.

RUTHERFORD

Ma halo!

